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Part I
SUITS IN GENERAL

JURISDICTION OF THE COURTS AND RES JUDICATA

CSctiQui.Courts to try all civil suits unless barred.—The Courts

shall (subject to the provisions herein, contained) have jurisdiction to try
Lill suits of a civil nyIure excepting Suits of which their cognizance is
either expressly or Lmpl iedly barred.

Explana[i.n. —A suit in which the right to property or to an office is

contested is a suit of a civil nature, notwithstanding that such right may
depend entirely on the decision of questions as to religious rites or
ceremonies.

Civil courts have jurisdiction to try all suits of a civil nature except those
the trial of which is expressly or impliedly barred.

Ahth,r Rout -vs- Abdul Haijid Khan, 17 DLR, Sc 515

Suits relating purely to religious rites mr ceremonies or involving purely
caste questions are not suits of a civil nature but when the principal question
is of civil nature such as, as to religious office or fees attached to it or right
to any property, the suit is maintainable.

"Expressly barred" means barred by any statute in force. "Impliedly barred"
means barred by general principles of law, equity or public policy, etc.

(Ouster of jurisdiction of the civil court can not he readily inferred unless
expressly taken away

5'ha,ivwhdi,i Khan -i's- Shamsuzzaman, 22 DER 655
C/ia/na Fl ire . -is- Abdul Jabbar,PTD7767,S.C.381

S -vs- Indian Iron & Steel, 197 sc 1298

In case of doubt as to jurisdiction, coLirt shall lean 4owards,aSSUrription of
jurisdiction.

Gurudwara & C. -i's- Shii Rattan, 1955 SC 576

(	 . Section-10: Stay of suit.—No Court shall proceed with the trial of

ç

t' any suit in which the matter-in-issue is also directly and substantially in
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issue in a previously instituted suit between the same ptie or between
parties under whom they or any of them claim litigating under the same
title where sLich suit is pending in the same 

or any other Court in
Bagladesh having jurisdiction to grant the relief claimed, or in any Court
beyond the limits of Bangladesh established or continued by the
Government and having like jurisdiction, or before the Supreme Court.

(Explanation —The pendency of a suit in a foreign Court does not

pre1iide the Courts in Bangladesh from trying a suit founded on the same
cause of action)

The essential conditions for the application of the section are: (I) the
matter-in-issue in the second suit is directly and substantially in issue in the
previous suit, (2) the parties in both the suit are the same and (3) the court
in which the first suit is instituted is competent to grant the relief claimed in
the subsequent suit and (4) the previously instituted suit is pendin g in the
same court in which the subsequent suit is brought or in any court in
Bangladesh or in any court beyond the limits of Bangladesh established or
continued by the Government or before the Supreme Court.

Kalipacla -i's- Cliarulata, 60 C /096

The institution of the subsequent suit is not barred, only the trial of the
subsequent suit is barred.

Bepin -vs- Jo'enclra, 24 CLI 514

(Suit includes all 	 but does not include all 	 for leave to
appeal.)

L/ioi.'dhurv-'s-MdiiaporeZemindrv Co., 27 CWN 772.
rswan1.Lmn1p.andcl - vs- SiuiKi cISTLR 175

When a suit cannot he stayed under section 10 the court has inherent power
under section 151 of the Code of Civil Procedure to stay a suit for ends of
,justice>..)	 -	 - _.	 -•	 _. -	 _______

[/iiiu//ah Munshi -vs- A/?(/"/Ban Bepari, 2/ DLR fj7
Under section 10 only the subsequent suit and not the previous suit can be
tayed court can, however, stay the previous suit for ends of justice by
ipplying section 151 of the Code of Civil Procedure.

\J 
/	 Mvt. Arift: Be'wn. -us- KhuiqueMuhaininad Naqvi,

V	 -	 21 DLR(WP) 209

'or purpose of. section IC), the date of presentation of plaint and not date of
admission is the date of institution.

Heerendra -vs- Dhire,tdra, 62 C / / /5

7
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IYA/	 Court shall try any, suit or issue in

VJ whichthe matter directly or subually inishas been directly and

' substantially in issue in L iormer t between the same parties. or
\PJ	 Tiideiweenpirties	 whom they or any

the same title, in a Court competent to try_Such subsquent suit or the suit

in which such issue ias been sLibsequently raised, and has been heard and

finallyCourt.decided by such Co------------------------

Explanation I The expression "former suit" shall denote a suit

which has been decided prior to the suit in question whether or not it was
instituted prior. thereto.

Explanation II - For the purposes of this section, the competence of

it Court shall be determined irrespective of any provisions as to a right of

it 	 from the decision of such Court.

Explanation III —The matter above referred to must in the former

suit have been alleged by one party and either denied or admitted,

expressly or impliedly, by the other.

3u1tion Any matter which might and ought to have been

made ground of defence or attack in Such former sLut shall he deemed to

have been a matter directly and sLibstantially in issue in such suit..

Explanation V Any relief claimed in the plaint, which is not

expressly granted by the decree, shall, for the purposes of this section, he

deemed to have been refused.

,Kiination VI Where persons litigate bona fide in respect of it

public right or of a private right claimed in common for themselves and

others, all persons interested in such right shall, for the purposes of this

section, be deemed to claim under the persons so litigating.

The following are the conditions of res judicata:-
/7

r rT 3_-ktnti ty ofmatter in issue:
The matter ill subsequent suit must have been directly and substantially
in issue in the former suit- Elonatio,i I/I is direct i-es judicata and
Explanation IV is constructive' i-es judicta.lt is not necessary that the matters
in the two suits must be the same in ver a'tirn. It is sufficient if the matter in
issue in the former suit was substantially the same. - -r

Md. Ali -.x- Llpen.clra, 58 CLI 196
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c ldentity of parties:
,-The former suit must have been between the same parties or parties under

who2 they or any of them claim.

3Same title:
The parties in the subsequent suit must have litigated under the same title in

the former suit.

0
(4-C6ncurrence of jurisdiction:
The court which had decided the former suit must have been competent to
try the subsequent suit or the suit in which such issue has been subsequently

raised.

. (.1tial decision:
¼ The matter-in-issue in the subsequent suit must have been heard and finally

decided in the former

Res Judicata does not only forbid trialf a suit but also of an issue which has
been finally decided in a previous suites Judicata ousts the jurisdiction of
the court whereas estoppel is a rule of evidence and shuts the mouth of a

pLtl'tY.

Cussainallv -"s- Curre,nbho y, 36 B 214

an issue was raised and finally decided, the rule of res judicata applies

although the suit was decided ex parte.

Hara -i's- Be 'In, 13 CLI 38
hib -i's- Lakhi, /925 C 427

As between co-plaintiffs, a finding to become res judicata must have been
essential for the purposes of giving relief to the plaintiff in the previous suit.

Ruk,nini -i's- Dhon.do, 36 B 207

The conditions for applying res judicata between co-defendants are: (1) there
" must be conflict of interest between the defendants concerned; (2) it must be

jnecessary to decide the conflict in order to give the plaintiff the relief he
claims; (3) the question between the defendants must have been finally

decided inter se between them.

Munjil -i's- Triloke, 35 CWN 661 PC
Kishen -i's- Durga, 35 CWN 1217 PC

ifiiw/wn_-vs-Dhupi, 59
Sachindra L/ Das -i's- Hriday RankTDLR (AD) 56
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sion ill previous suit cannot operate as res judi.cata when an appeal is
pending.

A,uicinwlai - ps- Thornhill, 36 CWN I PC

• bar of res judicata is applicable to writ proceedings oil the general
orincinie that there should be an end to litigation.

Hafizuddiu Sarkar -vs- Bangladesh, 42 DLR (AD) 57

Where several suits involving common issues are disposed of in one
judgment and an appeal is filed against the decree in one and not from the
decrees ill the others, the matter decided in latter suits does operate as res
Lidicata.

Bahadur i's- Jotwdra, 64 CLJ 431

Section-12: Bar to further suit.—Where a plaintiff is precluded by

rules from instituting a further suit in respect of any particular cause of
action, he shall not be entitled to institute a suit in respect of such cause of
action in any Court to which this Code applies.

Ast	 des picciuding a fresh suit. see Or. 2, r. 2:0r. 9. r. 9:0r. 22, r. 9 and Or. 23. rI.

ection-13: When foreign judgement not conclusive.—A foreign

Judgement shall be conclusive as to any niittei:.herehy directly
adjudicated upon between the same parties or betweeipujties under
whom they or any of them claim litigating under the same title exëpt–.

where it has not been pronounced by a Court of competent
Jurisdiction;

zb) where it has not been given on the merits of the case;

(c) where it appears oil face of the proceedings to he founded on
an incorrect viewfiiatmationiljaw or a refLisal to recognize
the law of Bangladesh in cases in which such law is applicable;

(d) where the proclgs in which the judgement was obtained are
opposed to natural justice;

(e) where it has been obtained by fraud;

(1) where it sustains a clainn founded on a breach of any law in force
in Bangladesh.

of
he

7
Forei gn udgements may be enforced under section 44A of the Code or by a
suitupOIl it.
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ection-14: Presumption as to foreign judgements.—The Court
shall presume, upon the production of any document purporting to be a
certified copy of a foreign juclgement..that such jLldgenlent was
pronounced by a Court of competent jurisdiction. Linless the contrary
appears on the record: hLlt such presumption may he displaced by proving
Want 01 jurisdiction.

Pi1ci oi SuiNc .

Section-15: Courts in which suits to be instituted.—Every suit -
shall be institLlted in the Court of the lowest grade competent to try.it.

The section is a rule of procedure not of jurisdiction and while it lays doyn
that a suit shall he instituted in the court of the lowest grade, it does not
thci-eb y oust the jurisdiction of the courts of higher grades 'which they
----possess under Inc Acts constitutui them.

MoI,ini Mo/u,,i -vs- Kuiiji Beha,'i, 47 CWN 720
- i'.v- Jo/ce/liar, 14 CWN 322

Although it may have u ri sdicti on in the higher court, such as, a suhord i nate.
jud ge's court, should not, as a matter of procedure., entertain the suit which
the lower court has jurisdiction to entertain hut to return the plaint to the
plaintiff for presentation to the lower court i.e. assistantj uclge ' s court as
provided by Order 7 rule. 10 of the Code.

-	 ATic//ij La! -vs- Malia,, 7A (l&'5), 230

As to valuation, see rule 25, C.R. & 0 and para 4, Civil Suit Instructions
Manual. For grades of courts and pecuniary jurisdiction, see sections 3. 18
aticl 19. Civil Courts Act, 1887.

Section-16: Suits should be instituted where subject—matter
situate—Subject to the pecuniary or other limitations prescribed by any
law, sLilts-

(a) for the recovery of immoveable property with or without rent or
profits,

(h) for the partition of immoveable property,

(c) for foreclosure, sale or redemption ill 	 case of a mortgage of or
charge upon immoveable property,

(d) for the determination of any other right to or interest in
immoveable Property,

(e) for compensation for wrong to immoveable property.

(f) for the recovery of moveable property actually under distraint or
attachment,
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shall be instituted in the CoLirt within the local limits of whose

jurisdiction the property is sitLiate

Provided that a suit to obtain relief respecting, or compensation for

Wrong to, immoveable property held by or oil of the defendant

may, where the relief sought can he entirely obtained through his personal

obedience, be instituted either in the Court within the local limits of

whose jLirisdiction the property is situate, or, in the case of suits referred

to in clause (c), at the place where the cause of action has wholly or partly

arisen, or in the Court within the local limits of whose jurisdiction the

defendant actually and voluntarily resides, or carries oil 	 or

personally works for gain.

L.vp/aiiatoii	 In this section ''property'' means property situate in

Bangladesh.

The section provides that suits covered by clauses (a) to (1) are to he
instituted in the courts within the local limits of which the property is
situate. "Immovable property' is not defined in the Code. It is defined in
section 3 clause (25) of the General Clauses Act, 1897. Suits referred to in
clause (c) has some additional forums also.

iclausc (cjne to immovable	 )pertv" means torts affecting immovable
I -operty such as. trespass, nuisance. ml ringemcnt of easement. etc.

Crip -i'.v- A'atsoii (/893) 20 C 689,)

Section-17: Suits for immoveable property situate within the
jurisdiction of different Courts.—Where a suit is to obtain relief

respecting, or compensation for wrong to, immoveable property situate

within the jurisdiction of different Courts, the suit may be instituted in any

Court within the local limits of whose jurisdiction any portion of the

property is situate:

Provided that, in respect of the value of the subject-matter of the suit,

the entire claim is cognizahie by such Court.

This section is supplemental to sectioil 16 and applies only to suits falling
within clauses (a) to (e) of that section.

Satva Nara van Bwierje -is- Rod/ia Nath Dos, 45 CWN 1085

(The section is for the benefit of litigants, the object being to avoid
multiplicity of suits.

Haruc/ic,i,dar	 Lot IJci/icu/tir (I $94) /6 A 35_)
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Section 17 applies only to those cases in which there is one and the same
cause of action in respect of immovable property situate within the jurisdiction
of different courts and does not apply if the cause of action as to the property
without the local limits of jurisdiction is different.

Niscir Ali -i's- Moha,l7ac/ Ali, 36 CWN 937; 59 IA 268

Section-18: Place of institution of suit where local limits of
Jurisdiction of Courts are uncertain.—(l) Where it is alleged to he
uncertain within the local limits of the jLlrisdiction of which of two or
more Courts any iminoveable property is situate, any one of these Courts
may, if satisfied that there is ground for the alleged uncertainty, record a
statement to that effect and thereupon proceed to entertain and dispose of
any sLut relating to that property, and its decree in the suit shall have the
same effect as if the property were sitLiate within the local limits of its
urisdiction:

Provided that the suit is one with respect to which the Court is
competent as regards the nature and value of the suit to exercise
.jurisdiction.

(2) Where a statement has not been recorded under sub-section (I),
and an objection is taken before an appellate or revisional Court that a
decree or order in a suit relating to such property was made by a Court not
having jurisdiction where the property is situate, the appellate or
revisional Court shall not allow the objection unless in its opinion there
was, at the time of the institution of the suit, no reasonable ground for
uncertainty as to the Court having jurisdiction with respect thereto and
there has been a consequent failure of justice.

Appellate court will not interfere unless there was, at the time, no
reasonable ground for uncertainty as to jurisdiction and there has been
consequent failure of justice.

Md. -Ps- Md., 1933 A 555)

Section-19: Suits for compensation for wrongs to person or
moveables.—Where a suit is for compensation for wrong clone to the
person or to moveable property, if the wrong was done within the local
limits of the jurisdiction of one Court and the defendant resides, or carries
on business, or personally works for gain, within the local limits of the
jurisdiction of another Court, the suit may be instituted at the option of the
plaintiff in either of the said Courts.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

(a) A, residing in Chittagong heats B in Dhaka. B may sue A either

in Dhaka or in Chittagong.

(h) A, residing in Chittagong, publishes in Dhaka statements

defamatory of B. B may sue A either in Dhaka or in Chittagong.

The section applies to suits for wrong done to the person or the movable
property of the claimant.

Section-20: Other suits to be instituted where defendants reside
or cause of action arises.—Subject to the limitations aforesaid, every suit

shall he instituted in a Court within the local limits of whose jLlrisdiction-

(a) the defendant, or each of the defendants where there are more than

one, at the time of the commencement of the Suit, actually and

voluntarily resides, or carries on business, or personally works for

gain; or

(h) any of the defendants, where there are more than one, at the time

of the commencement of the suit, actually and voluntarily resides,

or carries on business, or personally works for gain, provided that

in such case either the leave of the Court is given, or the

defendants who do not reside or carry on business, or personally

work for gain, as aforesaid, acquiesce in such institution; or

(c) the cause of action, wholly or inpart, arises.

Explanation I Vs/here a person has a permanent dwelling at one

place and also a temporary residence at another place, he shall he deemed

to reside at both places in respect of any cause of action arising at the

place where he has such temporary residence.

Explanation II -A corporation shall he deemed to carry on business

at its sole or principal office in Bangladesh or, in respect of any cause of

action arising at any place where it has also a subordinate office, at such

place.

ILLUSTRATIONS

(a) A is a tradesman in Dacca. B carries on business in Chittagong. B,

by his agent in Dacca, buys goods of A and requests A.to deliver

them to the Bangladesh Biman. A delivers the goods accordingly

in Dacca. A may sue B for the price of the goods either in Dacca,
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where the cause of action has arisen, or in Chittagong, where B
carrjes On business.

(b) A resides at Cox's Bazar, B at Dacca and C at Chitta gon g . A. B

and C being together at Khulna, B and C make a joint promissory
note payable oil and deliver it to A. A may sue B and C at

Khulna, where the cause of action arose. He may also sue them at

Dacca, where B resides, or at Chittagong, where C resides; but in
each of these cases, if the non-resident defendant objects, the suit

cannot proceed without the leave of the Court.

This section is subject to provisions of sections 16-19,

"Residence" means where a person or his fanii I y or servants eat, ii rink and
sleep.

Kimmel -vs- .i(1!iIUlI'(J, /3 CL.! 22

A nitn ma y dwell at more places than one at the same time.

Orde -vs- Skinner, 3 C. 9/ PC

"Cause of action" means the whole of the material facts which it is
necessary for the plaintiff to allege and pro''c in order to succeed.

1)/ton/i -vv- I1(n'(/(', / 1 13 649

Cause of act ion must be antecedent to I lie i list itut ion of the SLI it.

(7w'intl - tv- 1)/,ei,dra,.'2 IC 23/

'ection-2 1: Objection to .jurisdiction.—No objection as to the place

Of suing shall be allowed by any appellate Or revisional Court unless such

objection was taken in the Court of first instance at the earliest possible

Opportunity and in all cases where issues are settled at or before such

settlement, and unless there has been a consequent failure of justice.

Objection to territorial jurisdiction must he taken in the original court at the
earliest opportunity and before settlement of issues. Even if this is done and
the objection is disallowed. 110 appellate OF i'evisional court will allow the
objection unless there has been consequent f'ailure of justice.

Bcn,,'af I' & I Co. -vs- Kwnini, 22 CWN 5/7
Lw lu, ox- I/jr//. 62 /(1'399

Section-22: Power to transfer suits which may be instituted in
more than one Court.—Where a suit may he instituted in any one of two

or more Courts and is instituted in one of such Courts, any defendant,

after notice to the other parties, may, at the earliest possible opportunity
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and in all cases where issues arc settled at or before such settlement, apply

to have the stilt transferred to aiiotlier Court. and the Court to which such

application is made, after considering the objections of the other parties

if any), shall determine ill f the several Courts having jurisdiction

the suit shall proceed.

Section 22 would apply only it' the Suit ill entirety is cognizable by either
of the courts in which the suit is tiled or b y the court to which the suit is
snu g lit to be transferred.

/iibei/a -vs- /VI(/.. /93 -3 L 635

Application under section 22 should he registered as miscellaneous judicial
case See rule 774(a)( I C.R. & 0.

Section-23: To what Court application lies.—( I ) Where the several

Courts having jurisdiction are subordinate to the same Appellate Court, an

appl icatipn under section 22 shall he made to the Appellate Court.

(2) Where such Courts are subordinate to different. Appellate Courts the

application shall he marie to the High Court Division.

For principles to he applied in deciding the question ni transfer.

LII) 10 roof -vs- KW S111)1, /0 CLI 20'

Section-24: General power of' transfer and withdrawal.—( I ) On

the application of any of the parties and after notice to the parties and

alter hearing such of them as desire to he heard, or of its own motion

without such notice, the High Court Division or the District Cuurt may Lit

any stage-

(a) transir any suit, appeal or other proceeding pending before it for trial

or disposal to any coLirt subordinate to it and competent to try or

dispose of' tile si me. or

(h) withdraw anY suit, appeal or other proccechng pending in any Court

subordinate to it. and

(I) try or dispose of the same: or

(ii) transfer the same br trial or disposal to any CoLirt subordinate to

it and competent to try or dispose of the same: or

(iii) retransi'er the same for trial or disposal to the Court from which it

was withdrawn.
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(2) Where any suit or proceeding has been transferred or withdrawn

Under sub-section (I), the Court which thereafter tries such Suit may,
subject to any special directions in the case of an order of transfer, either

retry it or proceed from the point at which it was transferred or
withdrawn.

(3) For the purposes of this section, Courts of Additional and

Assistant Judges shall be deemed to be subordinate to the District Court.

(4) The Court trying any suit transferred or withdrawn under this

section from a Court of Small Causes shall, for the purposes of such suit,
be deemed to he a Court of Small Causes.

The section gives general power of transfer of all suits, appeals, and other
proceedings and is not limited like section 22 to suits in which the plaintiff
has the option of suing in more than one court. It may be exercised at any
stage of the proceeding and even suo m.o1u without an application.

Md. Habi ho/la/i -vs- Tikam, 49 A 57

The.power conferred oil 	 High Court Division under section 24(1 )(h) of
the Code regarding withdrawal and transfer of case is an unfettered one.

M. A. Hakim -vs- Bholanath Se,i, 40 DLR 413

The effect of a transfer of a suit under sub-section (4) from a court of small
causes is that the suit must he tried under the small cause court procedure
Without any right of appeal.

Cliottevial -vs- Lakshmi, 38 A 425
,S/icukarama -vs- Padmanabha, 3S M 25

The transferee court shall be deemed to be a small cause court if it has no
small cause coLirt power.

Vid\'a,yhi -vs- Ram, 1935 A 690

For Form of notice of application for transfer of a suit. Form No. 2, App. H
Sch. I = H.C. Form No. (P) 54.

Section-24A: Appearance of parties on transfer of suit, etc.—( I)

Where any suit is transferred under section 22, or any suit, appeal or other

proceeding is transferred or withdrawn under sub-section (1) of section 24

oil application of a party, the Court ordering the transfer or withdrawal

shall fix a date for the appearance of the parties before itself, if the suit.

appeal or other proceeding is to be tried or disposed of by itself', or before

the Court to which the case is so transferred.
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(2) Where any suit, appeal or other proceeding is transferred from

one Court to another, otherwise than on the application of a party, the

parties thereto shall appear before the Court from which the suit, appeal or

other proceeding is to he transferred, on the day already fixed for their

appearance before that Court, and such Court shall then communicate the

order of transfer to such parties and direct them to appear before the

Court, to which the suit, appeal or other proceeding is to he transferred,

either on the same day, or on such earliest day as may he reasonable

having regard to the distance at which the other Court is located.

Section-25: Omitted by the Central Laws (Statute Reform)
Ordinance, 1960.

INSTITUTION OF SUITS

Section-26: Institution of suits.—Every sLut shall he instituted by

the presentation of a plaint or in such other manner as may be prescribed.

As to mode of institution, see Or. 4, r. I and rule 48, C.R & 0.
A suit is not duly instituted until it is registered.

Sitrentha -vv- Atabuc/din 26 CWN 391

SUMMONS AND DISCOVERY

Section-27: Summons to defendants.—Where a suit has been duly

instituted, a summon may he issued to the defendant to appear and answer

the claim and may he served in manner prescribed.

Issue and service of summons - see Or. 5.

Section-28: Omitted by Act VIII of 1973 as amended by Act LIII
of 1974.

Section-29: Service of foreign summonses.—Summonses and other

processes issued by any Civil or Revenue Court situate outside

Bangladesh may he sent to the Courts in Bangladesh and served as if they

were summonses issued by such Courts:

Provided that the Government has by notification in the official

Gazette declared the provisions of this section to apply to such Courts.

Provisions of section 29 have been applied to-

(i) the Civil Courts in the Federation of Malaya as respects service in
East Bengal (now Bangladesh) of processes issued by such courts, see
Dhaka Gazette, 1949, Part–I, Page-543.
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(ii) all Civil and Revenue Courts of India, as respects service in the
Province of East Bengal (now Iangladesh ) of summonses issued by such
Courts: and that service by such Courts of summonses issued under the said
Code by aCourt in the province of East Bengal (now Bangladesh) shall he
deemed to be valid service, see Government of East Bengal, Judicial and
Legislative Department (Ju(Iicial), Notification No. 3843-i, dated 30
August, 195 I, ])Uhlishe(I ill Dacca Gazette, Extraordinar y , dated 1st
September, 1951. Pt. I, pages 947 and 948.

(iii) all Civil and Revenue Courts of the Union of Burma; and service
b y such COLHIS of summonses issued ii ncler the said Code b y a Court in East
Bengal (now Bangladesh) shall be deemed to be valid service, see Dhaka
Gazette. Extra, dated 18th October, 1954. Pt. I. 1). 3053.

(iv) the summonses issued by an y Civil or Revenue Court in Pakistan
(applichle to Bangladesh) ma y be sent to the Courts in the Union of Bruma
and served as if the y had been issued by such courts, see Gazette of'
Pakistan. 1955, Pt., L P . 143.

(v) service b y an y Court situated ill (applicable to
Bangladesh) of any summons issued by a Court of the Union of Burma
shall be deemed to h. valid service, see Gazette of Pakistan, 1955. Pt. I. p
143.

(vi) all Civil and Revenue Courts ill Federal Republic of Germany;
and service b y such courts on an y summons issued under the said Code b y a
Court in the Prov i nec of East Bengal ( now Bangladesh ) shall be deemed to
be valid service, see Dacca Gazette, 1955, Pt. I,	 1051.

(vii) all Civil Courts ill 	 and the service by such Courts of
any summons issued tinder this Code by a Court ill Province of East
Pakistan (now Bangladesh) shall be deemed to be valid service, see Dhaka
Gazette. 1959 Pt. I. P.778.

,/2':section_9'Power to order discovery and the like.—Suhject to

7 /uch condliti( s and limitations as may he prescribed, the Cotn't may. at

Lilly time, either of ' its own motion or on the application of any party.—

(a) make such orders as may he necessary or reasonable in all matters

relating to the delivery and answcrin of intel'rotzatories, the

admission of documents and facts, and the discovery, inspection.

pi'ocluctioni, impoLindin g and return olclocuments or other material

objects producible as evidence:
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(h) issue sLimmonses to persons whose attendance is required either to

give evidence or to produce documents or such other objects as
aforesaid:

(C) order any fact to be proved by affidavit.

For discovery and inspection see Or. I
For discovery by interrogatories see Or. I 1, rr. I - I
For discovery by affidavit and production ol document see Or. I I, rr. 12-14
For inspection of documents see Or. I I. r- 15
For ool of facts by affidavits see Or. 19
For admission of documents and facts see Or. 12

For prod uct on. impound lug and return of clocume nts see Or. 13

See para 13. Civil Suit Instructions Manual and rules 130-131. C. R & 0.

Affidavit  ol cv deuce-governing pri tic i pie in practice-grou ncls of belief and
verilication rule.

The Vi( e (liwinia,,, Enem y Propeiiv Management Board. Dhaka &
ors -vs- Shali Go/am Nahi and Others 27 DLI? (Al)) 156

This scction enables the Court to make an order for discovery, which is
iiecessarv or reasonable.

BiitLv/, C'oni,,,on irea///, Ins. Co. -vs- Ha/i /dwn Ha/i. 6 1)11? 544

Section-31: Summons to witness.—The provisions in sections 27
and 29 shall appl y to summonses to give evidence or to produce
(bc LI Iflefl tS or other material ohjects.

For summons to witness see Or. 16
For production of (bocu nients see Or. 13

For production or inspections of material things (S. 94 (h)J, see Or IS. r. IS.
Or. 39, r. 7, and section 60. Evidence Act, 1872.

eection 3 . Penalty for default.—The Court may comp el the

attendance o any person to whom a summons has been issLied under
section 30 and for that pirpose may–

(a) issue a warrant for his arrest:

(11)  attach and sell his property

(c) impose a fine upon him not exceeding five hundred Taka:

(d) order him to furnish securit y for his appearance and in delault
commit him to the civil person.
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For warrant, attachment and sale see Or. 16, rr. 10-13, 17, 18, 20, 21

For. line see Or. 16,r. 12
For security see Or. 16,r. 16
Penalty can be imposed only when a SU111111011S has been issued and not when

there is an order to produce a document.

R(,mes/n yar -vs- I?ik,wt/i, 5 PLJ 550

JUDGMENT AND I)EcREE

Section-33: Judgement and decree.—The Court, after the case has

been heard, shall pronounce judgernent, and on such judgement a decree

Shall follow.

For judgement and decree see Or, 20.
For judgement in appeal see Or. .4 1, rr. 30, 31
A decree must automatically follow judgement and court can not stop
preparation of decree until payment of cleficite court fee.

Molianu,ico/ - i's- Ma/whir, 1942 P 4/0

Kcddir -i's- Chandra, /932 P 410

When adjudication made is a "clecree' omission or refusal to draw up a
decree would not negative the right to prefer an appeal.

Kwnini -vs- /',•(,,,•,(,t/7df 19 CWN 755, 757
Moiio/iar -vs- Nanak, 57 IC 479

INTEREST

Section-34: Interest.—( I ) Where and in so far as a decree is for the

payment of money, the Court may, in the decree, order interest at such

rate as the Court deems reasonable to he paid on the principal 5LI

adjudged, from the date of the suit to the date of the decree, in addition to

an y interest adjudged on such principal sum for any period prior to the
institution of the suit, with further interest at such rate as the Court deems

reasonable on the aggregate sum so adjud ged, from the date of the decree

to the date of payment, or to such earlier date as the Court thinks fit.

(2) Where such a decree is silent with respect to the payment of

further interest on such aggregate sum as aforesaid from the date of the

decree to the date of payment or other,earlier date, the Court shall be

deemed to have refused such interest, and a separate suit therefor shall not

lie.
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The section applies only to decree "for payment of money."

Interest prior to the suit (i.e., interest which is part of the claim in the suit) is
a matter of substantive law and does not come within this section.

Crewc/so,, -t',v- Ga,zesii .32 CL! 329

The award of interest from date of suit to date of decree is entirely
discretionary.

Pa,uw -PS- Ni/ai, 26 CWN 737 PC

The discretioi is not excluded even if there was an agreement that interest
shou Id run U p to rca Ii zat ion.

U,ne,s -Ps- Fat/nut. 15' C 164 PC

The rate of interest is entirely discretionary even if there was an agreement.

Hakim -Ps- Ganga, 47 CWN 1/3 Pc
MIS M. M. Ispahwii -vs- Sonaii Bank 37 DLR (AD) /

Under sub-sec (2) where a decree is silent as to interest, it shall be deemed to
have been refused.

Him/al -Ps- Narsjiai, /7 CWN 573 PC
So,ia/, Bank -Ps- Malibu/70/ Amin, 42 DLR (AD) 107

Kaclarn Rosul Silicate -vs- Soiwii Bank, 42 DLR (AD) 294

Right to interest depends upon contract, express or implied, or on some rule
of law allowing it.

Kalvan -vs- Maqhui, 22 CWN 866 PC

For Form of simple money decree see Form No. 2 App. D. Sch. 1= H.C.
Form No. (.1) 26.

COSTS

Section-35: Costs.—( I.) Subject to SLICh conditions and limitations as
may he prescribed, and to the provisions of any law for the time being in
force, the costs of and incident to all suits shall he in the discretion of the
Court, and the Court shall have full power to determine by whom or out
of what property and to what extent such costs are to be paid, and to give
Lill necessary directions for the purposes aforesaid. The fact that the Court
has no jurisdiction to try the suit shall, be no bar to the exercise of such
powers.

(2) Where the Court directs that any costs shall not follow the event,
the Court shall state its reasons in writing.
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(3) The Court may give interest on costs at any rate 1101 exceeding six

PCI . cent. per annum, and such interest shall be added to the costs and shall

he recoverable as SLICh.

Proportionate costs, see rules 164-165, C.R. & 0.

"Sill-) ject to such conditions and limitations'' - The tollowing rules contain
limitations regarding costs:- costs of interrogatories (Or. 11, r. 3); 11011-

service of notice to admit documents (Or. 12, r. 2); costs of affidavit (Or. 19.
r. 3); decree-holder's purchase without perniissioil (Or. 21, r. 72); liability of

minors pleader to py costs (Or. 32. r. 5); withdrawal from suit without
permission (Or. 2.r. 1(3)); costs on payillent into court (Or. 24, r. 4); costs

of next friends and guardians (Or. 32, rr. 4-5); costs in pauper suits (Or. 33

rr. 10-I1, 16); interpleader suits (Or. 35. r. 3).

Incident to all suits" i nd odes costs of all applications etc. niade dun ng the

trial

Appeal—Where costs are awarded in a "decree" an appeal lies for costs

\V he ii -
I) a matter of principle is involved;

Se(. flf 5iuie - ps- Murjuin. II C3.59
Di/dur -w.v- Shuown, $4 C $78,,

(2) the order proceeds upon a misapprehension of fact or law;

Rn,ILIlortIav -vs- Bai, /6 B 676
./i.tstuin -vs'- PojilI, 24 CWN 352;

(3) there has been no real exercise of discretion;

i1oshii,'üii -'.v Mozuri. 12 C 271
Lu /nwn I -vs- Chin /c wuni , 41 A 254;

or,

(4) the order is erroneous in law and improper.

R(nLha,u/er -vs- I3ui, 16 B 676;
,Si,ddusook -vs- Ruin. 17 C 620;

RudIie' -vs- Biliuri, 40 A 558

• Section-35A: Compensatory cost in respect of false or vexatious

claims or defences.—( I) If in any suit or other proceeding, (including an

execution proceeding), not being an appeal, any party objects to the claim

or delence on the ground that the claim or defence orally part of it is, as

against the. objector, false OF vexatioLls to the knowledge of the party by

whom it has been put forward, and if thereafter, as against the objector,
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such Chlilll or defence is disallowed, abandoned or withdrawn in whole or

in part, the Court, if the objection has been taken at the earliest

opportunity and if it is satisfied of the justice 	 thereof, may, after
recordine it.s reasons for holding such claim or defence to he false	 or
VCXatiouS, make an order for the payment to the objector by the party by

WhOni sLICh claim or defence has been put forward, of costs by way of
compensation.

(2) No Court shall make any such order for the payment of an amouit
exccedui g live thousand Taka or cxci±eding the limits of its pecuniary
jurisdiction, whichever amount is less:

Provided that where the pecuniary limits of the jurisdiction 01 any
Court exercising the jurisdiction of a Court of Small Causes Linder the
Small Cause Courts Act. 1887, and not being it Court constituted under
that Act, are less than two hundred and fifty Taka. the High Court

Division may empower such Court to award as costs LIfldcr this section
Lilly amount not exceeding two hundred and fifty Taka and not exceeding
those limits by more than one hundred Taka:

Provided, further, that the High Court Division may limit the amount
Which any CoLirt or class of Courts is empowered to award as costs under
this section.

(3) No person against whom an order has been made under this

section shall, by reason thereof, he exempted from any criminal liability
in respect of any claim or defence made by him.

(4) The amoLint of any compensation awarded under this section in

respect of a false or vexatious claim or defence shall he taken into account

in any subsequent suit for damages or cohipensation in respect of such
claim or defence.

The general rule is that the successful party is entitled to costs unless he is

guilty of misconduct, negligence or omission or unless there is some other
good cause for not allowing costs.

Bhubmiesivari -us- fViIco,nuI, 12 C IN PC

Court may in exceptional cases award costs even against strangers to the
Still. providal he is given an opportunity of bein g heard.

Hahi/n,/Ia/, K/iijj -us- 5/,/ /\s/7/'!fi((/(/j/j fumed amid others 35 DLI? (AD) 72.
C/la/Idea - us- Mono/mar, 1942,  A 233 PB.
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Costs under the section are compensatory and not penal.

(]ci\'a I'd -es- Ramji, 1949 A. 135

Conditions for awarding compensatory costs are that:-( I) the claim must be

false or vexatious to the knowledge of the plaintiff; (2) the interests of

justice require it and (3) objection was put forward by the defendant at the

earliest opportunity.

Pedara,,çaswafli -',s- State, 1953 44 583
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Part II
EXECUTION

GENERAL

Section-36: Application to orders.—The provisions of the Code

relating to the execution of decrees shall, so far as they are applicable, he

deemed to apply to the execution of orders.

The detailed procedure relating to execution of decrees is in Order 21 and
this section makes the provisions of Order 21 applicable to all orders.

Applicability of s.36 in execution of pre-emption order and delivery of
possession of a disputed property.

HuJi Md. Slwriatullcili -p.s- A,rrafi,n Nessa Bihi and
others, 28 DLR (AD) 91

The principle is that the court has inherent power to have its order carried
out.

.lo'endra -Ps- N(ijidwinessa, II CWN 856

Execution of decrees or orders should receive as much attention as original
suits or appeals.

See rule' s 167, 168, C. R. & 0 and paia 35, Civil Suit Instructions Manual

Section-37: Definition of Court which passed a decree.—The

expression "Court which passed a decree", or words to that effect, shall,

in relation to the execution of decrees, unless there is anything repugnant

in the subject or context, be deemed to include,–

(a) where the decree to he executed has been passed in the exercise

of appellate jurisdiction, the Court of first instance, and

b) where the CoLirt of first instance has ceased to exist or to have

jurisdiction to execute it, the Court which, if the suit wherein the decree

was passed was instituted at the time of making the application for the

execution of the decree, would have jurisdiction to try such suit.

The meaning of this section is that in addition to the court which actually
passed the decree, the expression "court which passed a decree" includes
the courts mentioned in clauses. (a) and (b).

Every decree whether it be of the court of first instance or of a court of first
appeal or of the High Court Division or of the Appellate Division is to he
executed by the court of first instance which passed the decree.

Krishna - s- Ra,ia,38 M 832
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Where the court of first instance which passed the decree has ceased to exist
or ceased to have jurisdiction, the only court which can execute such a
decree is the court mentioned in clause (b).

A court does not cease to exist because its head-quarters are removed to
another place or the local limits of its jurisdiction are altered.

Larch.,nan. -vs- Madan, 6 C5/3,
Sreenath -i's- Privanath., 35 CWN 77;

Satrucherla -i's- Raja, 50 M 882

A court does not cease to exist if it is re-established after abolition, or
merely because its business is transferred by the District Judge to another
court, or because its pecuniary jurisdiction is curtailed.

Khodai -vs- Harihar, 4 P 688,
Kalipada -vs- Dino, 25 C 315,

Abdul -i's- Mohini, 37 CWN 679

Territorial jurisdiction is a condition precedent to a court executing a
decree, but there is a distinction between jurisdiction to execute a decree
and jurisdiction to entertain an application to execute a decree. So, where
after the passing of a decree a court is removed to another place or property
is transferred from its jurisdiction to the jurisdiction of another court by
Government notification, the removed court or the original court may
entertain an application for execution, and then send it to the court having
territorial jurisdiction for executing the order for sale.

Sreenath -vs- Privaizath, 35 CWN 77,
Lachman -i's- Madan, 6 C 513;

Seeni -i's- Muth.t,samy, 42 M 821 PB

COURTS BY WHICH DECREES MAY BE EXECUTED

Section-38: Court by which decree may be executed.—A decree

may be executed either by the Court which passed it, or by the Court to

which it is sent for execution.

This section confers jurisdiction for execution on (I) the court which passed
the decree or (2) the court to which the decree is transferred.

Court passing the decree can send the decree for execution to another court
even after the judgment-debtor ceased residing within the jurisdiction of
decreeing court having property therein.

Muns/ii Moizuddin Ahmed -i's- Musrafti Hossain, 14 DLR 828
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A Court has no jurisdiction, in execution of a decree, to sell property over
which it had no territorial jurisdiction at the time it passed the order of sale.

It was held that the sale must be set aside as being without jurisdiction.

Prem. Ch.and Dey -vs- Mokshadci Debi, 17 C 6.99

If after a court has passed a decree, the local jurisdiction in respect of the
subject-matter of the suit is transferred by an order of the Govt. to some
other court, the application for execution of the decree may be made either
to the court which passed the decree or to the court to which the local
jiirisdiction has been transferred.

Jalwr -vs- Karn.ini Debi, 28 C 238

It is not competent to a Court, in execution of a decree for money, to attach,
at the instance of the decree-holder, a debt payable to the judgment-debtor
outside the jurisdiction, by a person not resident within the jurisdiction of
that court.

No court can execute a decree in respect of property lying outside its
territorial jurisdiction at the time of execution.

Begg Dunlop and Co.-vs- Jagannath Marwari, 39 C 104

A court passing a decree has power to execute it although by reason of
accumulation of interest or mesne profits the amount under execution
exceeds its pecuniary jurisdiction.

Bk! vadhar -vs- Manindra, 53 C 14 PB

Can the executing Court go behind decree?

It has been universally held that the executing court cannot alter, vary or
add to the terms of a decree.

Udwwit -us- Tokan, 28 C 353 PC

The executing court must take the decree as it stands and cannot question
the legality or correctness or validity of the decree.

Kalipada -vs- Han, 44 C 627;
Kali -vs- Bihhuri, 36 CWN 1120;
Tripoli -s Bise.rwar, 55 CL] 114

But, a decree agy'dead man can be challenged in execution as it is
nullity. 

Haribancihu -vs- Hariniohon, 34 CWN 36;
Basiruddin -vs- Saradindu, 38 CWN 1124
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So, where a person dies during a litigation and his heirs are not substituted
the decree cannot be executed against them.

Na renc/ra - s- Gopal, /7 CLI 634

When a decree is of a court which on the face of it has no jurisdiction,
pecuniary or territorial, the executing court may refuse to execute.

Gorachand -'.v- Pr titila, 53 C 166,' 29 CWN 948 PB

Section-39: Transfer of decree.--(I) The Court which passed a
decree may, on the application of the decree-holder, send it for execution
to another Court,—

(a) if the person against whom the decree is passed actually and
voluntarily resides or carries on business, or personally works for
gain, within the local limits of the jurisdiction of such other Court, or

(h) if sLich person has no property within the local limits of the
jurisdiction of the Court which passed the decree sufficient to satisfy
such decree and has property within the local limits of the jurisdiction
Of' such other Court, or

if the decree directs the sale or delivery of immoveable property
situate outside the local limits of the jurisdiction of the Court which
passed it, or

(cI) if the Court which passed the decree considers for any other reason,
which it shall record in writing, that the decree should be executed by
such other Court.

(2) The Court which passed a decree may of its own motion send it
for execution to any subordinate Court of competent jurisdiction.

Court transferring a decree can simultaneously carry oil
proceedings, where it is satisfied that property would be insufficient to
satisfy decree but the power should be exercise in exceptional cases..

Pate/i -is- Jitnnil, 1929 B 418; Gurudas -i's- Ganendra 39 CWN 165

S.39 does not authorize the court passing decree for money to sell properties
of judgment-debtor situate outside its jurisdiction, even if they have been
attached before judgment.

Ani.bika Ran/an Majuinder -vs- The Manikganj Loan. Office Ltd.,
33 CWN 848

"Decree-holder" includes transferee of a decree.

C/ia/or/i -i's- Saidin.da'ude, 26 Al 258
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Verification of application for transfer and particulars to be set out, see rule-
228, C.R. & 0. Notice under Or. 21, r. 22 to he given in all cases where
notice is necessary. See also rule 228, C.R. & 0. Transfer to High Court
Division, Or. 21, r. 9 and rule 228, C. R. & 0. Transfer to Stiall Cause
Court, Or. 21, r. 4.

Section-40: Omitted by Act VIII of 1.973, as amended by Act LIII
of 1974.

Section-41.: Result of execution proceedings to be certified.—The

Court to Which a decree is sent for execution shall certify to the Court

which passed it the fact of such execution, or where the former Court fails

to execLite the same the circumstances attending such failLire.

If no application for execution is made to the transferee court within six
months from the date of the transfer, that court shall return the decree to the
transferor court.

Sec rule 231. C. R &O.
E%, e6 court shall maintain a register of transferred decree in Forni (R) 22.
See rule 232, C. R &O.
Transferee court retains jurisdiction to execute until execLition has been
withdrawn by calling back the decree or until it has sent the required
certificate of execution or failure of execution under section 41

SaIi' -c-I.v/,ar, 1930 L 50
.Abdu -i',v- Muaffiir, 20 A 129

tt4u,zorat/i -VS- A,fl/7ikQ. 13 CWN 533

Section-42: Powers of Court in executing transferred
decree.----( I ) The Court executing a decree sent to it shall have the same

Powers in executing such decree as if it had been passed by itself. All

persons disobeying or obstructing the execution of the decree shall he

punishable by such CoLirt in the same manner as if it had passed the
decree. And its order in executing such decree shall he sLibject to the same

rules in respect of appeal as if the decree had been passed by itself.

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing provision,

the Court executing a decree sent to it shall have the following powers,
namely:-

(a) power under section 39 to transfer the decree to another Court, if
necessary;

(h) power under sub-section (I) of section 50 to permit execution to
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proceed against the legal representatives of adecased judgment-

debtor;

(c) power under section 152 to correct clerical or arithmetical errors;

(d) power under rule 16 of Order XXI to recognise the assignment of

a decree;

(e) power under sub-rule (2) of rule 50 of Order XXI to grant leave to

a decree-holder to proceed against a person not already recognised

as a partner in a firm in an execution proceeding against the firm;

(f) power under clause (b)of sub-rule (1)of rule 53 of Order XXI to

give notice of attachment of decree passed by another Court.

Section-43: Execution of decrees by British Courts in places to
which this Part does not extend or in foreign territory.—Any decree

passed by a Civil Court established in any area in Bangladesh to which

the provisions relating to execution do not extend, may, if it cannot he

executed within the jurisdiction of the Court by which it was passed, be

executed in manner herein provided within the jurisdiction of any Court in

Bangladesh.

Section-44: Omitted by Act VIII of 1973 as amended by Act LIII
of 1974.

Section-44A: Execution of decrees passed by Courts in the United
Kingdom and other reciprocating territory.—( 1) Where a certified

copy of a decree of any of the superior Courts of the United Kingdom or

any reciprocating territory has been filed in a District Court, the decree

may he executed in Bangladesh as if it had been passed by the District

Court.

(2) Together with the certified copy of the decree shall be filed a

certificate from such superior Court stating the extent, if any, to which the

decree has been satisfied or adjusted and such certificate shall, for the

purposes of proceedings under this section, be conclusive proof of the

extent of such, satisfaction or adjustment.

(3) The provision of section 47 shall as from the filing of the certified

copy of the decree apply to the proceedings of a District Court executing a

decree under this section, and the District Court shall refuse execution of

any such decree, if it is shown to the satisfaction of the Court that the

decree falls within any of the exceptions specified in clauses (a) to (f) of

section 13.
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Exj.lanation I - "Superior Courts" with reference to the United

Kingdom means the High Court in England, the Court of Session in

Scotland, the High Court in Northern Ireland,. the Court of Chancery of

the County Palatine of Lancaster and the Court of Chancery of the County

Palatine of Durham.

Explanation 2 - "Reciprocating territory" means the United

Kingdom and such other country or territory as the Government may,

from time to time, by notification in the official Gazette, declare to be

reciprocating territory for the purposes of this section and "Superior

Courts", with reference to any such territory, means such Courts as may

he specified in the said notification.

Explanation 3 —"Decree" with reference to it superior Cout, means

any decree or, judgment of such Court under which a sum of money is

payable, not being it sum payable in respect of taxes or other charges of a

like nature or in respect of a fine or other penalty, and

(a) with reference to superi or Courts in the United Kingdom, includes

Judg ments given and decrees made in any Court in appeals against such

decrees or judgments, but

(b) in no case includes an arbitration award, even if such award is

enforceable as it decree or judgment.

Although section 47 was omitted by Ordinance No. XLVIII of 1983, it continues to
exist in sub-section (3) br want or consequential amendment.

Section-45: Ommitted by Act VIII of .1973 as amended by Act

LIII of 1974.

Section-46: Precepts.—(l) Upon the application of the decreer

holder the Court which passed the decree may, whenever it thinks fit,

issue a precept to any other Court which would be competent to execute

such decree to attach any property belonging to the j udgment-debtor and

specified in the precept.

(2) The Court to which a precept is sent shall proceed to attach the

property in the manner prescribed in regard to the attachment of property

in execution of a decree:

Provided that no attachment under a precept shall continue for more

than two months unless the period of attachment is extended by an order

of the Court which passed the decree or unless before the determination of

such attachment the decree has been transferred to the Court by which the
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attachment has been made and the decree-holder has applied for an order

for the sale of such property.

The object of this section is to enable the decree-holder to obtain an interim
attachment where there is ground to apprehend that he may otherwise be
deprived of the fruits of his decree.

A precept may be issued, even after a decree is transferred to another court
and the court to whom precept is issued cannot question its validity.

(1u1stai,u - vs- ,IJ,nslic, '.3 / CVV'N 653

Section-47: Omitted by Ord. XL VIII of 1983.

LIMIT OF TIME FOR EXECUTION

Section-48: Execution barred in certain cases.—(l) Where an

application to execute a decree not being a decree granting an injunction

has been made, no order for the execution of the same decree shall he

made upon any fresh application presented after the expiration of twelve
years from–

(a) the date of the decree sought to be executed, or,

(h) where the decree or any subsequent order directs any payment of

money or the delivery of any property to be made at a certain date

or at recurring periods, the date of the default ill making the

payIleIlt or delivery in respect of which the applicant seeks to

execute the decree.

(2) Nothing in this section shall be deemed–

(a) to preclude the Court from ordering the execution of a decree upon

an application presented after the expiration of the said teflll of

twelve years, where the judgment-debtor has, by fraud or force,

prevented the execution of the decree at some time within twelve

years immediately before the date of the application; or

(h) to limit or otherwise affect the operation of article 183 of the First
Schedule to the. Limitation Act, 1908.

This section fixes a maximum period of twelve years after which no
execution of a decree can be allowed. Twelve years is to he counted 110111 the
terminus quo in clauses (a) and (b) of sub-section (I). Although an outside
period of twelve years has been fixed, the decree must during the period he
kept alive uilcler article 182 of the Limitation Act, 1908, which requires the
first application for execution to be made within three years of the decree
and each successive application to be made within three years of the final
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order passed oil last application. Decree may also be kept alive without
application for execution by payment and endorsement under section 20 of
the Limitation Act. 1908;

]it of a decree where an appeal has been taken and dismissed for
default or for non-prosecution, the period of limitation under section 48 of
the Code is to run from the date of the decree of the trial court and not from
such appellate order dismissing the appeal for non-prosecution.

Md. Abc/ui Rahi,n -vs- Sree Sue Gmadliari. 27 DLR 73.

12 years' limitation for execution of a decree is the maximum period
allowed for its execution. First application for execution Just, however, he
made within 3 years from the date of the decree as provided by Article 182,
Limitation Act and each successive application for its execution must be
made within 3 years from the date of the last preceding application for
execution. Section 48 is controlled by the provision of the Limitation Act.

Baii'lc,des/i. Jativa 5amabava Bank Ltd. -i's- Dail y Saiz'bad newspaper
cuici others, 36 DLR (AD) 5

"Fresh application'' in sub-section (I). means a substantive application upon
which an order has to be made granting or refusing application. It does not
mean an application merely ancillary or incidental to the prosecution or
continuation of the substantive application already made..

i?ci/um - vs- P/IL/I, /S A 482 FB

An execution application made within twelve years may carry the execution
proceedings beyond twelve years for purpose of final completion.

Roiii,n ys- Phul, 18 A 482 FB:
Majthulia r's- Umecl, 30 A 499

But a subsequent application for attachment and sale of fresh properties not
included in the previous application and made after twelve years is not in
connection with the original application nor was the substantive application
pending for the purpose of giving the decree-holder its benefit.

Badri -r's- Dharniac/as, 60 CLJ 123;
Huvatu,j.nessa -r's- Ashia, 50 C 743,

Band/i.e -'x- K. T. Bank, 54A 419

"Subsequent order" in clause (b) of sub-section (I) means an order ill
slut in which the decree is made and not all 	 by the executing court.

I?a/c, Ki.rrana,id -v- Pirthe, 37 CWN 548 PC
.Iurawan -i's- Maha/,ir, 40A /98
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TRANSFEREES AND LEGAL REPRESENTATIVES

Section-49: Transferee.—Every transferee of a decree shall hold the

same subject to the equities (if any) which the judgment-debtor might

have enforced against the original decree-holder.

The principle embodied in S.49 is the same as in S. 132 T.P. Act.

The right is not available where there is no cross- decree oil 	 date of
assignment.

Nagen.dra -vs- Haran, 37 CWN 758

Section-50: Legal representatives.—( I) Where a judgment-debtor

dies before the decree has been fully satisfied, the holder of the decree

may apply to the Court which passed it to execwe the same against the

legal representative of the deceased.

(2) Where the decree is executed against such legal representative, he

shall be liable only to the extent of the property of the deceased which has

come to his hands and has not been duly disposed of; and, for the purpose

of ascertaining sLich liability, the Court executing the decree may, of its

own motion or on the application of the decree- holder, compel such

legal representative to produce such accounts as it thinks fit.

This section enables a decree-holder to execute his decree against the legal
representatives of the judgment-debtor when he dies after decree. A decree
against a dead person or against a person who died during the pendency of
the suit without his legal representatives being brought on record is a nullity
and cannot he executed against his legal representatives. But death of a
defendant after hearing but before judgment does not affect its validity (see
Or. 22, r. 6) and can be executed against his legal representatives. Death in
this section means natural death and not civil death.

Sudhamovee -i's- Bhujen.dra, 1935 C 713;
Madiw -is- Gur, 53 A 529

A mere trespasser is not a legal representative.

Satvaran/a,i -i's- Sarat, 30 CWN 565

Application under S. 50 to execute a decree against a legal representative is
to be made to the court which passed the decree.

Seth -i's- Sliankar, 17A 431;
H/ru -i's- Kastiw, 18 B 224,

Manlula -i's- Panditrang, /934 B 2/5
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A transferee court has no jurisdiction to substitute the heirs of the judgment-
debtor and execute the decree against them.

Abdur Rah.,nc,n Sikdar -vs- Kalidas Basu, JO DLR 277

The position has changed after enactment of section 42(2)(b) by Ord. XLIV
of 1962, S. 10.

Judgment-debtor dies before sale, heirs not brought oil

Held: The sale having taken place without bringing the heirs judgment-
debtor on record should be treated as void and not violable, so far as the
heirs are concerned.

Nowabjan Bibi - vs- Ciiaiiclra Kuinar Ro y, 4 DLR 43
Pashupati -i's- Ushapati 1949 C 299

Shanti -k's- Khan.dubaia 65 CWN 171 FB
Jung -vs- Bank of UI 1928 PC 162; 32 CWN 790 PC

When substitution is made by the executing court of the legal
representatives of a judgment-debtor deceased since the transfer of the
decree, it is an irregularity. But the irregularity may be waived by
acquiescence and when it has been so waived, the party acquiescing cannot
turn round and question the jurisdiction of the executing court.

PROCEDURE IN EXECUTION

Section—Si: Powers of Court to enforce execution.—Subject to

such conditions and limitations as may be prescribed, the Court may, On

the application of the decree-holder, order execution of the decree—

(a) by delivery of any property specifically decreed;

(h) by attachment and sale or by sale without attachment of any property;

(c) by arrest and detention in prison;

(d) by appointing a receiver: or

(e) in such other manner as the nature of the relief granted may require:

Provided that where the decree is for the payment of money,

execution by detention in prison shall not he ordered unless, after giving

thejudgment-debtor an opportunity of showing cause why he should not

be committed to prison, the Court, for reasons recorded in writing, is

satisfied-

(a) that the judgment-debtor, with the object or effect of obstructing or

delaying the execution of the decree,-

I
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(i) is likely to abscond or leave the local limits of the jurisdiction of the

Court, or

(ii) has, after the institution of the suit in which the decree was passed,

dishonestly transferred, concealed, or removed any part of his

property, or committed any other act of had faith in relation to his

property; or

(h) that the judgment–debtor has, or has had since the .date of the decree,

the means to pay the amount of the decree or some substantial part

thereof and refuses or neglects or has refused or neglected to pay the

same, or

(c) that the decree is for a sLim for which the judgment- debtor was

bound in a fiduciary capacity to account.

Explanation In the calculation of the means of the judgment-

debtor for the purposes of clause (b), there shall he left out of account any

property which, by or under any law or custom having the force of law for

the time being in force, is exempt from attachment in execution of the

decree.

The section simply states generally the powers of the Court to enforce
execution. Details are to be found in Or. 21.

Detention in civil prison shall not be ordered as a matter of coLirse but only
Oil fulfilment of the conditions laid in the proviso. The object is to protect
poor hut honest debtors.

Section-52: Enforcement of decree against legal representative.—

I ) Where a decree is passed against a party as the legal representative of

a deceased person, and the decree is for the payment of money out of the

property of the deceased, it may he executed by the attachment and sale of

any such property.

(2) Where no such property remains in the possession of the

judgment-debtor and he fails to satisfy the Court that he has duly applied

sLich property of the deceased as is proved to have come into his

possession, the decree may he executed against the judgment-dehtor to the

extent of the property in respect of which he has failed so to satisfy the

Court in the same manner as if the decree had been against him

personally.

To apply S. 52 three conditions are required to be satisfied: (I) legal
representative must have received some property of the deceased; (2) he
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must no longer be in possession of it and (3) he has failed to duly apply to
discharge the debt of the deceased.

This section requires that the decree (I) must be passed against the legal
representative as such, (2) must state that the amount is to be realised out of
the estate of the deceased debtor.

Brijra/ -vs- Manciranjan, 1947 P 365

Sub-section (2) says that in regard to property which came into the hands of
the legal representative but which has not been duly applied by him, the
decree may be executed against him as if the decree was to that extent
passed against hi in personally.

Bhagwati -vs- Madci,z. 1930 L 354

The creditor of a deceased Mahaniedan can not follow his estate into the
hands of a bona fide purchaser for value from his heir.

Bazaver Hossain -i's- Dooli Cliand, 4 C 402 PC

A decree against a wrong person as heir can not be executed against the
rightful heir.

Kaliappan -us- Varadara/ulu, 33 M 75

Section-53: Liability of ancestral property.—For the purposes of
section 50 and section 52, property in the hands of a son or other
descendant which is liable under Hindu law for the payment of the debt of
a deceased ancestor, in respect of which a decree has been passed, shall be

deemed to he property of the deceased which has come to the hands of the
son or other descendant as his legal representative.

Section-54: Partition of estate or separation of share.—Where the
decree is for the partition of an undivided estate assessed to the payment

of revenue to the Government, or for the separate possession of a share of
such an estate, the partition of the estate or the separation of the share

shall be made by the Collector or any gazetted subordinate of the

Collector deputed by him in this behalf, in accordance with the law (if

any) for the time being in force relating to the partition, or the separate
possession of shares, of such estates.

S'ce Or. 20. i. 18.

ARREST AND DETENTION

Section-55: Arrest and detention.--(I) 	 A judgment–debtor may

he arrested in execution of a decree at any hour and on any clay, and shall,

as soon as practicable, he brought before the Court, and his detention may

he in the civil prison of the district in which the Court ordering the
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detention is situate, or, where such civil prison does not afford suitable

accommodation, in any other place which the Government may appoint

for the detention of persons ordered by the Courts of such district to he

detained:

Provided, firstly, that, for the purpose of making an arrest under this

section, no dwelling —house shall be entered after sunset and before

sunrise:

Provided, secondly, that no outer door of a dwelling-house shall be

broken open unless such dwelling-house is in the occupancy of the

judgment-debtor and he refuses or in any way prevents access thereto, but

when the officer authorized to make the arrest has duly gained access to

any dwelling—house, he may break open the door of any room in which he

has reason to believe the judgment-debtor is to be found:

Provided, thirdly, that, if the room is in the actual occupancy of a

woman who is not the judgment—debtor and who according to the customs

of the country does not appear in public, the officer authorized to make

the arrest shall give notice to her that she is at liberty to withdraw, and,

after allowing a reasonable time for her to withdraw and giving her

reasonable facility for withdrawing, may enter the room for the purpose of

making the arrest:

Provided, fourthly, that, where the decree in execution of which a

judgment-debtor is arrested, is a decree for the payment of money and the

judgment-debtor pays the amount of the decree and the costs of the arrest

to the officer arresting him, such officer shall at once release him.

(2) The Government may, by notification in the official Gazette,

declare that any person or class of persons whose arrest might be attended

with danger or inconvenience to the public shall not be liable to arrest in

execution of a decree otherwise than in accordance with such procedure

as may be prescribed by the Government in this behalf.

(3) Where a judgment-debtor is arrested in execution of a decree for

the payment of money and brought before the Court, the Court shall

inform him that he may apply to be declared an insolvent, and that he may

he discharged if he has not committed any act of bad faith regarding the

subject of the application and if he complies with the provisions of the

law of insolvency for the time being in force.
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(4) Where ajudgment-debtor expresses his intention to apply to be

declared an insolvent and furnishes security, to the satisfaction of the

Court., that he will within one month so apply, and that he will appear,

when called upon, in any proceeding upon the application or upon the

decree in execution of which he was arrested, the Court may release him

from arrest, and, if he fails to apply and to appear, the Court may either

direct the security to be realized or commit him to the civil prison in
execution of the decree.

See also rules 220-224, C.R. & 0. For exemption of certain persons from
arrest see sections 133, 135 and 135A of the Code. For arrest of persons
outside coLirt's jurisdiction see section 136 of the Code. For arrest and
detention see Or. 21, rr. 37-40. For period of detention and release see
section 58 and Or. 21, r. 40. For release on ground of illness see section 59.
For procedure when a person arrested is too ill to be removed see rule 221,
C. R. & 0. For arrest before judgment see Or. 38, r. I of the Code and rule
284, C. R. & 0 and para 34, Civil Suit Instructions Manual. Form of
warrant of arrest, see Form No. 13 App. E Sch. I = H.C. Form No. (P) 26.

The provisions of section 55 are mandatory.

Dharani -i's- Kvhitipari, 54 C 782,

Section-56: Prohibition of arrest or detention of women in
execution of decree for money.—Notwithstanding anything in this Part,

the Court shall not order the arrest or detention in the civil prison of a

woman in execution of a decree for the payment of money.

A woman cannot also be imprisoned iii execution of a decree for restitution
of conjugal rights. See Or. 21, r. 32.

Section-57: Subsistence allowance.—The Government may fix

scales, graduated according to rank, race and nationality, of monthly

allowances payable for the subsistence of judgment-debtors.

See also rules 174 and 223, C. R & 0.

Section-58: Detention and release.—(1) Every person detained in

the civil prison in execution of a decree shall be so detained,— .

(a) where the decree is for the payment of a sum of money exceeding

fifty Taka, for a period of six months, and,

(h) in any other case for a period of six weeks:
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Provided that he shall be released from such detention before the

expiration of the said period of six months or six weeks, as the case may

be,-

(i) on the amount mentioned in the warrant for his detention being

paid to the officer in charge of the civil prison, or

(ii) on the decree against him being otherwise fully satisfied. or

(iii) on the request of the person on whose application he has been so

detained, or

(iv) on the omission by the person, on whose application he has been

so detained, to pay subsistence allowance:

Provided, also, that he shall not be released from such detention under

clause (ii) or clause (iii), without the order of the Court.

(2) A judgment-debtor released from detention under this section shall

not merely by reason of his release be discharged from his debt, but he

shall not be liable to be re-arrested Linder the decree in execution of which

he was detained in the civil prison.

This section does not apply to cases of imprisonment for contempt of court.

Martin -i's- Lawrence (1879) 4 C 655

The court has no power to fix shorter period than six months or six weeks as

the case may be.
Su/an -is- Sugar, 5 CWN 145

See also rule 222, C.R & 0.

The immunity from re-arrest is applicable only when a judgment-debtor is

released from detention in jail and not when he is arrested and released

without bin -g- committed to prison.

Rajendra -'.v- ChancIer, 23 C 128:
Kanshi -i's- K. 1929 L 36/

Form of warrant of committal, see Form No. 14, App. E, Sch. I = H. C. Form

No. (P) 27. Form of Order of release, see Form No. 15, App. E, Sch. I = H.

C. Form No. (P) 28.

Section-59: Release on ground of illness.--41) At any time after a

warrant for the arrest of a judgment-debtor has been issued the Court may

cancel it on the ground of his serious illness.

(2) Where a judgment-debtor has been arrested, the Court may

release him if, in its opinion, he is not in a fit state of health to be detained

in the civil prison.
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(3) Where a judgment-debtor has been committed to the civil prison, he

may he released therefrom-

(a) by the Government, oil 	 ground of the existence of any infectious

or contagious disease, or

(b) by the committing Court, or any Court to which that Court is

subordinate, oil 	 ground of his suffering from any serious illness.

(4) A judgment-debtor released under this section may he re-arrested,

bLit the period of his detention in the civil prison shall not ill aggregate

exceed that prescribed by section 58.

Sec LIIS0 rules 221-223, C.R. & 0.
Form o[ order 0! rclease. Form No. 15, A11. E, Sch. I = H. C. Form No. (P) 28.

ATTACHMENT

Property liable to attachment and sale in execution of

decree.—( I) The following property is liable to attachment and sale in

execution of a decree, namely, lands, houses or other buildings, goods,

money, hank-notes, checiues, bills of exchange, hLlndis, promissory notes,

Government securities, bonds or other securities for money, debts, shares

in a corporation and, save as hereinafter mentioned, all other saleable

property, movable or immovable, belonging to the judgment- debtor, or

over which, or the profits of which, he has a disposing power which he

may exercise for his own benefit, whether the same he held in the name

Of the judgment-debtor or by another person in trust for him or on his

behalf:

Provided that the following particulars shall not he liable to such

attachment or sale, namely:–

(a) the necessary wearing-apparel, cooking vessels, beds and bedding of

the judgment-debtor, his wife and children, and such personal

ornaments as, in accordance with religious usage, cannot he parted

with by any woman;

(b) tools of artizans, and, where the judgment-debtor is an agricLlltLirist,

his implements of husbandry and sLich cattle and seed-grain as may, in

the opinion of the Court, he necessary to enable him to earn his

livelihood as such, and such portion of agricultural produce or of any

class of agricultural produce as may have been declared to he free

from liability under the provisions of the next following section;
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(c) houses and other buildin gs (with the materials and the sites thereof

and the land immediately appurtenant thereto and necessary for their

enjoyment) belonging to an agriculturist and occupied by him;

(d) hooks of account;

(c) a mere right to sue for damages;

(f) any right of personal service:

(g) stipends and gratuities allowed to pensioners of the Government, or

payable out of any service family pension fund notified in the official

Gazette by the Government in this behalf, and political pensions:

(h) the wages of labourers and domestic servants, whether payable in

money or in kind;

(i) salary to the extent of the first hundred Taka and one-half the

remainder:

Provided that where such salary is the salary of a servant of the

Republic or a servant of the Railway or local authority, and the whole or

any part of the portion of such salary liable to attachment has been under

attachment, whether continuously or intermittently for a total period of

twenty four months, such portion shall be exempt from attachment until

the expiry of a lurther period of twelve months and, where such

attachment has been made in execution of one and the. same decree, shall

he finally exempt from attachment in execution of that decree;

() the pay and allowances of9,jrns to whom the Army Act, 1952,

Navy Ordinance, 1961 or the Air Force Act, 1953 applies;

(k) all compulsory deposits and other sums in or derived from any fund to

which the Provident Funds Act, 1925, for the time being applies in so

far as they are declared by the said Act not to he liable to attachment:

(I) any allowance forming part of the emoluments of any servant of the

Republic or of any servant of the Railway or local authority which the

Government may by notification in the official Gazette declare to be

exempt from attachment, and any subsistence grant or allowance

made to any such servant while under suspension;

(m)an expectancy of succession by survivorship 	 or other merely

contingent or possible right or interest;

(11)  a right to future maintenance;

(o) any allowance declared by any Bangladesh law to he exempt from

liability to attachment or sale in execution of a decree: and,
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(p) where the, judgment-debtor is a person liable for the payment of land

revenue, any movable property which, under any law for the time

being applicable to him, is exempt from sale for the recovery of an

arrear of such revenue.

Explanation 1 —The particulars mentioned in clauses (g), (h), (i), (j),

(I) and (o) are exempt from attachment or sale whether before or after

they are actually payable, and in the case of salary other than salary of a'

servant of the Republic or a servant of the Railway or local authority the

attachable portion thereof is exempt from attachment until it is actually

payable.

Explanation 2 - In clauses (h) and (i) ''salary" means the total

monthly emoluments, excluding any allowance decl lred exempt from

attachment under the provisions of clause ( I ) derived by a person from his

employment whether on duty or on leave.

The proviso to sub-section (I) is mandatory and there is no jurisdiction to
attach and sell even though no objection has been taken.

Aidal -rs- Khazan, /930 A 707,-'
Mah:om.ed Din -is- Hi,yla, 1935 L 942

Where the judgment-debtor transferred his property after the same was
attached by the court such transfer would he void against all claims
enforceable under the attachment but the validity of such transfer could not
be clustioned on that ground.

Ha/i Abul Quasein -vs- Abdur Rahman Adam, 22 DLR 822

Seo–i: Partial exemption of agricultural produce.—The

Government may, by geneiäl or special order published in the official

Gazette, declare that such portion of agricultural produce, or of any class

of agricultural .produce, as may appear to the Government to he necessary

for the purpose of providing Until the next harvest for the due cultivation

of the land and for the support of the judgment-debtor and his family,

shall, in the case of all agriculturists or of any class of agriculturists, be

exempted from liability, to attachment or sale in execution of a decree.

Mode of attachment of agricultural produce, see Or. 21, rr. 44-45 and as to
mode of sale, Or 21, rr. 74-75.

ètn-62: Seizure of property in dwelling house.—( 1) No person

executing any process under this Code directing or authorizing seizure of

movable property shall enter any dwelling-house, after sunset and before

sunrise.
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(2) No outer door of a dwelling-house shall be broken open unless

such dwelling-house is in the occipancy of the judgment-debtor and he

refuses or in any way prevents access thereto, but when the p.rson

executing any such process has duly gained access to any dwelling-house,

lie may break open the door of any room in which he has reason to believe

any such property to be.

(3) Where a room in it is in the actual occupancy of a

woman who, according to the customs of the country, does not appear in

public, the person executing the process shall give notice to such woman

that she is at liberty to withdraw; and, after allowing reasonable time for

her to withdraw and gi\'ing her reasonable facility for withdrawing, he

may enter such room for the purpose of seizing the property, using at the

same time every precaution, consistent with these provisions, to prevent

its clandestine removal.

A shop or a godown is not it dwelling house.
Damodar - ys-/swar, 3 B 89

jon-63: Property attached in execution of decrees of several
Courts.—( I) Where property not in the custody of any Court is under

attachment in execution of decrees of more Courts than one, the Court

which shall receive or realize such property and shall determine any claim

thereto and any objection to the attachment thereof shall be the Court of

highest grade, or, where there is no difference in grade between such

CoLirts. the Court under whose decree the property was first attached.

(2) Nothing in this section shall he deemed to invalidate any

proceeding taken by a Court executing one of such decrees.

The section does not require that the higher court should have appellate or
revisional jurisdiction over the other court. It has reference only to the
gradation of courts.

Gai,ri S/ia,ike, -i's- Kasi Prasa(I, 61 CWN 725

All that the court referred to in sub-section ( 1) is competent to do is to
determine-

(1) an y claim to property attached in execution of decrees of more courts
than one, and (2) any objection to the attachment thereof i.e. claims which
can be summarily enquired into under Or. 21, rr. 58-60.

Ram.-jets -vs- Guruc/iaran. 14 CVVN 396
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The duty of the superior court is to determine the above questions and no
transfer of the decree to that court is necessary.

Clark -vs- Alexander, 21 C 200
C/icttvur Firm -us- C. F., 132 IC 832

Private alienation of property after attachment to be
void.—Where an attachment' has been made, any private, transfer or

delivery of the property attached or of any interest therein and any

payment to the judgment-debtor of any debt, dividend or other monies

Contrary to such attachment, shall, he void as against all claims

enforceable under the attachment.

E.vpiwiatiou - For the purposes, of this section, claims enforceable

under an attachment include claims for the rateable distribution of assets.

A sues B for Taka 5000. B owns a house worth Taka 5000, and he has no
other property. B may sell or mortgage the house notwithstanding the
institution of the suit against him and he may sell or mortgage it even after a
decree has been passed against him in the suit and the sale or mortgage in
either case will be perfectly valid and pass a good title to the transferee.. But
if the house is attached in execution of the decree, any private transfer of the
house by B contrary to such attachment shall be void as against all claims
enforceable under the attachment. The section applies only to voluntary sale,
gilt or mortgage etc., in contravention of the attachment and not to sale by a
court in execution of a valid decree.

This section secures in tact the rights of the attaching creditor against the
attached property by prohibiting transfers pencling . the attachment.

Di,, I, ,id/,t, -vs- Jo',nwa. 29 C 154 PC

The attachment affects the right, title and interest of the judgment-debtor at
he , date of attachment and so a conveyance after attachment hut in

Ilursuance of a contract before. attachment is not affected.

Madan -i's- Re/,aii, 21 C'Wv' 159

In a later case it was held that an agreement for sale creates no interest.

7'arcik -iv- S,rat,3$ CWN 159

The later decision is in 'conformity with sectioii 54 of the T.P. Act.

The section does not apply to transfer by operation of law.

Cht,Io,n -us- Dinojiath. 2$ A 467

If an attachment is raised by the executing court but is restored on appeal,
the order relates hack to the date of the first attachment.
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A:i: -vs- Kaniz. 34 A 490; Ri/ui -i's- Raghi,.ncith, 48 A 698

Where a judgment-debtor transferred his property after the same was
attached by the court, such transfer would he void against all claims
enforceable under the attachment but the validity of such transfer could not
be questioned on that ground.

Ha/i Aba! Quaseni -i's- A/dur Rahnian Adam, 22 DLR, 822

SALE

Section-65: Purchaser's title.—Where immovable property is sold

in execution of a decree and such sale has become absolute, the property

shall be deemed to have vested in the purchaser from the time when the

property is sold and not from the time when the sale becomes absolute.

What passes to the purchaser is only the right, title and interest of the
judgment-debtor with all risks and defects of title.

Drab -is- Evecutors, 3 C 806, 813 PC

The title of a stranger bona fide auction- purchaser is not affected by the
reversal of the decree after confirmation of sale, but the case is otherwise if
the decree- holder himself is the auction purchaser.

Zciinci/abdin -.v- Md. Ashgar JO A 166 PC
Mokshada -i's- Gopcil, 26 C 734

A purchaser at an execution sale is bound by the doctrine of lix ,eiulenx
under S. 52,  T.P. Act.

Rail/ia -i's- Ma,1ohur, 15 CWN 756 PC
lcivci -I'S- Piuiç, I/ CWN 561 PC

Section-66: Suit against purchaser not maintainable on ground
of purchase being on behalf of plaintiff.—(l) No suit shall be

maintained against any person claiming title under a purchase certified by

the Court in such manner as may be prescribed on the ground that the

purchase was made on behalf of the plaintiff or on behalf of some one

through whom the plaintiff claims.

(2) Nothing in this section shall bar a suit to obtain a declaration that

the name of any pLirchaser certified as aforesaid was inserted in the

certificate fraudulently or without the consent of the real pLirchaser, or

interfere with the right of a third person to proceed against that property.

though ostensibly sold to the certified purchaser, on the ground that it is

liable to satisfy a claim of such third person against the real owner.
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The object is to discourage benami purchases at execution sales by
debarring a suit by the real purchaser against the ostensible or certified
purchaser. The bar is in respect of a suit by a person claiming to be the real
and beneficial purchaser as plaintiff or on behalf of some one through
whom he claims, against the certified purchaser or any person claiming
through him.

Ramanihui -vs- Pei-in, 24 CWN 699 PC

Section 66 applies to real transactions. It does not apply to a case of
fictitious sale held in execution of a fictitious decree obtained in it fictitious
suit.

Akhif -YS- MdIIIIIUII/!O, 18 CWN 1331

A suit for possession against an execution purchaser based on the ground of
his being a henamdar for the plaintiff is not mai ntai iiahle.

DurKa - .'s- Bliagivandus, 23 A 34

Section-67: Power of Government to make rules as to sales of
land in execution of decrees for payment of money.—( I )The

Government may, by notification in the official Gazette, make rules for

any local area imposing conditions in respect of the sale of any class of

interests in land in execution of decrees for the payment of money, where

such interests are so uncertain or undetermined as, in the opinion of the

Government, to make it impossible to fix their value.

(2) When on the date on which this Code came into operation in any

local area, any special rules as to sale of land in execution of decrees were

in k)rcc therein, the Go!ernment may, by notification in the official

Gazette, declare sLich rules to he in force, or may, by a like notification,

modify the same..

Every notification issued in the exercise of the powers conferred by

this sLib-section shall set out the rules so continued or modified.

DIu;1'IoN TO COIA,ECTOR OF POWER TO EXECUTE DECREES

A(;AINST I MMOVEABI E PROPERTY

Section-68: Power to prescribe rules for transferring to Collector
execution of certain decrees.—The Government may, declare, by

notification in the official Gazette, that in any local area the execution of
decrees in cases in which a Court has ordered any immoveable property to

he sold, or the execution of any particular kind of such decrees, or the

execution of decrees ordering the sale of any particular kind of, or interest

in, imrnoveahle property, shall he transferred to the Collector.
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Section-69: Provisions of Third Schedule to apply.—The
provisions set forth in the Third Schedule shall apply to all cases in which
the execution of a decree has been transferred under the last proceeding
section.

Section-70: Rules of procedure.—( I ) The Government may make
Riles consistent with the aforesaid provisions-

a) for the transmission of the decree from the Court to the Collector, and
!0i regulating the procedure of the Collector and his sLibordinates in

executing the same, and for re- transmitting the decree from the
Collector to tile Court;

(b) conlerring upon the Collector or any gazetted subordinate of the
Collector all or any of the powers which the Court might exercise in
the execution of the decree if the execution thereof had not been
transferred to the Collector:

M providing for orders macic by the Collector or any gazetted
subordinate of the Collector, or orders made on appeal with respect to
such orders, being subject to appeal to, and revision by, superior
revenue-authorities as nearly as may be as the orders made by the
Court, or orders made on appeal with respect to such orders, would he
subject to appeal to, and revision by, appellate or revisional Courts
under this Code or other law for the time being in force if the decree
had not been transferred to the Collector.

(2) Jurisdiction of Civil Courts barred.—A power coriferrect by

rules made under sub-section ( I ) Up011 the Collector or Lilly gazetted
subordinate of the Collector, or upon any appellate or revisional authority,
shall not he exercisable by the CoLirt or by any Court in exercise of any
appellate or revisional jurisdiction which it has with respect to decrees or
orcle rs oft he Court.

Section-71: Collector deemed to he acting judicially.—ln
execLiting a decree transferred to the Collector under section 68 the
Collector and his subordinates shall lie deemed to be acting judicially.

Section-72: Where Court may authorize Collector to sta y public
sale of land.— I ) Where in any local area in which no declaration under

sect ion 68 is in force the property attached consists of larict or of a share in
land, and the Collector represents to the Court that the public sale of the
lLtiici or share is objectionable and that satisfaction of the decree illay he
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made within a reasonable period by a temporary alienation of the land or

Share, the Court may authorize the Collector to provide for such

satisfaction in the manner recommended by him instead of proceeding to

a sale of the Ian ci or share.

(2) In every such case the provisions of sections 69 to 7 I and of any

rules made in pursuance thereof shall apply so far as they are applicable.

1701  ol authoruv o Collcctor. Form No. 42. App: E. Sch. I=H.C. Form No. (M) 15.

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSETS

Section-73: Proceeds of execution sale to he rateably distributed
among decree-holders.--( I) Where assets are held by it Court and more

persons than one have, before the receipt of such assets. macic application

to the Court for the execution of decrees for the payment of money passed

against the same judgment-debtor and have not obtained satisfaction

thereof, the assets, after deducting the costs of realization, shalt be

ratcably distributed among all such persons:

Provided as follows:-

(a) where any property is sold . stibfect to a mortgage or charge. the
mort gagee or incumbranccr shall not be entitled to share in any

surplus arising from such sale;

(h) where any property liable to be sold in execLitionof a decree is subject
to it mortgage or charge. the Court may, with the consent of the

mortgagee or incumbrancer, order that the property he sold free from

the mort ga ge or charge. giving to the mortgagee or incumbrancer the

same interest in the proceeds of the sale as he had in the property sold:

(c) where any immovable property is sold in execution of a decree

ordering its sale for the discharge of an incumbrance thereon, the

proceeds of sale shall be applied—

first, in detra'ing the expenses of the sale;

secondly, in discharging the amount due under the decree;

thirdly, ill discharging the interest and principal monies due on
suhseq Lient incumbrances (if any): and

fourthly. rateably amon g the holders of decrees for the payment of
money against the judgment-debtor, who have, prior to the sale of the

l)ropertv. applied to the Court which passed the decree ordering such sale

br execLition ob such decrees, and have not obtained satisfaction thereof.
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2) Where all or any of. the assets liable to be rateably distributed

under this section are paid to a person not entitled to receive the same, any

person sq, entitled may sUe such person to compel him to refund the

assets.

(3) Nothing 
ill 	 section affects any right of the Government.

The object of the section is to prevent multiplicity ol execution proceedings
and to secure equitable distribution by placing all decree-holders upon the
same tooting.

Bit/ic,! -i's- Naiid. 2$ A 106

The following conditions are necessary for applying the section:- (I) the
decree-holder should have applied For execution to the court which holds the
assets (see Or. 21, r. II); (2) .such application should have been made before
the receipt of' assets by the court; (3) the assets must be assets held by the
court; (4) the attaching creditor as well as the decree-holders claiming to
participate ill assets should be decree-holders for the payment of money
and (5) such decrees must have been obtained against the samejudgment-
debtors.

Rcinijci.v -is- Gi,riuharan, 14 CWN 396

Where property of the same judgment-debtor is attached in execution of
decree of more courts than one and is sold by the court of the higher grade,
the holders of decrees of inferior courts are entitled to rateable distribution
by that court without getting the decrees transferred and making fresh
applications For execution because in view of section 63 the court of the
highest grade is to determine all claims relating to the attached property and
such claims include claim for rateable distribution.

BYkant -I'S- Ru,je,u/m, 12 C333
Hcirh/iagcii -i's- Sheoniiidan., 2 CWN 626

Clark -vs- A lexciniler, 21 ('200
Girin'lra -i's- Kecicir, 29 CWN 575

Kcu,c,i La! Kripc,sankcir -i's- S/ia/i Maliiniid I'atii'ciri. II DLR 326

Bank payment order not assets until it is cashed. Assets ill 	 73 refers
only to nioliC)'.

Kci,ic,i Lcil Kri1,ascinkar -vs- S/ia/i Ma/inwc/ Pativari, / / DLI? $26

Court acting under S. 73 cannot go into the question whether the decree was
obtained by fraud.

Bisu'c,ni/ilicn -vs- Aparn.ci.39 CWN 490 EB
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RESISTANCE To EXECUTION

Section-74: Resistance to execution.—Where the Court is satisfied

that the holder of a decree for the possession of immoveable property or

that the purchaser of immoveable property sold in execution of a decree

has been resisted or obstructed in obtaining possession of the property by

the judgment-debtor or some person on his behalf and that such resistance
or OhstrLlCtion was without any just cause, the Court may,: at the instance

of the decree-holder or pLirchaser. order the judgment-debtor or such other

person to be detained in the civil prison for a term which may extend to

thirty days and may further direct that the decree-holder or purchaser he

put into possession of the property.

See also rules 225-226 and 774 (a) (9), C. R & 0.

For resistance to possession of immovable property, see Or. 21, r. 97: for
resistance by judgment-debtor, Or. 21, r. 99; and dispossession by (teCree-
holder or purchaser. Or, 2 1, r. IOU.

As to resistance to execution (anticipated and actual) and requisition for
police help in execution, see rule 226. C.R & 0. As to procedure when a
process-serving peon is resisted, or when property attached or person
arrested is snatched away, see rule 227, C. R & 0.
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Part III

INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS

CoMNlIssIoNs

Section-75: Power of Court to issue commissions.—Subject to Stich

conditions and limitations as may be prescribed, the CoLirt may issue a

.com ni i 55 iOn -

(a) to examine an y person:

(b) to make a local investigation;

(C) to examine or adjust accounts; or

(ci) to make a partition.

For general provisions regarding commissions. see Or. 26, rr. IS-IS and
rules 234-246. C  & 0; to examine witness, see Or. 26, rr. I-S and rules
247-257, CR & 0: for commission for local investigation, see Or. 26, rr. 9-
10 and rules 263-274, CA & 0 for commission for taking accounts, see

Or. 26, rr. 11-12 and rules 275-279. C.R & 0; and commission to make
partition. see Or. 26, rr. 13-14 and rule 274. C. R & 0.

Section-76: Omitted by Act VIII of 1973 as amended by Act LIII

of 1974.

Section-77: Letter of request.—ln lieu of issuing it 	 the

Court may issue a letter of request to examine a witness residing at any

place not within Bangladesh.

A court in Bangladesh has the jurisdiction to issue it commission, as much as

it letter of request, to examine a witness in India.

Kiiiiitir Rom N,,i,v(,n Ro y CI?Otl . (I/iiiiv (1/UI ct,iollier

-1'.V- So,utta, es.va Bibi (111(1 o1/?eIc, 29 DLI? (SC) 170

Section-78: Commissions issued by foreign Courts.—Subject to

such conditions and limitations as may he prescribed the provisions as to

the execution and return of commissions for the examination of witnesses

shall apply to commissions issued by or at the instance of—

(a) Courts situate beyond the limits of Bangladesh and established or

continued by the authority of the Government or

(b) [Clause (b) of section 78 was omitted by Act VIII of 19731.

(c) COLIrtS of any State or country outside Bangladesh.
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Part IV

SUITS IN PARTICULARS CASES

SUITS BY OR AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT OR PUBLIC OFFICERS

IN THEIR OFFICIAL CAPACITY

Section-79: Suits by or against Government.—ln a sLut by or

against the Government the authority to he named as plaintiff or

dcfendant, as the case may he, shall he Bangladesh.

Sec also Or. 27, rr. 1-8 and rules 280-282, C.R & 0.

Section-80: Notice.--(I) A suit may he instituted against the

Government or against a public officer, in respect of any act purporting to

he done by such public officer in his official capacity, after the expiration

of two months next after notice in writing has been delivered to or left at
the office. of,-

(a) Omitted by Act VIII of 1973 as amended by Act LIII of 1974.

(h) (i) in the case of a suit against the Government other than a suit

relating to the affairs of the Railway, a Secretary to the

Government or the Collector of the District: and

(ii) in the case of a suit against the Government relating to the affairs

of the Railway, the General Manager of the Railway,

and in the case of a public officer, delivered to him or left at his

office stating the cause of action, the name, description of place of

residence of the plaintiff and the relief which he claims: and the

plaint shall contain a statement that such notice has been so delivered
or left.

(2) Where any such suit is instituted without delivering or leaving

such notice as aforesaid or before the expiration of the said period of two

months or where the plaint does not contain a statement that such notice
has been so delivered or left, the plaintiff shall not he entitled to any costs

if settlement as regards the subject-matter of the sLut is reached or the

Government or the public officer concedes the plaintiff's claim, within the

period of two months from the date of the institution of the suit:
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Provided that in a suit instituted without such notice, the Court shall

allow not less than three months to the Government to submit its written

statement.

The object of notice under this section is nothing but to give a chance to the
authority to examine the claim of the plaintiff before such suit is filed and
that such a notice call he waived by the authority. Notice under section

80 was mandatory before 1962 but it is no longer a mandatory provision in

view of substitution of the said section by the Code of Civil Procedure

(Amendment) Ordinance 1962 (XLIV of 1962).

Bangladesh - y.- Abdul Wadt,d & others, 25 DLR (SC) 90

Notice under the section afresh is necessary after amendment of the plaint

in it suit against the Government if the amendment changes the character of

the suit and not otherwise.

Federtioii of Pakistan -i's- Shcinisul Hucla, (1956) 8 DLR 692

Section-81: Exemption from arrest and personal appearance
In a suit instituted against a public officer in respect of any act purporting

to he done by him in his official capacity—

(a) the defendant shall not he liable to arrest nor his propert y to

attachment otherwise than in execution of a decree, and,

(b) where the Court is satisfied that the defendant cannot absent

himself from his duty without detriment to the public service, it

shall exempt him from appearing in person.

See also Or 27 r. 8 proviso.

Section-82: Execution of decree.---(]) Where the decree is against

the Government or against a public officer in respect of any such act as

aforesaid, a time shall he specified in the decree within which it shall he
satisfied; and, if the decree is not satisfied within the time so specified, the

Court shall report the case for the orders of the Government.

(2) Execution shall not be issued on any such decree unless it

remains unsatisfied for the period of three months computed from the date

Of such report.

The decree cannot be executed unless all the conditions are complied with,

though the decree is not void.

U. P. Government -i's- Brij Mo/ion L1, 1953 A 96
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Suils BY ALIENS AND BY OR AGAINST FOREIGN RULERS,

AMBASSADORS AND ENVOYS

Section-83: When aliens may sue.—(1) Alien enemies residing in

Bangladesh with the permission of the Government, and alien friends,

may sue in the Courts in Bangladesh, as if they were citizens of
Bangladesh.

(2) No alien enemy residing in Bangladesh without such permission,
or residing in a foreign country, shall sue in any of such Courts.

Exp/wuitwn—Every person residing in a foreign country the

Government of which is at war with. or engaged in military operations

against, Bangladesh, and carrying on business in that country without a

license in that behalf under the hand of a Secretary to the Government

shall, for the purpose of sub-section (2), he deemed to he an alien enemy
residing in a foreign coLintry.

Mere residence of Pakistani nationals in enemy territory would not make
them alien enemies but they can he alien enemies if the residence is without
the authority of the Government.

S.A. Lalif -rs- J.B. Duha.r/,, PLD 1970 Karachi 220;
Ga rudas -vs - Dc1,ut' Custoc/jait, Enem y Proper v, PLD 1969 Dacca 84/;

A,nt ya -vs- Pr()vuuC of East Pakistan, 25 DLR 304

An alien enemy cannot file it writ petition.

ACC Ltd. -vs- Pakistan, PLD 1972 Lahore 201;
(;IlrI,(/c,.r -vs- Deputy Custodian, Eiwinv Proper v, PLD /969 Dacca 841

Alien enemies as defendants can defend suits filed against them,

HosIwn' -vs - Eddie, PLD 1968 Karachi 752;
Province (?t East Pakista,, -vs- Al/ahahad Bank, PLD 1968 Dacca

It is for the executive to decide whether the state of war exists or not and its
decision is conclusive.

Manstik Ali -vs - Arodhen.di.,, PLD 1969 SC 37

Courts can take judicial notice of existence of the state of War from existing
F. cts.

A,niva -vs- I'rO,'j/,ce (?t East Pakistan, 25 DLI? 304
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An alien enemy cannot proceed with a suit.

U,,iic/ O,7CfltO/ 51eC1117S/ii/) Co. -"S- ,Star/7ac Co., 25 DLR 114

Where there was no bar to the institution of the suit against the plaintiff at
its commencement but during its pendency the plaintiff became disqualified
to prosecute it as a result of the declaration of emergency the proper course
by the court is to suspend the trial during the period of the plaintiff's
disqualification and not to dismiss it.

S. N. Bwi.erjee - p v- B. C. Cliakra/iortv, j 976 C 267

Section-84: When foreign States may sue.—( I) A foreign State

may sue in any Court in Bangladesh:

Provided that such State has been recognized by the Government.

Providd, also, that the object of the suit is to enforce a private right

vested in the head of such State or in any officer of such State in his

public capacity.

(2) Every Court shall take judicial notice of the fact that a foreign

State has or has not been recognized by the Government.

The section refers to those private rights of a State that must be enforced
thrOU"ll a Court of justice as distinguished from its political rights.

HaIo, i -vs- B,t. Singh, I/ C 17
Mi,:c, Ali Akbar Kc.,,cluini -r- the United Arab Republic. I SCR 319,

/966 SC 230

Section-85: Persons specially. , appointed by Government to

prosecute or defend for Ruler of foreign State.—( I) Persons specially

appointed by order of the Government at the request of the Ruler of any
foreign State. or at the request of any person competent, in the opinion of
the Government, to act oil of such Ruler, to prosecute or defend

any suit on his behalf, shall be deemed to he the recognized agents by

whom appearances, acts and applications under this Code may be made or

done on behalf of sLich Ruler.

(2) An appointment under this section may be made for the purpose

of a specified suit or of several specified sLtits, or for the purpose of all

such suits as it may from time to time he necessary to prosecute or defend

oil 	 of the Ruler.
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Ragh.u,zath -vs- Dv. Commissioner, 31 CWN 495 Pc
Durga -vs- Jci.wahir, 18 c 23 Pc

Gu.ran -vs- Ram., 55 c 944

Section–ill: Bar of certain appeals.—Notwithstanding anything

contained in section .109, no appeal shall lie to the Appellate Division-

(a) from the decree or order of one Judge of the High Court

division, or of one Judge of a Division Court or of two or more

Judges of High Court Division or of a Division Court

constituted by two or more Judges of High Court Division,

where such judges are equally divided in opinion and do not

amount in number to a majority of the whole of the Judges of the

High Court Division at the time being, or

(b) Omitted by the Law Reforms Ordinance, 1978 (Ordinance
XLIX of 1978).

Section-112: Savings.—(l) Nothing contained in this Code shall be

deemed-

(a) to affect the powers of the Appellate Division under article 1.03

of the Constitution of the People's Republic of Bangladesh or

any other provision of that Constitution; or

(b) to interfere with any rules made by the Supreme Court, and for

the time being in force, for the presentation, of appeals to the

Appellate Division, or their conduct before that Division.

(2) Nothing herein contained applies to any matter of criminal or

admiralty or vice-admiralty jurisdiction, or to appeals from orders and

decrees of PriLe Courts.
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Part VIII

REFERENCE, REVIEW AND REvIsIoN

Section-113: Reference to High Court Division.—Subject to such

conditions and limitations as may be prescribed, any Court may state a

case and refer the same for the opinion of the High Court Division, and

the High Court Division may make such order thereon as it thinks fit.

For detailed procedure, see Or. 46, rr. 1-7.

Under S. 113 an opinion is to be sought when the Court itself feels some
doubts about the question and not when it has formed an opinion and acted
Upon it and that opinion is disagreed with by another Court.

Tikaram -Ps- Maheshwari. 1959 A 659

Section-114: Review.—Subject as aforesaid, any person considering

himself aggrieved

a)cree or order from which an appeal is allowed by this Code,

/ but from which no appe—al as been —preferred,

(b) by a decree or order from which no appeal is allowed by this Code, or

(C) by a decision on a reference from a Court of Small Causes,

may apply for a review of judgment to the Court which passed the

decree or made the order, and the CouIt may make such order thereon as

it thinks fit.

Review of the appellate order or decree, when will lie, see

Abul Basher ChoH'ulhur\' -vs- Meliat Khatim, 35 DLR 6

For detailed procedure, see Or. 47, rr. 1-9.

Section-115: Revision.—The High-Court Division may call for the

record of any case which has been decided by any Court subordinate to

the High Court Division and in which no appeal lies thereto, and if such

subordinate Court appears to have committed any error of law resulting in

an error in the decision occasioning failure of justice, the High Court

Division may make such order in the case as it thinks fit.
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Glaring misconception of law and non-consideration of material evidence.
Interference u/s. 115 by High Court Division called for.

Sartosh Kunwr Chakrahorty -vs- M.A. Motaleh Hossain, 36 DLR (AD) 248

Exercise of revisional jurisdiction can either be at the instance of a party or
even SUO mow, High Court Division can call for the records of a case from
lower court and on perusal thereof make such order as it finds fit and
proper. Order passed on due consideration of the facts and circumstances of
the case valid despite absence of the Advocate for the petitioner.

Darasatu/Iah -vs- Manik Mondal, 36 DLR (AD) 88
Saftiruddin and others -.'s- Faziul Huq and others, 49 DLR (AD) 151

It is a discretionary power of the court to grant or not to grant injunction. If
the court exercises its judicial discretion, the High Court is not to interfere
u/s. 115.

Mansur Ahmned -i's- Kalipada Chattapadhya, 1/ DLR 103

Finding of facts based on due consideration of evidence was beyond the
scope of revisional coutt to interfere with.

Jashimuddin Kanchan -"s- Md. Ali Ashraf 42 DLR (AD) 289.

Remand not justified when the revisional Court is competent to decide the
case on the evidence on record when no further evidence is. required.

Abc/u/ Mannan -vs- Akra,n Ali, 43 DLR (AD) 125;
Attor Mitt -vs- Mst. Mahmnudo Khatun Chowdhurv, 43.DLR (AD) 125

A revisional court acts beyond its jurisdiction in setting aside concurrent
finding of fact, when there is no- misreading and misappreciation of the
evidence on record.

S/iamb', .., Nat/i. Poddar .'.v- Bangladesh Railway, 43 DLR (AD) 82

The revisional court is competent to interfere in acase of non-consideration
of material evidence which is specifically material for determination of the
material issue.

A/nil Bakar Siddique -is- Additional Deput y Co,nmirsioner and others.
48 DLR (AD) 154
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Part IX

SPECIAL PRovisIoNs RELATING TO HIGH COURT DIVISION

Section-116: Part to apply only to High Court Division.—This

Part applies only to High Court Division.

Section-117: Application of Code to High Court Division—Save
as provided in this Part or in Part X or in rules, the provisions of this Code

shall apply to High Court Division.

"Rules" mean rules contained in Schedule I or made under section 122.

Section-118: Execution of decree before ascertainment, of costs.—
Where the High Court Division considers it necessary that a decree passed in the
exercise of its original civil jurisdiction should be executed before the amount of
the costs incurred in the suit can be ascertained by taxation, the Court may order
that the decree shall be executed forthwith, except as to so much thereof as
relates to the costs;

and, as to so much thereof as relates to the costs, that the decree may he

executed as soon as the amount of the costs shall be ascertained by

taxation.

Section-119: Unauthorized persons not to address Court.—
Nothing in this Code shall be deemed to authorize any person on behalf of

another to address the Court in the exercise of its original civil

jurisdiction, or to examine witnesses, except where the Court shall have in

the exercise of the power conferred by its charter authorized him so to do,

or to interfere with the power of the High Court Division to make rules

concerning advocates..

Section-120: Provisions not applicable to High Court Division in
original civil jurisdiction.—(l) The following provisions shall not apply

to the High Court Division in the exercise of its original civil jurisdiction,

namely, sections 16, 17 and 20.
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Part-X
RULES

Section-121: Effect of rules in First Schedule.—The rules in the

First Schedule shall have effect as if enacted in the body if this Code until

annulled or altered in accordance with the provisions of this Part.

In order to determine the jurisdiction of a Court both the 'body of the Code
and the rules must be looked into.

Sach.inc/ra - ps- Us/ia, 1949 C 6.90

No rule inconsistent with the body of the Code can confer a jurisdiction
upon any court.

Karam. -vs- Kunwar, 1942 A 387

Section-122: Power of Supreme Court to make rules.—The

Supreme Court may, from time to time after previous publication, make

rules regulating the procedure of each Division of the Supreme Court and

the procedure of Civil Courts subject to its superintendence and may by

such rules annul, alter or add to all or any of the rules in the First

Schedule.

See also Article 107 of the Constitution and section 126.

Most of the rules in the C.R.&O are made in exercise of the power under

this section.

Section-123: Constitution of Rule Committees.—(l) A Committee,

to be called the Rule Committee, shall be constituted for the purpose

referred to in section 122.

(2) Such Committee shall consist of the following persons, namely:

(a) three Judges of the Supreme Court, one of whom at least has

served as a District Judge for three years;

(b) two advocates practising in that Court; and

(c) a Judge of a Civil Court subordinate to the High Court Division.

(3) The members of such Committee shall be appointed by the Chief

Justice who shall nominate one of their number to be president.
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Provided that, if the Chief Justice elects to be himself a member of
the Committee, the number of other Judges appointed to be members shall
he two, and the Chief Justice shall be the President of the Committee.

(4) Each member of such Committee shall hold office for such
period as may be prescribed by the Chief Justice in this behalf; and
whenever any member retires, resigns, dies or becomes incapable of
acting as a member of the Committee, the said Chief Justice may appoint
another person to be a member in his stead.

(5) There shall be i Secretary to such Committee, who shall be
appointed by the Chief Justice and shall receive such remuneration as may
be provided in this behalf by the Government.

Section-124: Committee to report to Supreme Court.—The Rule

Committee shall make a report to the Supreme Court on any proposal to
annul, alter or add to the rules in the First Schedule or to make new rules,
and before making any rules under section 122 the Supreme Court shall

take such report into consideration.

Section 125: Omitted by the Central Laws (Statute Reform)
Ordinance, 1960 (21 of 1969), s.3 and 2nd Sch. (with effect from the
14th October, 1955).

Section-126: Rules to be subject to approval by the

President.—Rules made under the foregoing provisions shall be subject

to the previous approval of the President.

See also Article 107 of the Constitution.

Section-127: Publication of rules.—Rules so made and approved

shall be published in the official Gazette, and shall from the date of
publication or from such other date as may be specified have the s:.une
force and effect as if they had been contained in the First Schedule.

Section-128: Matters for which rules may provide.—( 1) Such

rules shall be not inconsistent with the provisions in the body of this
Code, hut, subject thereto, may provide for any matters relating to the

procedure of Civil Courts.

(2) In particular, and without prejudice to the generality of the
powers conferred by sub-section (1), such rules may provide for all or any

of the following matters, namely:-
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(a) the service of summonses, notices and other processes by post or

in any other manner either generally or in any specified areas, and

the proof of such service;

(b) the maintenance and custody, while under attachment, of live-

stock and other movable property, the fees payable for such

maintenance and custody, the sale of such live- stock and

property, and the proceeds of such sale;

(c) procedure in suits by way of counterclaim, and the valuation of

such suits for the purposes of jurisdiction;

(d) procedure in garnishee and charging orders either in addition to, or

in substitution for, the attachment and sale of debts:

(e) procedure where the defendant claims to he entitled to

contribution or indemnity over against any person whether a party

to the suit or not;

(f) summary procedure-

(i) in suits in which the plaintiff seeks only to recover a debt or

liquidated  demand in money payable by the defendant, with or

without interest, arising-

on it 	 express or implied; or,

oil enactment where the sum sought to he recovered is a

fixed sum of money or in the nature of a debt other than a

penalty; or

on a guarantee, where the claim against the principal is in

respect of a debt or a liquidated demand only; or

on a trust: or

(ii) in suits for the recovery of immoveable property, with or

without a claim for rent or mesne profits, by a landlord against

a tenant whose term has expired or has been duly determined by

notice to quit, or has become liable to forfeiture for non-

p1yn1eit of rent, or against persons claiming under such tenant;

(g) procedure by way of originating summons;

(h) consolidation of suits, appeals and other proceedings;

(I) delegation to any Registrar. Prothonotary or master or other

Official Of the Court of any judicial, quasi-judicial and non-judicial

duties: and
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(j) all forms, registers, books, entries and accounts which may be
necessary or desirable for the transaction of the business of Civil
Courts.

Section-129: Omitted by Act VIII of 1973, as amended by Act
LIII Of 1974.

Section-130: Omitted by A. 0. 1961, Article 2 Schedule (with
effect from the 23rd March, 1956).

Section-131: Omitted by Act VIII of 1973 as amended by Act LIII
of 1974.
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Part XI
MISCELLANEOUS

Section-132: Exemption of certain women from personal
appearance.—( 1) Women who, according to the customs and manners of

the country, ought not to be compelled to appear in public shall be exempt

from personal appearance in Court.

(2) Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to exempt such

women from arrest in execution of civil process in any case in which the

arrest of women is not prohibited by this Code.

This section recognises the rights of the pardanashin ladies to have their
evidence taken on commission. This is a right which the court cannot deny.

But the correct meaning of the section is that a pardanashin lady shall be
exempted from personal appearance in court, that is, from being exposed to
public gaze but she is not exempt from attendance. The court has therefore
power to order examination in court, provided she does not become visible
to the public gaze.

Re. Bilasrov, 56 !C 865

Section-133: Exemption of other persons.—(l) The

Government may, by notification in the official Gazette, exempt from

personal appearance in Court any person whose rank, in the opinion of the

Government, entitles him to the privilege of exemption.

(2) The names and residences of the persons so exempted shall, from

time to time, be forwarded to the High Court Division by the Government

and a list of such persons.shall be kept in such Court, and a list of such

persons as reside within the local limits of the jurisdiction of each Court

subordinate to the High Court Division shall be kept in such subordinate

Court.

(3) Where any person so exempted claims the privilege of such

exemption, and it is consequently necessary to examine him by

commission, he shall pay the costs of that commission, unless the party

requiring his evidence pays such costs.

See also Or. 26, r. I.
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Section-134: Arrest other than in execution of decree.—The

provisions of sections 55, 57 and 59 shall apply, so far as may be, to all
persons arrested under this Code.

Section-135: Exemption from arrest under civil process.—(l) No

Judge, Magistrate or other judicial officer shall be liable to arrest under

civil process while going to, presiding in. or returning from, his Court.

(2) Where any matter is pending before a tribunal having jurisdiction

therein, or believing in good faith that it has such jurisdiction, the parties

thereto, their pleaders, mukhtars revenue-agents and recognized agents,

and there witnesses acting in obedience to a summons, shall be exempt

from arrest under civil process other than process issued by such tribunal

for contempt of Court while going to or attending such tribunal for the

purpose of such matter, and while returning from such tribunal.

(3) Nothing in sub-section (2) shall enable a judgment-debtor to

claim exemption from arrest under an order for immediate execution or

where such judgment-debtor attends to show cause why he should not be

committed to prison in execution of a decree.

As to immediate execution, see Or. 21, r. I I (I) and as to attendance to
show cause, see Or 21, r. 37 (I ).

Section-135A: Exemption of members of legislative bodies from
arrest and detention under civil process.--(I) No person shall he liable

to arrest or detention under civil process-

(a) if he is a member of Parliament during the continuance of any

meeting of Parliament;

(h) if he is a member of any committee of Parliament, during the

continuance of any meeting of such committee;

and during the fourteen days before and after such meeting or

sitting.

(2) A person released from detention under sub-section (I) shall,

subject to the provisions of the said sub-section, be liable to re-arrest and

to the further detention to which he would have been liable if he had not

been released under the provisions of sub-section (1).

Section-136: Procedure where person to be arrested or property
to be attached outside district.---fl) Where an application is made that

any person shall be arrested or that any property shall be attached under
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any provision of this Code not relating to the execution of decrees, and

such person resides or such property is situate outside the local limits of

the jurisdiction of the Court to which the application is made, the Court

may, in its discretion, issue a warrant of arrest or make an order of

attachment, and send to the District Court within the local limits of whose

.jurisdiction such person or property resides or is situate a copy of the

warrant or order, together with the probable amount of the costs of the

arrest or attachment.

(2) The •District Court shall, on receipt of such copy and amount,

cause the arrest or attachment to he made by its own officers, or by a

Court subordinate to itself, and shall inform the Court which issued oi-

made such warrant or order of the arrest or attachment.

(3) The Court making an arrest under this section shall send the

person arrested to the Court by which the warrant of arrest was issued,

unless he shows cause to the satisfaction of the former Court why he

should not be sent to the latter Court, or unless he furnishes sufficient

security for his appearance before the latter Court or for satisfying any

decree that may be passed against him by that Court, in either of which

cases the Court making the arrest shall release him.

(4) Omitted by A. 0. 1949

This section read with Or. 38, rr. I and 5 enables the court to arPest before
ju(Igernent a person or attach before judgement any property outside the
local limits of its jurisdiction. It may also under Or. 21, r. 5$, read with Or.
38, r. S order removal of the attachment.

Firm M.S.M.M. -i's- Ms'. Sei,i. 9 R 561

This section also enables a party to enforce an order of injunction against a
person outside the local limits of the jurisdiction of the court passing the

order.

A. Milton & Co. -i's- 0/ha A.E. Co., 57 C I280
Salainchanci -vs- Joogal. 55 C 777

Section-137: Language of subordinate Courts.—{ 1) The language

which, oil commencement of this Code is the language of any Court

subordinate to the High Court Division shall continue to be the language

of such subordinate Court until the Government otherwise directs.
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(2) The Government may declare what shall be the language of any

such Court and in what character applications to and proceedings in such

Courts shall be written.

(3) Where this Code requires or allows anything other than the

recording of evidence to be done in writing in any such Court, such

writing may he in English; but if any party or his pleader is unacquainted

with English a translation into the language of the Court shall, at his

request, be supplied to him; and the Court. shall make such order as it

thinks fit in respect of the payment of the costs of such translation.

Section-138: Power of High Court Division to require evidence to
be recorded in English.—(l) The High Court Division may, by

notification in the official Gazette, direct with respect to any Judge

specified in the notification, or falling under a description set forth

therein, that evidence in cases in which an appeal is allowed shall be

taken down by him in the English language and in manner prescribed.

(2) Where a Judge is prevented by any sufficient reason from

complying with a direction under sub-section (1), he shall record the

reason and cause the evidence to he taken down in writing from his

dictation in open Court.

Section-139: Oath on affidavit by whom to be administered.—In
the case of any affidavit under this Code-

(a) any Court or Magistrate, or

(h) any officer or other person whom the Supreme Court may

appoint in this behalf, or

(c) any officer appointed by any other Court which the Government

has generally or specially empowered in this behalf,

may administer the oath to the deponent.

Sheristadars of all civil courts are ex officio commissioners of affidavits.
See rule 27, C.R & 0. See also rule 28 C.R & 0. District Judges are
empowered to appoint commissioners to administer oaths of affidavits vide
Government Notification dated the I' July, 1881, published in the Calcutta
Gazette dated 6 .July, 1881, Part-I, Page-694.

Section-140: Assessors in causes of salvage, etc.—(1) In any

Admiralty or Vice-Admiralty cause of salvage, towage or collision, the
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Court, whether it be exercising its original or its appellate jurisdiction,

may, if it thinks fit, and shall upon request of either party to such cause,

summon to its assistance, in such manner as it may direct or as may he

prescribed, two competent assessors; and such assessors shall attend and

assist accordingly.

(2) Every such assessor shall receive such fees for ' his attendance, to
he paid by such of the parties as the Court may direct or as may be
prescribed.

Section-141: Miscellaneous proceedings.—The procedure provided

in this Code in regard to suits shall he followed, as far as it can be made

applicable, in all proceedings in any Court of civil jurisdiction.

The 'proceedings" as mentioned in Section-141 refers to original matters in
the nature of a suit. The procedure in regard to suits can be extended only to
proceedings of original natLire.

Janitruciclin Sakhi c/ar -vs- RCiUfiIn Nessa Bihi, 5 DLR 269
Sera Jul Mostafti -vs- Ali Ahmed Sikdar and others, 33 DLR 168

Harichara,j -vs- Manmatha, 41 C I
Asini -Ps- Raj, 13 CLJ 642

Ba.rai-atuiiah -Ps- Reazuddin, 53 C679
Thak.u.r Prasad - s- Fakirullah, /7 A 106 PC

The provisions of section 141 CRC are to be strictly followed so far as
they can be made applicable.

Sultan Ahined -i's- Md.. Islam, 36 DLR 81

When any special law does not provide any procedure to he followed in
inquiries and proceedings under the Act- procedure prescribed in section
141 CRC will he applicable.

Naee,n Finance Limited -vs- Bash.ir Ahmed Raft qui, 23 DLR (SC) 8/

Section-142: Orders and notices to be in writing.—All orders and

notices served on or given to any person Linder the provisions of this Code
shall be in writing.
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Section-143: Postage—Postage, where chargeable on a notice,

summons or letter issued under this Code and forwarded by post, and the

fee for registering the same, shall be paid within a time to be fixed before

the communication is made:

Provided that the Government may remit such postage, or fee, or

both, or may prescribe a scale of court-fee s to be levied in lieu thereof.

Section-144: Application for restitution.—( 1) Where and in so far

as a decree is varied or reversed, the Court of first instance shall, on the

application of any party entitled to any benefit by way of restitution or

otherwise, cause such restitution to be made as will, so far as may be,

place the parties in the position which they would have occupied but for

such decree or such part thereof as has been varied or reversed; and, for

this purpose, the Court may make any orders, including orders for the

refund of costs and for the payment of interest , damages, compensation

and mesne profits, which are properly consequential on such variation or

reversal.

(2) No suit shall be instituted for the purpose of obtaining any

restitution or other relief which could be obtained by application under

sub-section (1).

The underlying principle of restitution is that when a person is deprived of
some right or property by an erroneous judgment, order or decree, then in
the event of the reversal of that judgment, order or decree, he may become
entitled to restitution of his right or property and that it is the duty of the

court to see that the ends of justice be met.

Aix/ui Humid -"s- Abdul la/thor, 34 DLR (AD) 208

The power of a court to grant restitution is not confined to the cases covered
by the provisions of section 144. The court has also inherent powers to
grant restitution for ends of justice under section 151 in cases not covered

by section 144.

Province of East Bengal -vs- Priva Nct/i Guh.a, 7 DLR 575
Asutosh. -i's- Upeiidra, 21 CWN 564
lai Berhani -vs- Kedar, 49 IA 351

Go pal -vs- Harinwh.on, 21 CLI 624
Raicharan -vs- Debi Prasad, 26 CWN 408

The right to get restitution under section 144 is mandatory, restitution under

section 151 is discretionary.

Abdul Humid -vs- Abdul Jabbar, 34 DLR (AD) 208
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Section-145: Enforcement of liability of surety.—Where any
person has become liable as surety-

(a) for the performance of any decree or any part thereof, or

(h) for the restitution of any property taken in execution of a decree,
or

(c) for the payment of any money, or for the fulfilment of any

condition imposed on any person, under an order of the Court in

any suit or iii any proceeding consequent thereon,

the decree or order may be executed against him, to the extent to

which he has rendered himself personally liable, in the manner herein

provided for the execution of decrees, and such person shall, for the

purposes of appeal, be deemed a party within the meaning of section 47:

Provided that such notice as the Court in each case think 's sufficient
has been given to the surety.

Although section 47 was omitted from the Code by Ord. XLVIII of 1983, it
continues to exist in this section.

By treating a surety a party within the repealed section 47 a ri ght of appeal is
allowed against any order passed against him. The omission. of section 47
from the Code by Ordinance XLVIII of 1983 has therefore created difficulty
in interpreting this section.

Form of notice to surety under this section, see Form No. 13 App. H, Sch. I
= H. C. Form No. (P) 155.

Section-146: Proceeding by or against representatives.—Save as
otherwise provided by this Code or by any law for the time being in force,

where any proceeding may be taken or application made by or against

any person, then the proceeding may be taken orthe application may be

made by or against any person claiming under him.

Confer sections 50 and 52. Decree against father cannot be charged into
decree against son by invoking this section for purpose of rateable
distribution.

Heinlata -vs- Bengal Coal Co. Ltd., 39 CWN 26

Section-147: Consent or agreement by persons •under
disability.—In all suits to which any person under disability is a party,

any consent or agreement as to any proceeding shall, if given or made

with the express leave of the Court by the next friend or guardian for the

suit, have the same force and effect as if such person were under no

disability and had given such consent or made such agreement.
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Section-148: Enlargement of time.—Where any period is fixed or

granted by the Court for the doing of any act prescribed or allowed by this

Code, the Court may, in its discretion, from time to time, enlarge such

period, even though the period originally fixed or granted may have

expired.

This section applies only where time is fixed for the doing of "ally act

prescribed or allowed by the Code"

Banshi -vs- Majah.aruddin, 36 CWN 693

Extension of time to comply with courts order-effect of the expression used.

Fakaruddin and another -vs- Sri Sri Kali,nata Bigrahe and
others 3 BSCR 243

Court can extend time and condone delay if the order in question is not final.

Joyn.a/ Moiiciai -"S JaliarAit Khan, 21 DLR 371
Razia. K/i.atun. and Ors -vs- Seda Sirajunn.essa Khatu,i, 4 BSCR 115

Enlargement of time contemplated under the section his no application to a
case where time is fixed by a Court in decree for performing an obligation

arising out of a contract between the parties.

Ralendra Shi ru/i -vs- Mahadev, 27 DLR 232.

When ex-parte decree is set aside on condition of defendants paying a
certain sum of money within a certain time Court has power under section

148 to enlarge time.

./agan.nath -i's- Ka,n.ta Parsad, 36 A, 772;3 IC 38

When it time is fixed by a decree of the court for taking some steps

and it directs that on failure, of doing so within the time limited the case
should stand dismissed, the court has no jurisdiction to extend the time

limited by the decree

When the court directs by its decree that unless payment is made within a
certain date the suit or appeal will stand dismissed, the order is final order

and the court cannot extend time.

Kshetra -vs- Gour, 37 CWN 878;
Puma -'s- Panch.u, 61 CU 512

The court has 110 power to extend a time fixed by statute and not fixed or

granted by the court.

Kalipada -vv- Basanta, 35 CWN 877
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(3) A person appointed under this section may authorize or appoint

persons to make appearances and applications and do acts in any such sLut

oi- sLuits as if he were himself a party thereto.

This section is an enabling section. It enables a Sovereign Prince or a
Ruling Chief to prosecute or defend suits through recognised agents
specially appointed in that behalf; it does not prevent the institution of a suit

by a sovereign Prince in his own name.

fVIci/iarajci ol Bliamtpur - v- Kac/,eru, /9 A 510:
Beer Chunder -vs- Is/ian Chunder. 10 C 136

Section-86: Suits against RuIers.-----( I) Any Ruler of a foreign State

may, with the consent of the Government, certified by the signature of a

Secretary to the Government bLut not without such consent, be sued in any

competent Court.

(2) Such consent may he given with respect to a specified suit or to

several specified suits or with respect to all suits of any specified class or

classes, and may specify, in the case of any Wit or class of suits, the Court

in which the Ruler may be sued; hut it shall not he given unless it appears

to the consenting authority that the Ruler-

(a) has instituted a suit in the Court against the person desiring to sue

him, or

(b) by himself or another trades within the local limits of the

urd1cton of the Court. or

(c) is in possession of immoveable property situated within those

limits and is to be sued with reference to such property or for

money charged thereon.

(3) No such Ruler shall be arrested under this Code, and, except with

the consent of the Government certified as aforesaid, no decree shall he

executed against the property of any such Ruler.

(4) Omitted by Act VIII of 1973, as amended by Act LIII of 1974.

(5) A person may, as a tenant of immoveable property, SLIC, without

such consent as is mentioned in this section, a Ruler from whom he holds

or claims to hold the property.
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Suit not maintainable at all in the absence of consent, Consent filed after
period of limitation, held unavailing.

Khali Sher Dii Khan -vs- Sir Abdul Wadud Mia, 7 .DLR (FC) 170

Section-86A: Suits against diplomatic agents.—(l) No proceeding
in any Court shall lie against a diplomatic agent except in a case relating
to-

(a) any private immoveable property situated in Bangladesh held by
him in his private capacity and not on behalf of the sending State
for the purpose of the mission;

(b) a succession in which the diplomatic agent is involved as executor,
administrator, heir or legatee as a private person and not on behalf
of the sending State;

(c) any professional or commercial activity exercised by the
diplomatic agent in Bangladesh outside his official functions.

(2) No measures of execution shall be taken in respect of a
diplomatic agent except in cases which come under clauses (a), (b) and (c)
of sub-section (1) and in which such measures can be taken without
infringing the inviolability of his person or of his residence.

(3) The initiation of any proceedings in a Court by a diplomatic
agent shall preclude him from invoking immunity from jurisdiction under
this section in respect of any counter-claim directly connected with the
principal claim.

(4) The immunity of a diplomatic agent under sub-section (])or sub-
section (2) may be waived by the sending State; and any such waiver shall
be express.

(5) Waiver of immunity in respect of any proceedings shall not be
held to imply waiver of immunity in respect of any measure of execution
for which a separate waiver shall be necessary.

(6) In this section, 'diplomatic agent' in relation to a State means the
head of the mission in Bangladesh of that State and includes a member of
the staff of that mission having diplomatic rank.
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Section-87: Style of Rulers as parties to suits.—The Ruler of a

foreign State may sue, and shall be sued, in the name of his State:

Provided that in giving the consent referred to in the foregoing section

the Government, or the Government, as the case may be, may direct that

any such Ruler shall be sued in the name of an agent or in any other name.

The words, "or the Government, as the case may be", after the amendment
by Act VIII of 1973 and Act LIII of 1974, appear to be redundant and
meaningless.

INTERPLEADER

Section-88: Where interpleader suit may be instituted.—Where

two or more persons claim adversely to one another the same debt, sum of

money or other property, moveable or immoveable, from another person,

who claims no interest therein other than for charges or costs and who is

ready to pay or deliver it to the rightful claimant, such other person may

institute a suit of interpleader against all the claimants for the purpose of

obtaining a decision as to the person to whom the payment or delivery

shall be made and of obtaining indemnity for himself:

Provided that where any suit is pending in which the rights of all parties

can properly be decided, no such suit of interpleader shall be instituted.

See also Or. 35,rr. 1-2.

In ail suit the real dispute must be between the defendants and
the plaintiff's position must be one of impartiality. Where the defendants do
not claim adversely to each other or the plaintiff does not admit the claim of
any of the defendants the suit is not interpleader.

A.ra,i -vs- Sciroda, 1922 C 138.

Ail 	 suit is one in which the real dispute is between the
defendants only and the defendants interplead, that is to say, plead against
each other instead of pleading against the plaintiff as in ail 	 suit.

A. person having an interest in the subject-matter of the suit and is not
strictly impartial cannot institute ail suit. A holds in his hands a
sum of rupees which is claimed by B and C adversely to each other. A

institutes an interpleader suit and at hearing it is found that A had entered
into an agreement with B before the institution, of the suit that if B

succeeded in the suit he should accept from A a part of the amount held by
A in full satisfaction of his claim. Here by virtue of the agreement A has an
interest in the subject-matter of the suit, and he is not, therefore, entitled to
institute 

ail
	 suit. The suit must be dismissed.
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Part V
SPECIAL PROCEEDINGS

ARBITRATION

Section-.-89: Omitted by the Arbitration Act, 1940. (X of 1940),
Section 49 and Third Schedule.

SPECIAL. CASE

Section-90: Power to state case for opinion of Court.—Where any

persons agree in writing to state a case for the opinion of the Court, then

the Court shall try and determine the same in the manner prescribed.

See also Or. 36, rr. 1-5.

SUITS RELATING To PUBLIC MATTERS

Section-91: Public nuisances.—(l) In the case of a public nuisance

the Attorney General, or two or more persons having obtained the consent

in writing of the Attorney General, may institute a suit, though no special

damage has been caused, for a declaration and injunction or for such other

relief as may be appropriate to the circumstances of the case.

(2) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to limit or otherwise

affect any right of suit which may exist independently of its provisions.

Three kinds of remedies may he available against public nuisance: (I) the
persons committing public nuisance may be criminally prosecuted; (2) he
may be proceeded under this section and (3) he may be sued for damages at
the instance of a private individual. These remedies are concurrent. The
second class suit falls under this section.

Md. Reza -vs- Md. Askari, 46 A 470;
IVianilal -i's- Is/iwar, 1925 B 367;

Ardeshir -i's- Hi,ni, 53 B 187.

Suit by a number of Mohamedans claiming right to take tazias along a
certain road alleged to have been narrowed down is a suit within this
section.

Raghubar -vs- Mardari, 157 IC 638.
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Section-92: Public charities.—( I) In the case of any alleged breach

of any express or constructive trust created for public purposes of a

charitable or religious nature, or where the direction of the Court is

deemed necessary for the administration of any such trust, the Attorney

General, or two or more persons having an interest in the trust and having

obtained the consent in writing of the Attorney General, may institute a

suit, whether contentious or not, in the principal Civil Court of original

jurisdiction or in any other Court empowered in that behalf by the

Government within the local limits of whose jurisdiction the whole or

Lilly part of the subject-matter of the trust is situate, to obtain a decree-

(a) removing any trustee:

(b) appointing a new trustee;

(c) vesting any property in a trustee;

(d) directing accounts and inquires;

(e) declaring what proportion of the trust- property or of the interest

therein shall he allocated to any particular object of the trust;

(f) authorizing the whole or any part of the trust-property to he let,

sold, mortgaged or exchanged:

((J ) settling a schenic: or

(h) granting such further or other relief as the nature of the case may

require.

(2) Save as provided by the ReligioLls Endowment Act, 1863, no suit

claiming any of the reliefs specified in sLib- section ( I ) shall he instituted

in respect of any such trust as is therein referred to except in conformity

With the provisions of that sub-section.

Section 92 was intended to govern representative suits brought for the
benefit of the public by vindicating the rights of the public in public
charitable trust.

Dildar AI,,iieI Chon'd/ii,rv -r.- f'arroque Ahmed, 27 DLI? (SC) 135

In rezarci to public trust, religious endownient, etc. court is not hound to
accept a c o mpromise arrived at between the parties.

Selikaralinga -US- RciI'.vrcii'i, 31 All 230 PC
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Suit under this section must be a representative one brought by individuals
for the benefit of and as representatives of the general public and not for
their own interests.

Buddree -i's- Ch.00ni, 33 C 789;
Annadarao -Ps- Ram las, 48 C 493 PC

The suit being a representative one, the death of one of the plaintiffs does
not cause abatement, and the court has power under Or. I. r. 10(2) to add
other persons interested in the trust as parties.

Ann.udarao -I's- Ranidas, 48 C4913 PC

The suit does not also abate on the death of the defendan't.

Tula -i's- Tik.am, 1934 A 3.15

Any member of the public may come in and carry on the suit or appeal and
no fresh sanction is necessary.

Faiu.nn.essa - i's- Golani., 39 CWN 95!

If consent has been given to two or more persons, some only of them cannot
sue without the others.

Ali Begun -vs- Badrul Is/am, 1938 PC 184, 65 IA /98

If three persons sue with consent and two die, the other plaintiff can appeal
alone.

Ali Region -i's- Badrul Islam, 1938 PC 184, 65 IA 198

If the trust is not created mainly and substantially for the purpose mentioned
in the section, it will not come within operation of the section, though it may
contain some provisions for public purposes of a charitable or religious
nature.

Mo/id. Fakirul/ah -us- Commissioner of Wakf 4 MR 17-3

The section has no application to suits against trespassers or against alienees
from trustees for a declaration that the property in their hands is trust
property and for possession i.e. a suit for a declaration that the property
belongs to a wakf.

Abdur Rah.imn -us- Barkat, 55 C 519 PC

The expression, "alleged breach of trust", presupposes the existence of a
trust.
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Jamalu.ddtn -vs- Mu/tabar, 25 A 63
Shihan -vs- Abdul, 34 CWN 1/29

The expression does not also mean an "admitted" trust.

Sai yed -vs- Ha/i, 1934 B 257

So, where the defendant denies trust and claims property as private, it is
open to the court to frame an issue whether it is trust property and a separate
suit for that purpose is not necessary.

Abdul Ma/ic! -Ps- Sheikh, 39 CWN 1103

Section-93: Exercise of powers of Attorney General.—The powers

conferred by sections 91 and 92 on the Attorney General may be, with the

previous sanction of the Government, exercised also by the Collector or

by such officer as the Government may appoint in this behalf.
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Part VI
SUPPLEMENTAL PROCEEDINGS

Section-94: Supplemental proceedings.—In order to prevent the

ends of . justice from being defeated the Court may, if it is SO prescribed,-

(a) issLie Li warrant to arrest the defendant and bring him before the

CoLiti to show cause why he should not give security for his

appearance, and if he fails to comply with any order for security

commit him to the civil prison;

(h) direct the defendant to ILirnish security to produce any property

belonging to him and to place the same at the disposal of the Court

or order the attachment 0! any property;

(c) grant a temporary injunction and in case of disobedience commit

the person guilty thereof to the civil prison and order that his

property be attached and sold;

(d) appoint it 	 of any property and enforce the performance of

his duties by attaching and selling his property:

(e) make such other interlocLitory orders as may appear to the Court to

be just LIlidI convenient,-

Clause (a)- Arrest before judgment (Or. 34 rr. 1-4; S. 136):
Clause (Ii)- Attachment before judgment (Or 3, rr. 5-12; Or. 39. r. 7):
Clause (c) - Temporary injunction (or 39, rr. 1-5);
Clause (ci) - Receiver (Or. 40, rr. 1-5; S.5 I  (ci));
Clause (e) - Such other interlocutory orders (Or. 39, rr. 6- 10).

Section-95: Compensation for obtaining arrest, attachment or
injunction on insufficient grounds.—( I ) Where, in any suit in which an

arrest or attachment has been effected or a temporary injunction granted

under the last proceeding section,-

(u) it appears to the Court that such arrest, attachment or injunction

was applied for on insufficient grounds. or

(h ) the suit of the plaintiff fails and it appears to the Court that there

was no reasonable or probable ground for instituting the same,

the defendant may apply to the Court, and the Court may, upon such

application, award against the plaintiff by its order such amount,, [lotot

exceeding one thousand Taka, as it deems a reasonable compensation to

the defendant for the expense or injury caused to him:
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Provided that a Court shall not award, under this section, an amount

exceeding the limits of its pecuniary jurisdiction.

(2) An order determining any such application shall bar any suit tor
Compensation in respect of such arrest, attachment or injunction.

Compensation for obtaining arrest, attachment or injunction on insufficient
grounds. Mode of assessment of damages.

B/n I /) iiilra -vs- Tiiiiavani, 48 C'vVIV 348
Ivloficen -t'-Goku/, 3 WR 91 PC

In order that the section may app'y, the arrest or attachment 	 before
judgment mist have been effected. i.e. actually made or 	 the	 temporary
Ui unction must have been actual I y granted. Merely procuring an order is
not sulhcient.

Ramet-vs- Gorinda,39 M 952

The court may award compensation when it appears that ( I ) the application
was made on insufficient grounds, or (2) when the plaintiff fail,s in the suit
and there was no reasonable or probable ground for instituting the suit.
Proof of actual malice is not required in order to succeed in an application
under this section.

Nwijappa -vs- Gaiiapat/ii, 35 Al 598

An aggrieved person may avail himself of this section or he may bring a
regular suit for damages bitt after an application under this section is
determined on merit, a fresh suit is barred being res uch icata.

/-h,raku,rar - p r- ./a'ai, 53 C 1008
Mohini -vs- .Sti,i',,tho, /8 CWN 1189

Nmid -vs- C,our. 13 WR 305
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Part VII
APPEALS

APPEALS FROM ORIGINAL DECREES

Section-96: Appeal from original decree.—( 1) Save where

otherwise expressly provided in the body of this Code or by any other law

for the time being in force., an appeal shall lie from every decree passed

by any Court exercising original juris ic ion o the Court authorized to

hear appeals from the decisions of such Court.

(2) An appeal may lie from an original decree passed ex- parte.

(3) No.appeal shall lie from a decree passed by the Court with the

consent of parties.

Decrees (S.2(2))
Procedure regarding appeal (Or. 41)
Pauper appeals (Or. 44)
Power of appellate court (S. 107; Or. 41, rr. 4,33).

The section gives right of appeal from every decree passed by any court
exercising original jurisdiction unless such right is denied by any other law

for the time being. in force.

To enable a person to appeal - (1) he should be a party to the suit or legal
representative; (2) he should have an interest in the subject-matter of the
suit; (3) he should be prejudicially affected by the decree.

Srinath - i's- Probodh, II CL.! 580;
Rl.Lvromjee -i's- Official Liquidator, 49 Ic.8I

It is well settled that a right of appeal must be given by a statute or by some

equivalent authority.

Rangoon B. Co. -i's- Collector, 16 CWN 961 PC

The decree contemplated by S. 96 of the Code is a decree made ill a suit. A
proceeding under S.34 (6) of the Sylhet Tenancy Act is started by an
application and not by a plaint, and consequently the order under S. 34 (6)
of the Sylhet Tenancy Act is not an order in a suit. The order complained

against, therefore, is not appealable before the District Judge.

Harmev Ali & Ors -i's- Mafiz Ali & Ors, (1955) 8 DLR 80
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Sections 96 and 104 C.P. Code do not prohibit stranger from filling an
appeal and if adversely affected by an order or decree he (stranger) may file
an appeal.

H. M, Sava & Co. -vs- Wazir Ali Industries, Ltd., 21 DLR (SC) 50

Ex-parte decree (Concurrent remedy by way of appeal u/s.96 CRC and
application u/o. 9. r. 13 C.P.Q. It is for the party concerned to choose either
or both but within the period of limitation in each case.

Abdul Ha,nid - p.r- Nazrul Islain. Chowdh.urv, CPSLA No. 138 qt / 981

SejØ7: Appeal from final decree where no appeal from
preliminary decree.—Where any party aggrieved by a preliminary

deciee passed after the commencement of this Code does not appeal from

such decree, he shall be precluded from disputing its correctness in any

appeal which may be preferred from the final decree.

This section lays down that if a party who considers himself aggrieved from
a preliminary decree fails to appeal within the period of limitation
prescribed, he is debarred from disputing its correctness or raising any
objection to it in an appeal preferred from the final decree.

Ahm.ed -vs- Hashi,n, 19 CWN 449 PC
Surendra -us- Mahendra, 36 CWN 490.

Section-98: Decision where appeal heard by two or more
Judges.—( I) Where an appeal is heard by a Bench of two or more

Judges, the appeal shall he decided in accordance with the opinion of such

Judges or of the majority (if any) of such Judges.

(2) Where there is no such majority which concurs in a judgment

varying or reversing the decree appealed from, such decree shall he

confirmed:

Provided that where the Bench hearing the appeal is composed of two

Judges belonging to a Court consisting of more than two Judges, and the

Judges composing the Bench differ in opinion on a point of law, they may

state the point of law upon which they differ and the appeal shall then be

heard upon that point only by one or more of the other Judges, and such

point shall he decided according to the opinion of the majority (if any) of

the Judges who have heard the appeal, including those who first heard it.

(3) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to alter or otherwise

affect any provision of the letters patent of High Court Division.
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When the judges differ oil question of fact, there call 	 no reference hut
the decree shall he confirmed.

Gosnan,, -vs- Raman. 17 C.3

When two Judges agree in their opinion in respect of part of the claim, hut
differ as to the rest, the jUd g inent on the portion on which they concur will
be in accordance with the concurring Opinion and in respect of the portion
oil 	 they differ the judgment of the lower court must he confirmed.

Raja1,'o/Nlla -i's- Sijlthaninial, 51 M 291

Section-99: No decree to be reversed or modified for error or
irregularity not affecting merits or jurisdiction—No decree shall he

reversed or substantially varied, nor shall any case he remanded, in appeal

Oil account of an y misjoinder of parties or causes of action or any error,

defect or irregularity in any proceedings in the suit, not affecting the

merits of the case or the jurisdiction of the CoLirt.

For:- misjoinder of plaintiffs, see 0. I, r.
misjoinder of defendants, see 0. I. r. 3;
misjoinder and non-joinder of parties. see 0. I. r. 9;
misjoinder of plaintiffs and causes of action, see 0. 2. r, 3;
misjoinder of defendants and causes of action, see 0. 2, rr. 3-5;
objections to mis joinder. see 0. 2, r. 7;
irregularity affecting jurisdiction, see S. 21.

No decree to he reversed or modified for error or irregularity not affecting
Merit or jurisdiction. -

Mere fact of misjoinder of parties or causes Of action is not sufficient to
have the proceedin gs set aside or the action dismissed.

fvlaluini/i -is- (lioitcl/u,r'. 4/ C'VVN 418 PC

Error, defect or irreularity not affecting merits of the case. Appellate cmi rt
not to interfere.

Moliiiii - y .- 13e,u,'sli,. / 7C 580 PC;
N , 'end,a Nat/i Sen Ro y -is- ,S'aival Ali Ja,nador, 8 DLR /00:

..S'ved Ahmed -i's- Prof i i//oh Kr. Dei', 13 DLR 676

The principle underlying S.99 is of general application and is not to . he
confined to suits only bitt is applicable to pre-eillption proceedings.

Man/al Sikdar & Ors. -i's- Bipit Beluiri Dos & Ors.. 28 DL!? (AD) 5
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APPEALS FROM APPELLATE DECREES

Sections 100-103: Omitted by the Law Reforms Ordinance, 1978
(Ordinance XLIX of 1978)

APPEALS FROM ORDERS

Sectio	 4: 0 ders from which appeal lies.—( I) An appeal shall

lie I the following orders, and save as otherwise expressly provided in

the body of this Code or by any law for the time being force, from no

other orders:-

Clauses (a) to (f) omitted by the Arbitration Act, 1940 (X of
1940), s.49 and 3rd Schedule.

(IT)	 an order under section 35A;

(g) an order Linder section 95;

(h) an order under any of the provisions of this Code imposing a

fine or directing the arrest or detention in the civil prison of

any person except where such arrest or detention is in

execution of a decree;

(i) any order made under rules from which an appeal is expressly

allowed by rules:

Provided that no appeal shall lie against any order specified in clause

(ff) save on the ground that no order, or an order for the payment of a less

amount, ought to have been made.

(2) No appeal shall lie from any order passed in appeal under this
section.

This section should he read with Cr. 43, r. I. They contain a complete list of
orders from which an appeal shall lie.

The words. "save as otherwise expressly provided in the body of this
Code," refer to other express provisions in regard to appeal from orders,
e.g., ss. 144& 145.

Section–LOS: Other orders.--(I) Save as otherwise expressly

provided no appeal shall lie from any order made by a Court in the

exercise of its original or appellate jurisdiction; hut, where a decree is
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appealed from, any error, defect or irregularity in any order, affecting the

decision of the case, may be set forth as a ground of objection in the

memorandum of appeal.

(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), where

any party aggrieved by an order of remand made after the commencement

of this Code from which an appeal lies does not appeal therefrom, he shall

thereafter be precluded from disputing its correctness.

Sub-section (I) bars appeal from any order unless right of appeal from such
order is expressly given by the Code. A party is not, however, bound to
prefer all immediate appeal from an interlocutory order although such
appeal may lie. The sub-section also provides that if he waits until the
whole cause has been decided, he call make the error, defect or irregularity
of the order a ground of objection when all is subsequently preferred
against the decree in the suit in which the order is made. The section also
applies to non-appealable orders in this way that although there is no right
of appeal from such orders, similar objection to error, defect or irregularity
of the order may be taken in the memo. of appeal if and when an appeal is
filed against the final decree. The section, therefore, allows an appeal from
a non-appealable order in an indirect manner. The advantage of an
appealable order is that there is all right of appeal from such all

order. Sub-section (2) is an exception to sub-section (I). An order of
remand under Or. 43, r. 23 is appealable under Or. 43, r. I but if a party
does not appeal against all of remand, he is precluded from disputing
its correctness when subsequently appealing from the decree ill the suit. He
must appeal from the order of remand directly or be precluded from
questioning its correctness.

Sheikh Sal/in -vs- Hajera, 55 C 506;
Ja,iaki -i's- Pramat/ja, 15 CWN 830

Interlocutory order subject to other provisions of the Code, could be
challenged in appeal from the decree, if it affects the decision of the case,
but it cannot be so done, if once appeal or revision has been filed against

such orders.

Md. Ywii7 -i's- Mota/ Ahmed Sowdager, 1981 BLD (AD) 456.

Section-106: What Courts to hear appeals.—Where an appeal

from any order is allowed it shall lie to the Court to which an appeal

would lie from the decree in the suit in which such order was made, or

where such order is made by a Court (not being the High Court Division)

in the exercise of appellate jurisdiction, then to the High Court Division.
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, RAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO APPEALS

See 6n-1.07: Powers of Appellate Court.—(I) Subject to such
conditions and limitations as may he prescribed, an Appellate Court shall
have power-

(a) to determine a case finally;

(b) to remand a case;

(c) to frame issues and refer them for trial;

(d) to take additional evidence or to require such evidence to be taken.

(2) Subject as aforesaid, the Appellate Court shall have the same
powers and shall perform as nearly as may be the same7 duties as are

conferred and imposed by this Code on Courts of original jurisdiction in
respect of sluts instituted therein.

For:-	 Clause (a), see Or. 41, rr. 24, 33
Clause (b),. see Or. 41, r. 23
Clause (c). see Or. 41, rr. 25
Clause (d), see Or. 41, rr. 27-29.

Where a decision by it trial judge is based on oral evidence the appellate
court must, in order to reverse, not merely entertain doubt but be convinced
that it is wrong.

Prein -vs- Del,, 1948 PC 20

Provisions of S. 107(l) (b) C.P.C. as elucidated by Or. 41, r. 27, are clearly
not intended to allow a litigant who has been unsuccessful in the lower court
to patch up the weak parts of his case and fill up omissions in the appellate
court.

Su.nil Krishna Banik -vs- Kailash Chandrc, Saha, 36 DLR (AD) 220
Haran Chandra Daradj -"s- Ejahar Molla, 36 DLR 41

Appeal filed against an interlocutori order and against an order finally

disposing of the case - no difference in law even whether such interlocutory
order is passed by an appellate court.

Eshaqu.e Ali Howlader -'s- Jahangir A lam Matbar, 35 DLR 398

Section-108: Procedure in appeals from appellate decrees and
orders—The provisions of this Part relating to appeals from original

decrees shall, so far as may be, apply to appeals-
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(a) from appellate decrees; and

(b) from orders made under this Code or under any special law in

which a different procedure is not provided.

APPEALS To THE APPELLATE DIVISION

Section-109: When appeals lie to the Appellate Division.—Subject

to such rules as may, from time to time, he made by the Supreme Court

regarding appeals from the Courts of Bangladesh, and to the provisions

hereinafter contained, an appeal shall lie to the Appellate Division-

(a) from any Judgment, decree or final order passed on appeal by the

High Court Division or by any other Court of final appellate

jurisdiction:

(b) from any Judgment, decree or final order passed by the High

Court Division in the exercise of original civil jurisdiction; and

(c) from any Judgment, decree or final order, when the case, as

hereinafter provided, is certified to he a fit one for appeal to the

Appellate Division.

S. 109 is not only qualified by the opening words of S. III but also by S. 112.

Md. -r.c- Scwdai, 43 CWN 733 PC.

Section-110: Value of subject–rnatter.—In each of the cases

mentioned in clauses (a) and (h) of section 109, the amount or value of the

subject -matter of the suit in the Court of first instance must be twenty

thousand Taka or upwards, and the amount or value of the subject-matter

in dispute on appeal to the Appellate Division must he the same sum or

upwards,
or the Judgment, decree or final order must involve, directly or indirectly,

some claim or question to or respecting property of like amount or value,

and where the Judgment, decree or final order appealed from affirms the

decision of the Court immediately below the Court passing such

Judgment, decree or final order, the appeal must involve some substantial

question of law.

"Substantial question of law" does not mean a question of general

importance but a substantial question of law as between the parties in the

case involved.
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Ragh.unath -i's- Dy. Commissioner, 31 CWN 495 PC
Durga -i's- Jawahir, 18 C 23 PC

Gu.ran -i's- Rain, 55 C 944

Section–ill: Bar of certain appeals.—Notwithstanding anything

contained in section 109, no appeal shall lie to the Appellate Division-

(a) from the decree or order of one •Judge of the High Court

division, or of one Judge of a Division Court or of two or more

Judges of High Court Division or of a Division Court

constituted by two or more Judges of High Court Division,

where such judges are equally divided in opinion and do not

amount in number to a majority of the whole of the Judges of the

High Court Division at the time being, or

(b) Omitted by the Law Reforms Ordinance, 1.978 (Ordinance

XLIX of 1978).

Section-112: Savings.—(l) Nothing contained in this Code shall be

deemed-

(a) to affect the powers of the Appellate Division under article 103

of the Constitution of the Peoples Republic of Bangladesh or

any other provision of that Constitution; or

(h) to interfere with any rules made by the Supreme Court, and for

the time being in force, for the presentation. of appeals to the

Appellate Division, or their conduct before that Division.

(2) Nothing herein contained applies to any matter of criminal or

admiralty or vice-admiralty jurisdiction, or to appeals from orders and

decrees of PriLe Courts.
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Part VIII

REFERENCE, REVIEW AND REVISION

Section-113: Reference to High Court Division.—Subject to such

conditions and limitations as may he prescribed, any Court may •state a

case and refer the same for the opinion of the High Court Division, and

the High Court Division may make such order thereon as it thinks fit.

For detailed procedure, see Or. 46, rr. 1-7.

Under S. 113 an opinion is to he sought when the Court itself feels some
doubts about the question and not when it has formed an opinion and acted
upon it and that opinion is disagreed with by another Court.

Tika rain -vs- Maheshwari, 1959 A 659

Section-114: Review.—Subject as aforesaid, any person considering

himself aggrieved-

(a) by a decree or order from which an appeal is allowed by this Code,

but from which no appeal has been preferred,

(b) by a decree or order from which no appeal is allowed by this Code, or

(c) by a decision on a reference from a Court of Small Causes,

may apply for a review of judgment to the Court which passed the

decree or made the order, and the Court may make such order thereon as

it thinks fit.

Review of the appellate order or decree, when will lie, see

A/nil Basher Chowc/hur' -vs- Mehaf Khatun, 35 DLR 6

For detailed procedure, see Or. 47, rr. 1-9.

Section-115: Revision.—The High Court Division may call for the

record of any case which has been decided by any Court subordinate to

the High Court Division and in which no appeal lies thereto, and if such

subordinate Court appears to have committed any error of law resulting in

an error in the decision occasioning failure of justice, the High Court

Division may make such order in the case as it thinks fit.
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Glaring misconception of law and non-consideration of material evidence.
Interference u/s. 115 by High Court Division called for.

Sartosh Kumar Chakrahortv -vs- M.A. Mora/eb Hossain, 36 DLR (AD) 248

Exercise of revisional jurisdiction can either be at the instance of a party or
even sun inotu High Court Division can call for the records of a case from
lower court and on perusal thereof make such order as it finds fit and
proper. Order passed on due consideration of the facts and circumstances of
the case valid despite absence of the Advocate for the petitioner.

Darasatuilah -vs- Manik Mondal, 36 DLR (AD) 88
Saftiruddin and others -vs- Faziul Huq and others, 49 DLR (AD) 151

It is a discretionary power of the court to grant or not to grant injunction. If
the court exercises its judicial discretion, the High Court is not to interfere
u/s. 115.

Mansur Ahined -"s- Kalipada Chattajadhya, I / DLR 103

Finding of facts based on due consideration of evidence was beyond the
scope of revisional court to interfere with.

Jashinniddin Kanchan -vs- Md. Ali Ashrat, 42 DLR (AD) 289.

Remand not justified when the revisional court is competent to decide the
case on the evidence on record when no further evidence is required.

Abdul Mannan. -vs- Akrcun Ali, 43 DLR (AD) 125;
Attor Mia -vs- Mst. Ma/unudci Khatun Chowdhurv, 43 DLR (AD) 125

A revisional court acts beyond its jurisdiction in setting aside concurrent
finding of fact, when there is no misreading and misappreciation of the
evidence on record

Sh.an,bt Nat/i Podda.r -"s- Bangladesh Railway, 43 DLR (AD) 82

The revisional court is competent to interfere in a case of non-consideration
of material evidence which is specifically material for determination of the
material issue.

Abul Bakar Sic/dique -vs- Additional Deput y Connnissioner and others,
48 DLR (AD) /54
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Part IX

SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO HIGH COURT DIVISION

Section-116: Part to apply only to High Court Division.—This

Part applies only to High Court Division.

Section-117: Application of Code to High Court Division—Save
as provided in this Part or in Part X or in rules, the provisions of this Code

shall apply to High Court Division.

'Rules" mean rules contained in Schedule I or made under section 122.

Section-118: Execution of decree before ascertainment of costs.—
Where the High Court Division considers it necessary that a decree passed ill the
exercise of its original civil jurisdiction should be executed before the amount of
the costs incurred in the sttit call ascertained by taxation, the Court may order
that the decree shall be executed forthwith, except as to so much thereof as
relates to the costs;

and, as to so much thereof as relates to the costs, that the decree may he

executed as soon as the amount of the costs shall be ascertained by

taxation.

Section-119: Unauthorized persons not to address Court.—
Nothing in this Code shall be deemed to authorize any person on behalf of

another to address the Court in the exercise of its original civil

jurisdiction, or to examine witnesses, except where the Court shall have in

the exercise of the power conferred by its charter authorized him so to do,

or to interfere with the power of the High Court Division to make rules

concerning advocates. 	 .

Section-120: Provisions not applicable to High Court Division in
original civil jurisdiction.—(1) The following provisions shall not apply

to the High Court Division in the exercise of its original civil jurisdiction,

namely, sections 16, 17 and 20.
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Part-X
RULES

Section-121i Effect of rules in First Schedule.—The rules in the

First Schedule shall have effect as if enacted in the body if this Code until

annulled or altered in accordance with the provisions of this Part.

In order to determine the jurisdiction of a Court both the body of the Code
and the rules must be looked into.

Sachinxlra -i's- Ushj, /949 C 690

No rule inconsistent with the body of the Code can confer a jurisdiction
upon any court.

Karam. -vs- Kunwc,r, 1942 A 387

Section-122: Power of Supreme Court to make rules.—The

Supreme Court may, from time to time after previous publication, make

rules regulating the procedure of each Division of the Supreme Court and

the procedure of Civil Courts subject to its superintendence and may by

such rules annul, alter or add to all or any of the rules in the First

Schedule.

See also Article 107 of the Constitution and section 126.

Most of the rules in the C.R.&O are made in exercise of the power under
this section.

Section-123: Constitution of Rule Committees.—( 1) A Committee,

to be called the Rule Committee, shall be constituted for the purpose

referred to in section 122.

(2) Such Committee shall consist of the following persons, namely:

(a) three Judges of the Supreme Court, one of whom at least has

served as a District Judge for three years;

(b) two advocates practising in that Court; and

(c) a Judge of a Civil Court subordinate to the High Court Division.

(3) The members of such Committee shall be appointed by the Chief

Justice who shall nominate one of their number to be president.
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Provided that, if the Chief Justice elects to be himself a member of

the Committee, the number of other Judges appointed to be members shall

he two, and the Chief Justice shall be the President of the Committee.

(4) Each member of such Committee shall hold office for such

period as may he prescribed by the Chief Justice in this behalf; and

whenever any member retires, resigns, dies or becomes incapable of

acting as a member of the Committee, the said Chief Justice may appoint

another person to be a member in his stead.

(5) There shall be a Secretary to such Committee, who shall be

appointed by the Chief Justice and shall receive such remuneration as may

be provided in this behalf by the Government.

Section-124: Committee to report to Supreme Court.—The Rule

Committee shall make a report to the Supreme Court on any proposal to

annul, alter or add to the rules in the First Schedule or to make new rules,

and before making any rules under section 122 the Supreme Court shall

take such report into consideration.

Section 125; Omitted by the Central Laws (Statute Reform)
Ordinance, 1960 (21 of 1969), s.3 and 2nd Sch. (with effect from the
14th October, 1955).

Section-126: Rules to be subject to approval by the

President.—Rules made under the foregoing provisions shall be subject

to the previous approval of the President.

See also Article 107 of the Constitution.

Section-127: Publication of rules.—Rules so made and approved

shall be published in the official Gazette, and shall from the date of

publication or from such other date as may be specified have the sime

force and effect as if they had been contained in the First Schedule.

Section-128: Matters for which rules may provide.--41) Such

rules shall be not inconsistent with the provisions in the body of this

Code, but, sublect thereto, may provide for any matters relating to the

procedure of Civil Courts.

(2) In particular, and without prejudice to the generality of the

powers conferred by sub-section (1), such rules may provide for all or any

of the following matters, namely:-
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(a) the service of summonses, notices and other processes by post or

in any other manner either generally or in any specified areas, and
the proof of such service;

(b) the maintenance and custody, while under attachment, of live-

stock and other movable property, the fees payable for such

maintenance and custody, the sale of such live- stock and

property, and the proceeds of such sale;

(c) procedure in suits by way of counterclaim, and the valuation of

SLICh sLIitS for the purposes of jurisdiction;

(ci) procedure in garnishee and charging orders either in addition to, or

in substitution for, the attachment and sale of debts;

(e) procedure where the defendant claims to he entitled to

contribution or indemnity over against any person whether a party
to the Suit or not:

(f) su!1u1ary procedure-

(i) in suits in which the plaintiff seeks only to recover a debt or

liquidated demand in money payable by the defendant, with or
Without interest, arising-

on a contract express or implied; or,

on an enactment where the sum sou ght to he recovered is a

fixed sum of money or in the nature of a debt other than a
penalty; or

Oil a guarantee, where the claim against the principal is in

respect of a debt or a liquidated demand only; or

on a trust; or

(ii) in suits for the recovery of immoveable property, with or

Without a claim for rent or mesne profits, by a landlord against

a tenant whose term has expired or has been duly determined by

notice to quit, or has become liable to forfeiture for non-

payment of rent, or against persons claiming under such tenant;

(g) procedure by way of originating summons;

(h) consolidation of suits, appeals and other proceedings;

(i) delegation to any Registrar. Prothonotary or master or other

official of the Court of any judicial, quasi-judicial and non-judicial
duties: and
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(j) all forms, registers, books, entries and accounts which may be

necessary or desirable for the transaction of the business of Civil

Courts.

Section-129: Omitted by Act VIII of 1973, as amended by Act

LIII Of 1974.

Section-130: Omitted by A. 0. 1961, Article 2 Schedule (with
effect from the 23rd March, 1956).

Section-131: Omitted by Act VIII of 1973 as amended by Act LIII

of 1974.
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Part XI
MISCELLANEOUS

Section-132: Exemption of certain women from personal

appearance.—( 1) Women who, according to the customs and manners of

the country, ought not to be compelled to appear in public shall be exempt

from personal appearance in Court.

(2) Nothing herein contained shall be deemed, to exempt such

women from arrest in execution of civil process in any case in which the

arrest of women is not prohibited by this Code.

This section recognises the rights of the pardanashin ladies to have their
evidence taken on commission. This is a right which the court cannot deny.

But the correct meaning of the section is that a pardanashin lady shall be
exempted from personal appearance in court, that is, from being exposed to
public gaze but she is not exempt from attendance. The court has therefore
power to order examination in court, provided she does not become visible

to the public gaze.

Re. Bilasroy, 56 IC 865

Section-133: Exemption of other persons.--( 1) The

Government may, by notification in the official Gazette, exempt from

personal appearance in Court any person whose rank, in the opinion of the

Government, entitles him to the privilege of exemption.

(2) The names and residences of the persons so exempted shall, from

time to time, be forwarded to the Hi gh Court Division by the Government

and a list Of such personsshall be kept in such Court, and a list of such

persons as reside within the local limits of the jurisdiction of each Court

subordinate to the High Court Division shall be kept in such subordinate

Court.

(3) Where any person so exempted claims ' the privilege of such

exemption, and it is consequently necessary to examine him by

commission, he shall pay the costs of that commission, unless the party

requiring his evidence pays such costs.

See also Or. 26, r. I.
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Section-134: Arrest other than in execution of decree.—The

provisions of sections 55, 57 and 59 shall apply, so far as may be, to all
persons arrested under this Code.

Section-135: Exemption from arrest under civil process.—(1) No

Judge, Magistrate or other judicial officer shall he liable to arrest under

civil process while going to, presiding in. or returning from, his Court.

(2) Where any matter is pending before a tribunal having jurisdiction

therein, or believing in good faith that it has such jurisdiction, the parties
thereto, their .pleaders, mukhtars, revenue-agents and recognized agents,

and there witnesses acting in obedience to a summons, shall he exempt

from arrest under civil process other than process issued by such tribunal

for contempt of Court while going to or attending such tribunal for the

purpose of such matter, and while returning from such tribunal.

(3) Nothing in sub-section (2) shall enable a judgment-debtor to

claim exemption from arrest under an order for immediate execution or

where such judgment-debtor attends to show cause why he should not be

committed to prison in execution of  decree.

As to immediate execution, see Or. 21, r. II (I) and as to attendance to
show cause, see Or. 21, r. 37 (I).

Section-135A: Exemption of members of legislative bodies from
arrest and detention under civil process.--(I) No person shall he liable

to arrest or detention under civil process-

(a) if he is a member of Parliament during the continuance of any

meeting of Parliament;

(h) if he is a member of any committee of Parliament, during the

continuance of any meeting of such committee;

and during the fourteen days before and after such meeting or
sitting.

(2) A person released from detention under sub-section (1) shall,

subject to the provisions of the said sub-section, be liable to re-arrest and

to the further detention to which he would have been liable if he had not

been released under the provisions of sub-section (1).

Section-136: Procedure where person to be arrested or property
to be attached outside district.---(I) Where an application is made that

any person shall he arrested or that any property shall be attached under
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any provision of this Code not relating to the execution of decrees, and

such person resides or such property is situate outside the local limits of

the jurisdiction of the Court to which the application is made, the Court

may, in its discretion, issue a warrant of arrest or make an order of

attachment, and send to the District Court within the local limits of whose

jurisdiction such person or property resides or is situate a copy of the

warrant or order, together with the probable amount of the costs of the

arrest or attachment.

(2) The District Court shall, on receipt of such copy and amount,

cause the arrest or attachment to be made by its own officers, or by a

Court subordinate to itself, and shall inform the Court which issued or

made such warrant or order of the arrest or attachment.

(3) The Court making an arrest under this section shall send the

person arrested to the Court by which the warrant of arrest was issued,

unless he shows cause to the satisfaction of the former Court why he

should not be sent to the latter Court. or unless he furnishes sufficient

security for his appearance before the latter Court or for satisfying any

decree that may he passed against him by that Court, in either of which

cases the Court making the arrest shall release him.

(4) Omitted by A. 0. 1949

This section reacl with Or. 38, IT. I and 5 enables the court to arrest before

judgement a person or attach before judgernent any property outside the
local limits of its jurisdiction. It may also under Or. 21, i. 58, read with Or.
38, r. 8 order removal of the attachment.

Finn M.S.M.M. -us- Mg. Scm.. 9  56/

This section also enables a party to enforce an order of injunction against a
person outside the local limits of the jurisdiction of the court passing the

order.

A. Mi/to,? & Co. -us- Oj/ui A.E. Co., 57 C 1280,
,Sa/an,c/wi,d -vs- Joogal, 55 C 777

Section-137: Language of subordinate Courts.—( 1) The language

which, on the commencement of this Code is the language of any Court

subordinate to the High Court Division shall continue to he the language

ol' such subordinate Court until the Government otherwise directs.
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(2) The Government may declare what shall be the language of any

such Court and in what character applications to and proceedings in such

Courts shall be written.

(3) Where this Code requires or allows anything other than the

recording of evidence to be done in writing in any such Court, such

writing may be in English; but if any party or his pleader is unacquainted

with English a translation into the language of the Court shall, at his

request, he supplied to him; and the Court, shall make such order as it

thinks fit in respect of the payment of the costs of such translation.

Section-138: Power of High Court Division to require evidence to
be recorded in English.—(l) The High Court Division may, by

notification in the official Gazette, direct with respect to any Judge

specified in the notification, or falling under. a description set forth

therein, that evidence in cases in which an appeal is allowed shall be

taken down by him in the English language and in manner prescribed.

(2) Where a Judge is prevented by any sufficient reason from

complying with a direction under sub-section (1), he shall record the

reason and cause the evidence to he taken down in writing from his
dictation in open Court.

Section-139: Oath on affidavit by whom to be administered.--In
the case of any affidavit under this Code-

(a) any Court or Magistrate, or

(h) any officer or other person whom the Supreme Court may

appoint in this behalf, or

(c) any officer appointed by any other Court which the Government

has generally or specially empowered in this behalf,

may administer the oath to the deponent.

Sheristadars of all civil courts are ex officio commissioners of affidavits.
See rule 27, C.R & 0. See also rule 28 C.R & a District Judges are
empowered to appoint commissioners to administer oaths of affidavits vide
Government Notification dated the l July, 1881, published in the Calcutta
Gazette dated 6 July, 1881, Part-I, Page-694.

Section-140: Assessors in causes of salvage, etc.--(I) In any

Admiralty or Vice-Admiralty cause of salvage, towage or collision, the
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Court, whether it be exercising its original or its appellate jurisdiction,

may, if it thinks fit, and shall upon request of either party to such cause,

summon to its assistance, in such manner as it may direct or as may he

prescribed, two competent assessors; and such assessors shall attend and

assist accordingly.

(2) Every such assessor shall receive such fees for his attendance, to

he paid by such of the parties as the Court may direct or as may be

prescribed.

Section-141.: Miscellaneous proceedings.—The procedure provided

in this Code in regard to suits shall be followed, as far as it can he made

applicable, in all proceedings in any Court of civil jurisdiction.

The proceedings" as mentioned in Section 141 refers to original matters in
the nature of a suit. The procedure in regard to suits can be extended only to
proceedings of original nature.

Jainiruciclin Sakhidar -ys- Rautiui Nessa Bibi, 5 DLR 269
Sera Jul Mostaft, -vs- Ali A/i,necf Sikclar and others, 33 DLR 168

1-laricha ran -'s- Maninatlia, 41 C I
Asim -vs- Raj, 13 CLI 642

Basaratullah -ks- Reazuddin, 53 C 679
Thakur Prasad -us- Fak.iru.11ah, 17A 106 PC

The provisions of section 141 CRC are to be strictly followed so far as
they can be made applicable.

Sultan Ahmed -vs- Md.. Islam., 36 DLR 81

When any special law does not provide any procedure to he followed in
inquiries and proceedings under the Act- procedure prescribed in section
141 CRC will he applicable.

Naeen,. Finance Limited -s- Bashir Ah,ned Rat tcjui, 23 DLR (SC) 81

Section-142: Orders and notices to be in writing.—All orders and

notices served on or given to any person under the provisions of this Code

shall be in writing.
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Section-143: Postage.—Postage, where chargeable on a notice,

summons or letter issued under this Code and forwarded by post, and the

fee for registering the same, shall be paid within a time to be fixed before

the communication is made:

Provided that the Government may remit such postage, or fee, or

both, 

=ion-144:

e a scale of court-fees to be levied in lieu thereof.

Spplication for restitution.—( 1) Where and in so far

as a decree is varied or reversed, the Court of first ianshiflTone

application of 6n_y_p_,a_rTy--e—^t—itffed

rty

toany benefit bay of restitution or

enttec'otherwise, causesuch restitution to be mad . will, so far as may be,

place the parties in the position which tI ould have occupied but for

such decree or such part thereof as'. een varied or reversed; and, for

this purpose, the Court may any orders, including orders for the

refund of costs and for the ay ent of interest , damages, compensation

and mesne profits, whi are roperly consequential on such variation or

reversal.

(2) No su
	

be instituted for the purpose of obtaining any

restitution or
	

f which could be obtained by application under

sub-section (1).

The underlying principle of restitution is that when a person is deprived of

some right or property by all judgment, order or decree, then in
the event of the reversal of that judgment, order or decree, he may become
entitled to restitution of his right or property and that it is the duty of the

court to see that the ends of justice be met.

Abc/ti! Humid -s's- Abdul Jabbar, 34 DLR (AD) 208

The power of a court to grant restitution is not confined to the cases covered

by the provisions of section 144. The court has also inherent powers to
grant restitution for ends Of  justice under section 151 in cases not covered

by section 144.

Province of East Be,u,'aI - p's- Priyci Nath Guha, 7 DLR 575

Arutosh -vs- Upendra. 21 CWN 564
Jai Berham -vs- Kedar, 49 IA 351

Gopal -vs- Harimohon, 21 CL] 624
Raicharan -vs- Debi Prasad, 26 CWN 408

The right to get restitution Linder section 144 is mandatory, restitution under

section 151 is discretionary.

Abdul Humid -vs- Abdul Jabbar, 34 DLR (AD) 208
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Section-145: Enforcement of liability of surety.—Where any
person has become liable as surety-

(a) for the performance of any decree or any part thereof, or

(h) for the restitution of any property taken in execution of a decree,
or

(c) for the payment of any money, or for the fulfilment of any

condition imposed on any person, Linder an order of the Court in

any suit or in any proceeding consequent thereon,

the decree or order may be executed against him, to the extent to

which he has rendered himself persomilly liable, in the manner herein

provided for the execution of decrees, and such person shall, for the

purposes of appeal, be deemed a party within the meaning of section 47:

Provided that such notice as the Court in each case thinks sufficient
has been given to the.surety.

Although section 47 was omitted from the Code by Ord. XLVIII of 1983, it
continues to exist in this section.

By treating a surety a party within the repealed section 47 a ri ght of appeal is
allowed against any order passed against him. The omission of section 47
from the Code by Ordinance XLVIII of 1983 has therefore created difficulty
in interpreting this section.

Form of notice to surety under this section, see Form No. 13 App. H, Sch. I
= H. C. Form No. (P) 155.

Section.-146: Proceeding by or against representatives.—Save as
otherwise provided by this Code or by any law for the time being in force,

where any proceeding may be taken or application made by or against

any person, then the proceeding may be taken or the application may be

made by or against any person claiming under him.

Confer sections 50 and 52. Decree against father cannot be charged into
decree against son by invoking this section for purpose of rateable
distribution.

He,n/ata -,s- Bengal Coal Co. Ltd., 39 CWN 26

Section-147: Consent or agreement by persons under
disability.—In all suits to which any person under disability is a party,

any consent or agreement as to any proceeding shall, if given or made

with the express leave of the Court by the next friend or guardian for the

Suit, have the same force and effect as if such person were under no

disability and had given such consent or made such agreement.
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Section-148: Enlargement of time.—Where any period is fixed or

granted by the Court for the doing of any act prescribed or allowed by this

Code, the Court may, in its discretion, from time to time, enlarge such

period, even though the period originally fixed or granted may have

expired.

This section applies only where time is fixed for the doing of "any act

prescribed or allowed by the Code"

Banshi -i's- Malaharuddin, 36 CWN 693

Extension of time to comply with courts order-effect of the expression used.

Fakaruddin and another -vs- Sri Sri Kalirnata Bigrahe and
others 3 BSCR 243

Court can extend time and condone delay if the order in question is not final.

it	 Joynal IViondal -vs- Jahar Ali Khan, 21 DLR 371
Ra:ia Khatun and Ors -us- Syeda Sirajtinnessa Khatun, 4 BSCR 115

Enlargement of time contemplated under the section has no application to a
case where time is fixed by a Court in decree for performing an obligation

arising out of a contract between the parties.

Rajendra Shim/i -i's- Mahadei;, 27 DLR 232.

When ex-parte decree is set aside on condition of defendants paying a
certain sum of money within a certain time Court has power under section

148 to enlarge time.

Jagannath -vs- Kainta Parsad, 36 A, 772;3 IC 35

When a certain time is fixed by a decree of the court for taking some steps
and it directs that on failure of doing so within the time limited the case
should stand dismissed, the court has no jurisdiction to extend the time

limited by the decree.

When the court directs by its decree that unless payment is made within a
certain date the suit or appeal will stand dismissed, the order is final order

and the court cannot extend time.

Kshetra -vs- Gour, 37 CWN 878,
Puma -vs- Panchu, 6/ CLI 512

The court has no power to extend a time fixed by statute and not fixed or

granted by the court.

Kalipada -vs- Bascrhta, 35 CWN 877
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Section-149: Power to make up deficiency of court fees.—Where
the whole or any part of any fee prescribed for any document by the law

for the time being in force relating to court-fees has not been paid, the

Court may, in its discretion, at any stage, allow the person, by whom such

fee is payable, to pay the whole or part, as the case may be, of such court-

fee; and upon such payment the document, in respect of which such fee is

payable, shall have the same force and effect as if such fee had been paid

in the first instance.

This is an empowering section and it enlarges the power of the court to give
time to make up deficiency of court-fees in a properàse. The power is

' subject to the discretion of the court and isnOr claimable as of right'by a
party.

Brijhukhan -vs- Tota, 50'Y4 980

Principal ground for extension of time to pay court-fee would ordinarily be
deficiency in stamp, due to bonafide mistake. Deliberate attempt to avoid
payment of sufficient court-fee or to defer the day of payment to suit a
party's own convenience is no ground.

Saidunnessa -vs- Tejendra, 44 IC 398

Court should not extend the period of limitation of a suit by allowingtime
fo payment of deficit court-fee on plaint when there is no question of any
mistake on the part of the plaintiff.

Sa,nhhu -vs- Harihar. 41 C 1092; 18 CWN 1071

See also paras 1(2) and 37(l), Civil Suit Instructions Manual as to exercise
of power regarding plaints with deficite court-fees. Regarding appeal filed
with deficite court-fees, see rule 288, C.R & 0 and section 6 (2), Court fees
Act, 1870.

Secitoi450: Transfer of business.—Save as otherwise provided,

where the business of any Court is transferred to any other Court, the

Court to which the business is so transferred shall have the same powers

and shall perform the same duties as those respectively conferred and

imposed by or under this Code upon the Court from which the business

was so transferred.

This section is intended to meet the difficulty sometimes caused by the
abolition of a court or the transfer of any local area from the jurisdiction of
one court to that of another involving the transfer of the business of one
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court to another court. Under section 13(2) of the Civil Court Act, 1887,
business may be assigned to the several judicial officers having the same
local jurisdiction. Such assignment of business is not the same thing as
transfer of business under this section.

Munshi -vs- Munshi, 26 CWN 216
Dagunath -vs- Biswambhar 61 CLI 543

The general power o)' transfer and withdrawal of cases from one court to
another court cot$'ained in section 24.

Section-

Wlre specific relief is available, inherent powers of court under this section
cannot be invoked.

Punjab Ali Pararnanjk -vs- Md. KQkrra,n Hossain, 29 DLR (SC) 185;
NazirAhmed -vs- Habi bar Rahman, 7 DLR 192

s inherent

Master Abdul Aziz -vs- Abani Mohan Mukherjee and others
30 DLR (SC) 221

Jurisdiction under S.151 cannot be invoked suo motu by the court unless any
formal prayer is made by any party seeking to have recourse to it.

Md. Shahidul Hoque -vs- Mst. Rahi,na Bibi and another, 32 DLR (AD) 52

Illustration of Court's inherent powers:

Where Court has inherent power:-

. Ø) To consolidate suits normally before trial begins.

Hukwn Chand -vs- Kamalanand, 33 C. 927

.LE5 To postpone the hearing of suits pending the decision of a selected
action.

Hukurn Chand -vs- Kamalanand, 33 C. 927
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. -35 ' To stay cross-suits on the ground of convenience.

Hukum Chand -vs- Kamalanand, 33 C. 927
Nanda Kishore -vs- Ram Golam, 40 C. 955, 959-960

Syed Abdul -vs- Badaruddin, 28 CWN295

To order joint trial of suits.

Kalicharan -vs- Suryakumar, 17 CWN 526

entertain the application of a third person to be made a party.

Oriental Bank -vs . Chariot, 12 C. 642

(6) To stay execution or operation of the order appealed from so that the
order which might be passed in appeal might not be rendered
infructuous.

State of Uttar Pradesh -vs- Mukthar Singh 1957 A. 505

To apply the principles of res judicata to cases not falling within
/	

section 11 of the Code.

To add a party, or to transpose parties.

Lakhmichand -vs- Kuchubhat, 35 B. 393, 14 IC 559
Surya Kanta -vs- Taraknath 44 CL] 243

Sailabala -vs- Nirmala, 1958 SC 394

(9) To stay proceedings pursuant to its own order in view of ank intended
appeal.

Sarat Kumar -vs- Official Assignee, 34 CWN 631

pass a conditional order providing for dismissal of the suit in case
the order is not complied with.

Hati Pratihari -vs- Atekh, 1954 Orissa 136

amend decrees and orders in cases not covered by section 152.

Inherent power to amend decrees and orders.

Mohabir -vs- Chundra, 19 CWN 1021

0To correct its own mistakes.

Keshardo -vs- Radhakishen, 1953 SC 23
Jankiram Iyer -vs- Nilakanta Iyer, 1962 SC 633
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s4 ' To correct an error due to the laches or negligence of the officers of
court.

Ali Mo,uIal -vs- Ghu.Iam. Ban, 1955 AC 526, 59CWN 513

To amend the sale certificate and correct miss—description of the
property.

Sob/a -i's- fethnwl, 1961  Rajsthan, 191

(15) To set aside an order obtained by fraud practised upon the court, or
where it is misled by the party or the court itself commits a mistake
which prejudices a party who is not to blame, e.g. when a pleader not
engaged by the defendant at all consents to a decree on behalf of the
defendant.

Pear)' Choudhury -i's- Sonoo Dass, 19 CWN 4/9
Boson gowda -I's- Churchigirigowda., 34 B 408

set aside an order recording compromise obtained by fraud

Bindeswari Pra.vac/ -vs- Dehendra Prasad, 1958 P. 618

4Y7) To restore a suit dismissed for default in cases not provided for by
Order 9, rule 9.

Suhash Chanci -i's- Sarju Devi, 1960 A 569

restore an application under Order 9, rule 13 which had been dismissed
for default.

Madania/ -vs- Tripura Modern Bank Ltd.,
1953 Assam. 539, 1954 Assam I (PB)

An application for setting aside ex parte order may lie under section
151.

To restore an application under Order 9, rule 13 dismissed for default.
An application for restoration of the application for setting aside the ex
parte order which was dismissed for default is competent.

/	 Nath.uni Singh. -i's- Naipal Singh, 1958 . P. 107
I
'1) To reconstruct records as and where they are lost by accident.

Marakarutri -vs- Vernon, 46 M. 679

strike off the defence and proceed ex pane where a suit is
adjourned on the condition that the defendant should pay the costs of
the adjournment within a prescribed period and he fails to do so.

East Indian Riil/wa' Co. - i's- fit Mcii 47 A. 538
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To mould the relief in accordance with the law as on date of the

decree. To grant relief on the basis of subsequent legislation.

Nair Service Society -vs- K.C. Alexander, 1968 SC 1165

To correct date where date of decree differs from the date of judgment.

Rehmat Ali -vs- Abdul Hainid, 1979 SCMR 423

permit examination of witnesses not mentioned in the list of
witnesses.

To issue an injunction in cases not falling under 0.39. Contrary
decisions are not good law.

Monoh.arlal -vs- Seth Hira.lal, 1962 SC 527

1To-stay a suit even if it dose not come within section 10.

Aruil,aia Dasi -vs- Nirupama Dasi, 1951 AC 561

hold a trial or part of it in camera if satisfied that ends of justice
required such a course.

Narsh Sridh.ar -vs- Maharashtra, 1967 SC 1

Messrs Crescent Films, Lahore -vs- Messrs Shah Noor Films Ltd. Lahore
and 8 others, PLD 1978 Lah. 72/.

There is no limitation for application u/s 151.

Chandra -"s- Sudhagshu., 80 IC 55

The expression, "ends of justice" used in section IS I recognises wide
powers inherently possessed by the court to do justice in a given case. From
this, it must not be supposed that the court can, in disregard of the
established principles and norms of law, make an order.

Bangladesh Sh.ilpa Bank -"s- Bangladesh Hotels, 38 DLR (AD) 70

Section-152: Amendment of judgments, decrees or orders.—

Clerical or arithmetical mistakes in judgments, decrees or orders or errors

arising therein from any accidental slip or omission may at any time he

corrected by the Court either of its own motion or on the application of

any of the parties.
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Anomaly can be corrected.

Mvi Mir Mahbubur Alain -vs- Kazi Mvi Salahm Ahmed BCR 1984 AD 164

Mistake may be corrected.

Go/am Nabi -vs- Mohammadul Hoque Chowdhury, 3 BCR 1982 AD 166;
Baziur Rahman Bhuiyan -vs- B.S. Corporation,

34 DLR (AD) 42= 1980 BLD (AD) 443

There is no time limit to amend a decree to make it in conformity with
judgment.

Chandra Kumar Mukhapadhya -vs- Shudhansu Badani Debi, 28 CWN 873

The section is confined only to the kind of mistakes, errors, slips or
omissions mentioned therein. The section contemplates amendment of
decree in respect of any clerical or arithmetical mistake, it does not
contemplate amendment of a substantial nature.

Abdul Hakim -vs- Ganendra Nath Bashu Roy, 47 DLR (AD) 9

Amendment of decree does not give a fresh start of limitation to file an
appeal.

Kedar -vs- Golam 4 CWN 83.

Section-153: General power to amend.—The Court may at any

time, and on such terms as to costs or otherwise as it may think fit, amend

any defect or error in • any proceeding in a suit; and all necessary

amendments shall be made for the purpose of determining the real

question or issue raised by or depending on such proceeding.

Or.6, r. 17 is confined to amendments of "pleading" and S. 152 to correcting
errors in "judgments, decree and orders." The present section confers a
general power on the court to amend defects and errors "in any proceeding
in a suit" and to make "all necessary amendments" for the purpose of
determining the real question at issue between the parties to the suit. An
incorrect description of a property in a mortgage deed was repeated in the
plaint, judgment and decree and the court allowed an amendment of the
decree and connected proceedings.

Azizallah. -vs- Court of Wards, 54 A 800

The powers of amendment conferred by the Code are very wide but they
must be exercised in accordance with legal principles, and an amendment
would not be allowed which would involve setting up of a new case.
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Section-154: Saving of present right of appeal.—Nothing in this

Code shall affect any present right of appeal which shall have accrued to

any party at its commencement.

Section-155: Amendment of certain Acts.—The enactments

mentioned in the Fourth Schedule are hereby amended to the extent

specified in fourth column thereof.

Section-156: Repealed by the Second Repealing and Amending
Act, 1914 (XVII of 1914). - 	 .

Sections-157 and 158: Repealed by Act VIII of 1973 as amended
by Act LIII of 1974.
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THE FIRST SCHEDULE

Order I
PARTIES TO SUITS

Rule-1: Who may be joined as plaintiffs.—All persons may be

joined in one suit as plaintiffs in whom any right to relief in respect of or

arising Out of the same act or transaction or series of acts or transactions is

alleged to exist, whether jointly, severally or in the alternative, where, if

such persons brought separate suits, any common question of law or fact

would arise.

This order deals with joinder of parties and also to a certain extent with
joinder of causes of action.

Harendra -vs- Puma, 55 C 164

Provisions regarding impleading of parties in proceedings under section 96
of the State Acquisition and Tenancy Act, 1950, are governed by the
provisions of Order I.

Mutual Sikder -vs- Ben.odini Dasi, 28 DLR (SC) 5

This rule should be read with Order I, rule 3 (joinder of defendants) and
Order 2, rule 3 (joinder of causes of action)

Rule-2: Power of Court to order separate trials.—Where it

appears to the Court that any joinder of plaintiffs may embarrass or delay

the trial of the suit, the Court may put the plaintiffs to their election or

order separate trials or make such other order as may be expedient

When it appears to the court that a single suit brought by several plaintiffs in
respect of the same transaction may embarrass or delay the trial on account
of the causes of action being distinct, the court instead of dismissing the suit
may put the plaintiffs to their election, i.e. ask them to decide which of them
should proceed with the suit or order separate trials.

Aldridge -vs- Barrow, 34 C, 662
Gur Pada vs- G. 19 cii 316

Rule-3: Who may be joined as defendants.—All persons may be

joinded as defendants against whom any right to relief in respect of or

arising out of the same act or transaction or series of acts or transactions is

alleged to exist, whether jointly, severally or in the alternative, where, if
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separate suits were brought against such persons, any cmmen question of

law or fact wu1d arise.

This rule deals with joinder of defendants. This rule should be read with
Order I rule 4 () and rule 5. order 2 rule 3 is subject to the provision of this
rule.

Rarn.endra -vs- Brcijendra, 45 C. III

In order to determine whether a suit satisfies the condition in this rule the
factors are: (1) could the right to relief against the defendants be said to be in
respect of or arising out of the same act or transaction or series of acts or
transactions? and (2) would any common question of law or fact arise if
separate suits were brou ght against the different defendants?

Krishna -vs- fI/Juhc,.,nmad, 33 CL] 369
Anukul -vs- Province of Bengal 51 CWN 295

In a suit for ejectment of a tenant, the sub-tenants are necessaly parties in
order to make the decree effective.

Sk. Mel, Aniir Au -vs- Abdu.r Rahi,n, 9 DLR 102

Rule-4: Court may give judgment for or against one or more of
joint parties.—Judgment may be given without any amendment—

(a) for such one or more of the plaintiffs as may be found to be

entitled to relief, for such relief as he or they may be entitled to;

(b) against such one or more of the defendants as may be found to be

liable, accounting to their respective liabilities.

Rule-5: Defendant need not be interested in all the relief claimed.
—It shall not be necessary that every defendant shall be interested as to

all the relief claimed in any suit against him.

Every defendant need not be interested as to all the reliefs, but there must be
a cause of action in which all the defendants are more or less interested.

Umabai -vs- Bhau Balwc,nt, 34 B._58

Rule-6: Joinder of parties liable on same contract.—The plaintiff

may, at his option, join as parties to the same suit all or any of the persons'

severally, or jointly and severally, liable on any one contract, including
parties to bills of exchange, hundis and promissory notes.
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This rule applies to joinder of parties in suits based on contracts. Liability
upon a contract may be (a) several; (b) joint and several; or (c) joint. This
rule applies to joinder of parties in cases (a) and (b).

Rule-7: Where plaintiff in doubt from whom redress is to be

sought.—Where the plaintiff is in doubt as to the person from whom he is

entitled to obtain redress, he may join two or more defendants in order

that the question as to which of the defendants is liable, and to what

extent, may be determined as between all parties.

Rule-8: One person may sue or defend on behalf of all in same

interest.—(1) Where there are numerous persons having the same interest

in one suit, one or more of such persons may, with the permission of the

Court, sue or be sued, or may defend, in such suit, on behalf of or for the

benefit of all persons so interested. But the Court shall in such case give,

at the plaintiff's expense, notice of the institution of the suit to all such

persons either by personal service or, where from the number of persons

or any other cause such service is not reasonably practicable, by public

advertisement, as the Court in each case may direct.

(2) Any person on whose behalf or for whose benefit a suit is

instituted or defended under sub-rule (1) may apply to the Court to be

made a party to such suit.

This section lays down the conditions necessary for bringing a representative
suit on behalf of persons having the same interest. The requisites for
application of this rule are (a) numerous parties; (b) same interest; (c)

permission of court; and (d) notice of suit.

The proper course is to obtain permission of the cort before filing the suit.

Oriental Bank -vs- Govind, 9 C. 604
Giribala -vs- Cha.nder, /1 C. 213

The permission may also be granted after filing of the suit.

Ahined -i's- Abdul, 44 C. 258

A person appointed a representative under Order I rule 8 is not a party in his

personal capacity. On his death, his rights do not survive to his heirs. On his
death, the proper procedure is for the remaining persons to apply for
directions whether the court will permit the remaining persons to continue to
prosecute or defend the suit or directions should be given authorising an
additional person to join the survivors, and after the court's order, the suit

should proceed.

Haidaruliah. -vs- Gajiic1h.a Suklabaidya, 8 DLR 60
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Rule-9: Misjoinder and non-joinder.--No suit shall be defeated by

reason of the misjoinder or non-joinder of parties, and the Court may in

every suit deal with the matter in controversy so far as regards the rights

and interests of the parties actually before it.

This rule is a rule of procedure and has no application in cases where under
the substantive law no effective decree can be passed without the absent
parties.

This rule does not do away with the necessity to bring.a necessary party.

Probodh vs- Neelratan, 62 C 324

Rule-10: Suit in name of wrong pIaintiff.—(1) Where a suit has

been instituted in the name of the wrong person as plaintiff or where it is

doubtful whether it has been instituted in the name of the right plaintiff,

the Court may, at any stage of the suit, if satisfied that the suit has been
instituted through a bona fide mistake, and that it is necessary for the

determination of the real matter in dispute so to do, order ap'bther person

to he substituted or added as plaintiff upon such terms yfhe Court thinks
just.

Court may strike out or add parties.–(2) The Court may at any
stage of the proceedings, either upon or without the application of either

party, and on such terms as may appear to the Court to be just, order that

the name of any party improperly joined, whether as plaintiff or

defendant, be struck out, and that the name of any person who ought to

have been joined, whether as plaintiff or defendant, or whose presence

before the Court may be necessary in order to enable the Court effectually

and completely to adjudicate upon and settle all the questions involved in
the suit, be added.

(3) No person shall be added as a plaintiff suing without a next friend

or as the next friend of a plaintiff under any disability without his consent.

Where defendant added, plaint to be amended.–(4) Where a
defendant is added, the plaint shall, unless the Court otherwise directs, be

amended in such manner as may be necessary, and amended copies of the

summons and of the plaint shall be served on the new defendant and, if
the Court thinks fit, on the original defendant.

(5) Subject to the provisions of the Limitation Act, 1908, section 22,

the proceedings as against any person added as defendant shall be deemed

to have begun only on the service of the summons.
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Sub-rule (I) applies when a suit has been brought in the' name of a wrong
plaintiff or when there is doubt whether the right person has come as
plaintiff. In either case, the mistake must be a hona tide mistake. No person
can be added or substituted as a plaintiff without his consent.

Sub-rule (2) provides for the addition of the proper parties and necessary
parties. The power to strike out an improper party or to add a necessary party
may be exercised at any stage of the suit. The court can also transpose a
defendant as plaintiff.

Bhupen.dra -vs- Rajeswar, 59 C 80
Debeizdra vs-Narendra., 24 CWN / /0

The striking, addition, substitution on transposition may be made oil
application of the plaintiff or defendant or the party wishing to come in or
SW) niotu.

The question of hona tIde mistake arises only in case of sub-rule (I) and not
in case of sub-rule (2).

A suit against a dead mail 	 a nullity from the beginning and as such, there
can be no amendment by substitution of his legal representatives.

Veerappa -vs- Tindal, 31 Al 86

A person may be added as a defendant or plaintiff under Order I rule 10 (2)
to enable the court to completely adjudicate oil relevant questions in the
suit.

Abdul Hashem -vs- Sale Ahmed, 36 DLR 303

Reasons should be assigned by the court for an order under Order I, rule 10
(I) or rule- lO (2).

Court has discretionary power to add pat-ties at any stage of the proceeding.

Amal Kumar Mitra -us-. Md. Ma.vhiur Rahm.an, 30 DLR (SC) 244

A transferee during pendency of the suit cannot apply for being impleaded as
a party under Order I, rule 10 (2) as the transfer is hit by the doctrine of lis
pen.dens.

Jainaluddin -vs-Raheya Be gaIn, 32 DLR 63

Form of notice to person who, the court considers should be added as co-
plaintiff. No. 5, App. B=H.C. Form No. (P) 1.
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Rule-11: Conduct of suit.—The Court may give the conduct of the

suit to sLich person as it deems proper.

"Person" in this rule means a person who is a party to the suit and not a
stranger.

Mirpur Ceramic Works Ltd. -vs- Al. Khan, 20 DLR 902
Tarcipada -vs-Bagala, 46 CLI 530

Rule-12: Appearance of one of several plaintiffs or defendants for
others.—(l) Where there are more plaintiffs than one, any one or more of

them may be authorized by any other of them to appear, plead or act for

such other in any proceeding; and in like manner, where there are more

defendants than one, any one or more of them may be authorized by any

other of them to appear, plead or act for such other in any proceeding.

(2) The authority shall be in writing signed by the party giving it and
shall be filed in Court. 	 .

Rule-13: Objections as to non-joinder or rnisjoinder.—All

objections on the ground of non-joinder or misjoinder of parties shall be

taken at the earliest possible opportunity and, in all cases where issues are

settled, at or before such settlement, unless the ground of objection has

subsequently arisen, and any such objection not so taken shall be deemed
to have been waived.

Objection not taken at the earliest opportunity must be deemed to have been
waived.

Parc,numsiva -vs- Krishna, 14 M. 489
Mcetilal Sikdar -vs-Benodini, 28 DLR (SC) 6

Moh.orAlj -vs-ZatarAli, 27DLR 452
Akhta.ruzzaman and another -vs- Hahihullah and others, 31 DLR (AD) 88

Sultan Ahmed -vs Md. Islam, 36 DLR 81
Alu Saber Aziz Moha,n,nad and others -vs- Government of Bangladesh and

others, 31 DLR (AD) 218

Objection will not be allowed in appeal.

Parshottan't -vs- Kala, 26 B 301
Ohho y -vs- Hu.rvch.urn, 8 C. 277
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Order II
FRAME OF SUIT

Rule-1: Frame of suit.—Every suit shall as far as practicable be

framed so as to afford ground for final decision upon the subjects in

dispute and to prevent further litigation concerning them.

The object of the rule is that all matters in dispute between the parties
relating to the same transaction should be disposed of by the same suit.

Sc, rat -vs- Mohan, 25 C 371, 2 CWN 201

Rule-2: Suit to include the whole claim.—(1) Every suit shall

include the whole of the claim which the plaintiff is entitled to make in

respect of the cause of action; but a plaintiff may relinquish any portion of

his claim in order to bring the suit within the jurisdiction of any Court.

Relinquishment of part of claim.—(2) When a plaintiff omits to sue

in respect of, or intentionally relinquishes, any portion of his claim, he

shall not afterwards sue in respect of the portion so omitted or

relinquished.

Omission to sue for one of several reliefs.—(3) A person entitled to

more than one relief in respect of the same cause of action may sue for all

or any of such reliefs; but if he omits, except with the leave of the Court,

to sue for all such reliefs, he shall not afterwards sue for any relief so

omitted.

Explanation.—For the purposes of this rule an obligation and a

collateral security for its performance and successive claims arising under

the same obligation shall be deemed respectively to constitute but one

cause of action.

ILLUSTRATION

A lets a house to B at a yearly rent of Taka 1200. The rent for the

whole of the years 1905, 1906 and 1907 is due and unpaid. A sues B in

1908 only for rent due for 1906. A shall not afterwards sue B for the rent

• due for 1905 or 1907.

This rule means that where a plaintiff omits to sue in respect of or
intentionally relinquishes any part of his claim, he shall not afterwards sue in

respect of the portion so omitted or relinquished.

Pra,natha N. Das -vs- Barindra N. Das, 8 DLR, 604
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This rule is founded on the principle that a person should not be vexed twice
for one and the same cause.

Balmakund -vs- Sangari, 19A 379 FR
Rohini -vs- Jodu, 30 CWN 873

The rule is directed against two evils, namely, (1) splitting up of claims and
(2) splitting up of remedies.

The rule applies not only to plaintiff in a suit, but also to a defendant who
claims a set-off under Or. 8, r. 6.

Nawbut -vs- Mahesh, 32 C 654

An exception to this rule is to be found in Or. 34, r. 14

I,zdar -'s-Mewa1a1, 36 A 264

The rule is no bar to a suit when cause of action is different.

Payana -vs-Pana, 18 CWN 617 PC

This rule does not apply to application for execution

Radha -vs- Radha, 18 C515

It does not apply to restitution proceedings under section 144

Rain -i's- Magan, 1935 A 135
Sa,nasundara,n -vs- Chokalingarn, 40 M 780

The tests for applying this rule are—

(I) The cause of action means every fact which will be necessary for the
plaintiff to prove, if traversed, in order to support his right to the
judgment;

(2) Whether the claim in the new suit was in fact the foundation for the
former suit;

(3) If the evidence to support the two claims is different, then the causes of
action are also different;

(4) The causes of action in the two suits may be considered to be the same if
in substance they are identical; and

(5) The cause of action has no relation to the defence that may be set up by
the defendant nor does it depend upon the character of the relief prayed
for by the plaintiff.

Md. Islam -vs- Munsh.j Ahdtir Rahman, 6 DLR 81
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Suit not barred under this rule if cause of action giving rise to the second suit

did not arise when the first suit was filed.

Abdul Hakim -vs- Sç,dullah K/urn, 22 DLR (SC) 3

Rule-3: Joinder of causes of action.—(l) Save as otherwise

provided, a plaintiff may unite in the same suit several causes of action

against the same defendant, or the same defendants jointly; and any

plaintiffs having causes of action in which they are jointly interested

against the same defendant or the same defendants jointly may unite such

causes of action in the same suit.

(2) Where causes of action are united, the jurisdiction of the Court as

regards the suit shall depend on the amount or value of the aggregate

subject-matters at the date Of instituting the suit.

A plaintiff may unite several causes of action against the same defendant or
defendants jointly, but in order to enable him to do so the defendants must
be jointly interested i.e. all the defendants must be jointly liable in respect of

each and all the causes of action which are united.

Bh.a.gwati -vs- Bindeshri, 6 A 106
Mullik -vs- Sheo Pd. 23 C 821
Urn.abai -us- Bh.au, 34 B 358

Order 2, rules 6 and 7 should also be read with this rule.

Rule-4: Only certain claims to be joined for recovery of
immoveable property.—No cause of action shall, unless with the leave

of the Court, he joined with a suit for the recovery of immoveable

property, except–

(a) claims for mesne profits or arrears of rent in respect of the

property claimed or any part thereof;

(b) claims for damages for breach of any contract under which the

property or any part thereof is held; and

(c) claims in which the relief sought is based on the same cause of

action:

Provided that nothing in this rule shall be deemed to prevent any party

in a suit for foreclosure or redemption from asking to be put into

possession of the mortgaged property.
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This rule is in part an exception to the general principle laid down in Or. 2,
r. 3 providing for the joinder of several causes of action. It is also an
exception to Or. 2, r. 2 (.1.) and 3, which deal, with the same cause of action
and prohibit splitting. Or. 2, r. 2 has to be read with this rule.

"Claims" in clauses (a), (b) and (c) of this rule mean "cause of action" used

in the opening part of the rule.

Where in a suit it is sought to join claims other than those mentioned in
clauses (a), (b) and (c) leave of the court is necessary. Clause (c) makes it
clear that no leave is necessary when the claims joined in a suit arise out of

the same cause of action..

Shiba -Ps- Prayag, 59 C 1399 PC

Rule-5: Claims by or against executor, administrator or heir.—

No claim by or against an executor, administrator or heir, as such, shall be

joined with claims by or against him personally, unless the last-mentioned

claims are alleged to arise with reference to the estate in respect of which

the plaintiff or defendant sues or is sued as executor, administrator or heir,

or are such as he was entitled to, or liable for, jointly with the deceased

person whom he represents.

Where two claims which this rule does not allow to be joined are joined in
one suit, the practice is to amend the plaint by striking out one of them and
the suit may then be proceeded with.

Ashabai -vs- Haji Tyeb, 6 B 390

Rule-6: Power of Court to order separate trials.—Where it appears

to the Court that any causes of action joined in one suit cannot be

conveniently tried or disposed of together, the Court may order separate

trials or make such other order as may be expedient.

This rule applies to cases in which there is a proper joinder of causes of
action but the causes of action so joined cannot conveniently be tried

together.
Muthapa -vs- Muthu, 27M. 80

A court has no power to dismiss 
a
 suit for misjoinder of causes of action, but

can take action under this rule.

Gar Pra.sad -Ps- Gur Prasad, 19 CLI 316

Rule-7: Objections as to misjoinder.—All objections on the ground

of misjoinder of causes of action shall be taken at the earliest possible

opportunity and, in all cases where issues are settled, at or before such

settlement, unless the ground of objection has subsequently arisen, and

any such objection not so taken shall be deemed to have been waived:
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Order III
RECOGNIZE!) AGENTS AND PLEADERS

Rule–I: Appearances, etc., may be in person, by recognized agent
or by pleader.—Any appearance, application or act in or to any Court,

required or aLithorized by law to be made or clone by a party in such

Court, may, except where otherwise expressly provided by any law for the

time being in force, he made or clone by the party in person, or by his

recognised agent, or by a pleader appearing, applying or acting, as the

case may he, on his behalf:

Provided that any such appearance shall, if the Court so directs, he

made by the party in person.

"Otherwise expressly provided," see Or. 3,r.3 and Or. 44, r. I. The proviso
should he read with Or. 5, r. 3  empowering the court to order the plaintiff or
the defendant to appear in person. For consequence of non-appearance, see
Or. 9, r. 12. The proviso should be read with Or. 5, r.3.

Rule-2: Recognized agents.—The recognized agents of parties by

W110111 such appearances, applications and acts may be made or done are–

(a) persons holding powers-of - attorney, authorizing them to make

and do such appearances, applications and acts on behalf of such

parties;

(b) persons carrying on trade or business for and in the names of

parties not resident within the local limits of the jurisdiction of

the Court within which limits the appearance, application or act is

made or done, in matters connected with such trade or business

only, where no other agent is expressly authorized to make and do

such appearances, applications and acts.

For recognized agent of government, see Or. 27, rr. 14.

Rule-3: Service of process on recognised agent.—( I) Processes

served on the recognized agent of a party shall be as effectual as if the

same had been served on the party in person, unless the Court otherwise
directs.

(2) The provisions for the service of process on a party to a suit shall

apply to the service of process on his recognized agent.
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Rule-4: Appointment of pleader.--(I) No pleader shall act for any

pekon in any Court, unless he has been appointed for the purpose by such

person by 
it in writing signed by such person or by his

recognized agent or by some other person duly authorized by or under a

power-of-attorney to make such appointment.

(2) Every such appointment shall be filed in Court and shall he

deemed to be in force until determined with the leave of the Court by it

writing signed by the client or the pleader, as the case may he, and filed in

Court, or until the client or the pleader dies, or until all proceedings, in the

suit are ended so far as regards the client.

(3) For the purposes of sub-rule (2) an application for review of

Jud gment, an application under section 144 or section 152 of this Code,

any appeal from any decree or order in the suit and any application or act

for the purpose of obtaining copies of documents or return of documents

produced or filed in the suit or of obtaining refund of monies paid into the

Court in connection with the suit shall be deemed to be proceedings in the

suit.

(4) The High Court Division may. by general order, direct that.

where 
it by whom a pleader is appointed is unable to write his

name, his mark upon the document appointing the pleader shall be

attested by such person and in such manner as may he specified by the

order.

(5) No pleader who has been engaged for the purpose of pleading

only shall plead oil any party, unless he has filed in Court a

iiemorandum of appearance signed by himself and stating—

(a) the names of the parties to the SUit,

(h) the name of the party for whom he appears, and

(c) the name of the person by whom he is authorized to appear:

Provided that nothing 
in 

thisthis sub-rule shall apply to any pleader

engaged to plead oil 	 of any party by any other pleader who has

been duly appointed to act in Court oil 	 of such party.

This rule makes it between it pleader (I) appointed by it party to

act in court (sub-rule (I)); (ii) engaged by a party for pleading only (sub-rule
(5)); and (iii) engaged to plead by it pleader duly appointed by it party to act
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(Proviso to sub-rule (5)). In case (i) the appointment must be made by a
document in writing called Vakalatnama and filed in court. In case (ii) the
pleader engaged for pleading only, shall file a memorandum containing the
particulars required by sub-rule (5). In case (iii) no memorandum or
Vakalatnama need be filed (proviso to sub-rule (5)).

See also rules 816-819 and 822, C. R. & 0.

Government pleader need not file Vakalatnama

See also rule 281, C. R & 0.

A party cannot be heard in person unless appointment by Vakalatnama of an
advocate is determined.

See also rule 823, C.R. & 0.

Rule-5: Service of process on pleader—Any process served on the

pleader of any party or left at the office or ordinary residence of such
pleader, and whether the same is for the personal appearance of the party
Or not, shall be presumed to be duly communicated and made known to
the party whom the pleader represents, and, unless the Court otherwise
directs, shall be as effectual for all purposes as if the same had been given
to or served on the party in person.

Rule-6: Agent to accept service ( 1) Besides the recognized agents

described in rule 2 any person residing within the jurisdiction of the Court
may be appointed an agent to accept service of process.

Appointment to be in writing and to be flied in Court.—(2) Such

appointment may be special or general and shall be made by an
instrument in writing signed by the principal, and such instrument or, if
the appointment is general, a certified copy thereof shall be filed in Court.
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Order IV
INSTITUTION OF SUITS

Rule—I: Suit to be commenced by plaint.—(l) Every suit shall be

instituted by presenting a plaint to the Court or such officer as it appoints

in this behalf.

(2) Every plaint shall comply with the rules contained in Orders J

and VII, so far as they are applicable.

See also rule 47, C.R. & 0.

Hours of presentation of plaints, See rule 10, C.R. & 0.

See also rules 48-55, C.R. & 0. and Para I Civil Suit Instructions Manual

Date of presentation is the date of institution.

Heerendra -vs- Dheerendra, 62 C /1/5

Rule-2: Register of suits.—The Court shall cause the particulars of

every suit to be entered in a book to be kept for the purpose and called the

register of civil suits. Such entries shall be numbered in every year

according to the order in which the plaints are admitted.

See also rules 50 and 5I, C.R. & 0.
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Order V
ISSUE AND SERVICE OF SUMMONS

ISSUE OF SUMMONS

Summons.—When a suit has been duly instituted a

summons may be issued to the defendant to appear and answer the claim

on a day to he therein specified:

Pro\'ided that no such summons shall he issued when the defendant

has appeared at the presentation of the plaint and admitted the plaintifFs

claim.

(2) A defendant to \VhOfll a sLimmons has been issued under sub-rLIIe

I ) may appear–

(a)	 in person, or

(h) hy a pleader duly instructed and able to answer all material

questions relating to the slut, or

(c) by a pleader accompanied by some person able to answer all

such questio.

(3) Every such summons shall be signed by the Judge or such officer

as he appoints. and - shall be scaled with the seal of the Court.

See also rules 57, 59. ôft 61. 177. 877 and 878, C. R. & 0.

Form of summons, lorm No. I-A, 2 App. B, Sch. I = H.C. Form No. (P) 5.

Rule-2: Copy or statement annexed to stimmons.—Every
summons shall be acconipanicd by a copy of the plaint or, if so permitted,

by a concise statement.

Rule-3: Court may order defendant or plaintiff to appear in
person.—( I ) Where the Court sees reason to rCqLIirC the personal

appearance of the defendant, the summons shall order him to appear in

person in Court on the day therein specified.

(2) Where the Court sees reason to require the personal appearance of

the plaintiff on the same clay, it shall make an order for such appearance.

For consequence of' non-appearance, see Or. 9, r. 12. As to appearance ol
pardanashin women. see Secti011 132.
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Rule-4: No party to be ordered to appear in person unless
resident with certain limit.—No party shall he ordered to appear in

person unless he resides–

(a) within the local limits of the Court's ordinary original

urisdiction. or

(b) without such limits but at a place less than fifty (or where there is

railway or steamer communication or other established public

conveyance for five-sixths of the distance between the place

where he resides and the place where the Court is situate) less

than two hundred miles distance from the court-house.

Rule-5: Summons to be either to settle issues or for final
disposal.—Thc Court shall determine, at the time of issLilng the

summons, whether it shall he for the settlement of issues only, for the

ascertainment whether the suit will he contested, or for the final disposal

of the suit: and the summons shall contain a direction accordingly:

Provided that, in every suit heard by a Court of Small Causes, the

summons shall he for final disposal of the suit.

The words, "for the ascertainment whether the suit will be contested,' were
inserted by rule macIc by the Calcutta High Court under section 122 of the
Code vide Notification No. 12421-G, dated the 25 August, 1927 published
in the Calcutta Gazette dated 1-9-1927 Part-I. Page 1825.

See also Para 9. Civil Suit Instructions Manual. Form of summons, see Form
Nos. I, IA, 2, App. B. Sc h. I = H.C. Form No. (P) 5.

Rule-6: Fixing day for appearance of defendant.—The day for the

appearance of the defendant shall he fixed with reference to the current

business of the Court, the place of residence of the defendant and the time

necessary for the, service of the summons; and the day shall he so fixed as

to allow the defendant sufficient time to enable him to appear and answer

on such (lay.

As to fixing of first hearing (late in S.C.0 cases, see also rule 315. C. R. &
0. See also Para 8 (3). Civil Stut Instructions Manual.

Rule-7: Summons to order defendant to produce documents
relied on b y him.—The summons to appear and answer shall order the

defendant to produce all documents in his possession or power upon

which he intends to rely in support of his case.

Foriu oF summons. Fonu Nos. I. I-A. 2. App. 13, Sch I = H. C. Form No. (P) 5.

4
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Rule-8: On issue of summons for final disposal, defendant to be
directed to produce his witnesses.—Where the summons is for the final

disposal of the suit, it shall also direct the defendant to produce, on the
day fixed for his appearance, all witnesses upon whose evidence he
intends to rely in support of his case.

Form of summons, Form No. 1, App. B, Sch I = H. C. Form No. (P) 5.
See also para 6, Civil Suit Instructions Manual.

SERVICE OF SUMMONS

Rule-9: Delivery or transmission of summons for service.—( I)

Where the defendant resides within the jurisdiction of the Court in which
the suit is instituted, or has an agent resident within that jurisdiction who
is empowered to accept the service of the summons, the summons shall,
unless the Court otherwise directs, be delivered or sent to the proper
officer to be served by him or one of his subordinates.

• (2) The proper officer may be an officer of a Court other than that in
which the suit is instituted, and, where he is such an officer, the summons
may be sent to him by post or in such other manner as the Court may

direct.

If a summons sent by registered post is returned with the endorsement
"refused" .it is prima ,tcie good evidence that addressee had an opportunity
to accept it.

Han -vs- Joy, 39 CWN 934

Registered letter correctly addressed and posted is presumed to have reached
addressee although signature on acknowledgement not proved.

Rajani -vs- Ba.ikuntha, 39 CWN 1041

The endorsement "refused" is presumptive evidence of due service.

Nirmala -vs- Prabhat, 52 CWN 659
Harihar-vs- Ra,nsha.shi, 23 CWN 77

See also sections 16 and 114, Illustraiion (f), Evidence Act and section 27,
General Clauses Act, 1897.	 ,

Rule-10: Mode of service.—Service of the summons shall be made

by delivering or tendering a copy thereof signed by the Judge or such
officer as he appoints in this behalf, and sealed with the seal of the Court.

See also rules 71-72 and note (e) of rule 84, C. R. & 0.
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If the person addressed refuses to receive the process or refuses to
acknowledge, service shall be effected under Order 5, rule IT

See also rules 69-89, 91-92, C. R. & 0.

Rule-11: Service on several defendants.—Save as otherwise

prescribed, where there are more defendants than one, service of the

summons shall be made on each defendant.

See also rule 84, C.R. & 0.
For service on partners, see Or. 30, r. 3 and rule 81, C. R. &0.

Rule-12: Service to be on defendant in person when practicable

or on his agent.---(I) Wherever it is practicable, service shall be made on

the defendant in person, unless he has an agent empowered to accept

service, in which case service on such agent shall be sufficient.

See also rules 69, 78 and 84 (d), C. R. & 0.

When a notice is served by way of summons issued by the court the
authority issuing the notice has to prove that the service had been effected in

accordance with the provision of this rule.

R.P. Shah -vs- Commr. of Tax E.B., 7DLR 587

Non-compliance with the requirements of this rule amounts to non-service.

Hazari Das -vs- Daiba Charan Mandal, 26 DLR 3

Rule-13: Service on agent by whom defendant carries on

business.—(l) In a suit relating - to any business or work against a person

who does not reside within the local limits of the jurisdiction of the Court

from which the summons is issued, service on any manager or agent, who,

at the time of service, personally carries on such business or work for

such person within such limits, shall be deemed good service.

(2) For the purpose of this rule the master of a ship shall be deemed to

be the agent of the owner or charterer.

A mere servant employed to carry out orders or to execute a particular

commission or a factor or commission agent who is not identified with the

firm for which 
he 

acts, is not such an agent.

Gokuldas -i's-Ganeshlal, 4 B 416
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A notice on a corporation may be served on the Secretary or on the Director
or oil Principal Officer of the corporation. The service by hanging the
notice on the outer dwelling of the Manager-in-charge, is no service on the
corporation.

MaIu,/i,..v,n.i Bank Lid. -vs- Idris Barry Co. 19 DLR (SC) 170

Rule-14: Service on agent in charge in suits for immoveable
property.—Where in a suit to obtain relief respecting, or compensation

for Wrong to, iiinioveahlc property. service cannot he made oil
defendant in person, and the defendant has no agent empowered to accept
the service, it may be made oil 	 agent of the defendant in charge of the

See rules 75 and 76 note. C. R. & 0.

Rule-15: Where service may be on male member of defendant's
family.—Where in any suit the defendant is absent from his residence at
the time when service is sought to he effected oil 	 thereat and there is
no likelihood of his being found thereat within it reasonable time, then

unless he has an agent empowered to accept service Of the sLimmolls On
his hehalf, service ma y he made oil adult male member of the family
of the defendant who is residing with him:

Provided that where such adult male member has all in the suit
and sLich interest is adverse to that of the defendant, a summons so served
Shall he deemed for the purposes of the third column of Article 164 of
Schedule I of the Limitation Act, 1908, not to have been duly served.

Explanation– A servant is not it member of the family within the
meaning of this Rile.

The rule was SLI hsti t ute.d tr the old ]'tile 15 by rule made by the Calcutta
High Court under section 122 vide Notification No. 10428-G dated the 25
.1 u I)'. 1928 published in the Calcutta Gazette dated 2-8-1928 Part-I. Page-

043

See also rules 73, 74, 76 Note and $4 Note (1). C.R. & 0

Rule-16: Person served to sign acknowledgment.—Where the
serving officer delivers or tenders a copy of the summons to the defendant
jersonally, or to an agent or other person oil behalf, he shall require
the signature of the person to whom the copy is so delivered or tendered
to an acknowledgement of service endorsed on the original simmons

See also rule 69 Note 2. CR. & 0.
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Rule-17: Procedure when defendant refuses to accept service, or

cannot he found.—Where the defendant or his agent or SLICII other person

as aforesaid refuses to sign the acknowledgement, or where the defendant

is absent from his residence at the time when service is sought to be

effected on hiii thereat and there is no likelihood of his being Found

thereat within a reasonable time and there is no agent empowered to

accept service of the summons on his behalf, nor any other person upon

whom service can be made, the serving officer shall affix a copy of the

summons on the outer door or some other conspicuous part of the house

in which the defendant ordinarily resides or carries on business or

personally works for gain, and shall then retLirn the original to the Court

from which it was issued, with a report endorsed thereon or annexed

thereto stating that he has so affixed the copy, the circumstances under

which he did so. and the name and address of the person (if any) by whom

the hoLise was identified and in whose presence the copy was affixed.

The words, "or where the defendant is absent from his residence at the time
when service is sought to he effected on him thereat and there is no
likelihood of his being fou id thereat Within a reasonable ti me," were
introdUCC(l for the words, "or where the serving officer, after using all clue
diligence, cannot find the defendant'', by the Calcutta High Court by rule
made under section 122 vide Notification No. 10428-G dated the 25' July,

I 928published in the Calcutta Gazette dated the 2' August, 1928 Part-I,

Page- 1643.

See also rules 73, 76 Note. 83 and $4 notes (c). (d) and (f). C.R. & 0.
I

This rule as amended by the Calcutta High Court is applicable to Dhaka
High Court. Under the provisions of the amended rule the service Of a

so mmons b y alIt xation Of a copy of the so iii niotis on the outer door can otil y
be done, either unclei' the first pall oh the rule, whei'e the defendant refuses to
sign the acknowledgement, or under the second part of the rule, where three
conditions exist, Viz. (I) the defendant is absent from his residence, (2) there

is no likelihood of his being fou id thereat Within it reasonable time- andand ( 3)
there must be no agent or other person upon whom service can he made.

District Board /7ppei'a/i -us- ,Soati1 Ali, 3 DLR $17

Rule-IS: Endorsement of time and manner of service.—The

serving officer shall, in all cases in which the summons has been served

under i'ule 16, endorse or annex, or cause to he endorsed or annexed, on or

to the original summons, a return stating the time when and the manner in

which the summons was served, and the name and address of the person
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(if any) identifying the person served and witnessing the delivery or

tender of the summons.

See also rule 84 (2) and rule 70 note 2, C.R. & 0.
A party shall not ordinarily be required to supply an identifier, see rule 70
(I), C. R. & 0.

Form of declaration of process-server to accompany return, From No. II,
App. B, Sch I. Form of return of service, H. C. Form No. (P) 1-A.

Rule-19: Examination of serving offIcer.—Where a summons is

returned under rule 17, the Court shall, if the return under that rule has not

been verified by the declaration of the serving officer, and may, if it has

been so verified, examine the serving officer on oath, or cause him to be

so examined by another Court, touching his proceedings, and may make

such further inquiry in the matter as it thinks fit; and shall either declare

that the summons has been duly served or order such service as it thinks fit.

This rule was substituted for the old rule by rule made by the Calcutta High
Court under section 122 vide Notification No. 10428-G dated the 25' July,
1938 published in the Calcutta Gazette dated the 2" August, 1928 Part-I,
Page-1643, the only alteration thereby made is substitution of the word,
"declaration", for the word, "affidavit," after the words, "return under that
rule has not been verified by the". It is incumbent upon the court to make a
distinct declaration of due service.

See also rule 83, C. R. & 0.

Court must in terms declare whether the summons has been duly served or
order fresh service.

Santosh Kumar Chakrabarty -vs- M.A. Motaleb Hossa.in, 36 DLR (AD) 248

Compliance with the provisions of rule 19 is mandatory. Non-compliance
legally amounts to non-service of summons.

Rezia Kh.atun -i's- Deiwar Hussain, 36 DLR 260

Rule-19A: Declaration of serving officer.—A declaration made and

subscribed by a serving officer shall be received as evidence of the facts

as to the service or attempted service of the summons.

This rule was inserted by rule made by the Calcutta High Court under
section 122 vide notification No. 10428-G dated the 25" July, •1928
published in the Calcutta Gazette dated 2-8-1928 Part-I, Page-1648.

Although the rule was in existence in the statute book, it was again

sought to be included by Ordinance XLVIII of 1983.

See also rule 82, C.R & 0.
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Rule-19B: Simultaneous issue of summons for service by post in
addition to personal service.--(I) The Court shall, in addition to, and

simultaneously with, the issue of summons for service in the manner

provided in rules 9 to 19 (both inclusive), also direct the summons to be

served by registered post with acknowledgement due addressed to the

defendant or his agent empowered to accept the service at the place where

the defendant or his agent actually and voluntarily resides, carries on

business or personally works for gain:

Provided that nothing in this sub-rule shall require the Court to issue a

summons for service by registered post where, in the circumstances of the

case, the Court considers it unnecessary.

(2) When an acknowledgement purporting to be signed by the

defendant or his agent is received by the Court or the postal article

containing the summons is received back by the Court with an

endorsement purporting to have been made by a postal employee to the

effect that the defendant or his agent had refused to take delivery of the

postal article containing the summons when tendered to him, the Court

issuing the summons shall declare that the summons had been duly 'served
on the defendant:

Provided that where the summons was property addressed, pre-paid

and duly sent by registe"red post with acknowledgement due, the

declaration referred to in this sub-rule may be made notwithstanding the

fact that the acknowledgement having been lost or mislaid or for any

other reason has not been received by the Court within thirty days from

the date of issue of the summons.

This rule was inserted by Ordinance XLVIII of 1983.

Rule-20: Substituted service.—(1) Where the Court is satisfied that

there is reason to believe that the defendant is keeping out of the way for

the purpose of aodjñg service, or that for any other reason the summons

cannot be served in the ordinary way, the Court shall order the summons

to be served by affixing a copy thereof in some conspicuous , place in the

Courthouse, and also upon some conspicuous part of the house (if any) in

which the defendant is known to have last resided or carried on business or

personally workedfor gain, or in such other manner as the Court thinks fit.

Effect of substituted service.–(2) Service substituted by order Of the

Court shall be as effecnial as if it had been made on the defendant

personally..
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Where service substituted, time for appearance to be fixed.–(3)

Where service is substitLited by order of the Court, the Court shall fix such

lime for the appearance of the defendant as the case may require.

Where personal service or service on a male member of the family is not
possible, leave of the court should be taken to effect substituted service.

District Boar/ Tipprra -"s- Surafat All, 3 DLR $17
Sec also rI//c 76, C. I? & 0.

Rule-21: Service of summons where defendant resides within

jurisdiction of another Court.—A summons may be sent by the CoLirt

by which it is issued, either by one of its officers or by post to any Court

(not being the Nigh Court Division) having jurisdiction in the place where.

the defendant resides.

See also rules 68, 85 and 86-90, C. R. & 0.
Form of order for transmission of summons for service in the jurisdiction of

another court. Form No. 7, App. B, Sch. I = H. C. Form No. (M) 17.

Rule-22: Omitted by A. 0. 1949.

• Rule-23: Duty of Court to which summons is sent.—The Court to

which a summons is sent under rule 21 shall, upon receipt thereof,

proceed as if it had been issued by such Court and shall then return the

summons to the Court of issue, together with the record (if any) of its

proceedings with regard thereto.

See also rules $5 and 86-91, C.R. & 0.

The court issuing the summons must cleteriiiie for itself whether service
MIS sufficient or not and the return made by the serving coLtrt does not carry

any presumption either way.

Raniaiiciih -i's- Gu't'oilo, 22 C 889

Form to accompany returns of summons to another court, Form No. 10, App.

B, Sch. I = H. C. Form No. (M) IS.

Rule-24: Service on defendant in prison.—When the defendant is

confined in a prison, the summons shall be delivered or sent by post or

otherwise to the officer in charge of the prison for service on he

defendant.

Form of order for transmission of summons, Form No. 8, App. B, Sch. I.

Rule-25: Service where defendant resides out of Bangladesh and

has no agent.—Where the defendant resides out of Bangladesh and has

no agent in Bangladesh empowered to accept service, the summons shall,
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except in the cases mentioned in rule 26 A. he addressed to the defendant

at the place where he is residing and sent to him by post, if there is postal

communication between such place and the place where the Court is
situate.

See also rules 109-112, C. R. & 0.

Rule-26: Service in foreign territory through Political Agent or
Court.—Where-

(a) in the exercise of any foreign or extra territorial jurisdiction vested

in the Government, a Court has been established or continued,

with power to serve a summons issued by a Court under this Code

in any foreign territory in which the defendant resides, or

(h) the Government has, by notification in the official Gazette,

declared, in respect of any Court situate in any such territory and

not established or continued in the exercise of any SLICh

jurisdiction as aforesaid, that service by such Court of any

sLimmons issued under this Code by a Court of Bangladesh shall
he deemed to he valid service,

the summons may he sent to such Court, by post or otherwise, for the

Purpose of being served upon the defendant: and, if the Court returns the
summons with all 	 signed by the Judge or other officer of the
Court that the summons has been served oil defendant in manner

hereinhefore directed, such endorsement shall be deemed to be evidence
of service.

Rule-26A: Service on civil public officer or on servant of railway
company or local authority in India.—Where the defendant is a servant

(not belonging to the military, naval or air forces) of any Government in

India, or a servant of a railway company or local authority in India, the

summons together with a copy of it to be retained by the defendant shall
be sent, with a request that it may be served oil 	 defendant,–

(a) in the case of a defendant serving in connection with the affairs of

the Government of India or a servant of a Railway in India, to the

Secretary to the Government of India in the Ministry of Home
Affairs, and

(b) in the case of a defendant serving in connection with the affairs of

any other Government in India, or in the case of a servant of a

local authority in India, to the Home Secretary to that Government

or, as the case may he, to the Home Secretary to the Government
ill 	 territories the local aLithority has its Lirisdiction.
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Rule-27: Service on civil public officer or servant of the railway

company or local authority.—Where the defendant is a public officer

(not belonging to the armed forces of Bangladesh) or is the servant of the
railway or local authority, the Court may., if it appears to it that the
summons may be conveniently so served, send it for service on the
defendant to the head of the office in which he is employed, together with

a copy to be retained by the defendant.

Form of the summons, Form No. 9, App. B, Sch. 1= H. C. Form No. (M) 19.

Rule-28: Service on soldiers, sailors or airmen.—Where the
defendant is a soldier, sailor or airman, the Court shall send the summons
for service to his commanding officer together with a copy to be retained

by the defendant.

Form of the summons. Form No. 9, App. B, Sch 1= H. C. Form No. (M) 19.

Rule-29: Duty of person to whom summons is delivered or sent

for service.—( I) Where a summons is delivered or sent to any person for

service under rule 24, rule 27 or rule 28, such person shall be bound to
serve it, if possible, and to return it under his signature, with the written
acknowledgement of the defendant, and such signature shall be deemed to

be evidence of service.

(2) Where from any cause service is impossible, the summons shall
be returned to the Court with a full statement of such cause and of the
steps taken to procure service, and such statement shall be deemed to be

evidence of non-service:

Rule-30: Substitution of letter for summons.—(I) The Court may,

notwithstanding anything hereinbefore contained, substitute . for a
summons a letter signed by the Judge or such officer as he may appoint in
this behalf, where the defendant is, in the opInion of the Court, of a rank

entitling him to such mark of consideration.

(2) A letter substituted under sub-rule (1) shall contain all the

particulars required to be stated in a summons, and, subject to the
provisions of sub-rule (3), shall be treated in all respects as a summons.

(3) A letter so substituted may be sent to the defendant by post or by a
special messenger selected by the Court, or in any other manner which the
Court thinks fit; and, where-the defendant has an agent empowered to
accept service, the letter maybe delivered or sent to such agent.
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Order VI
PLEADINGS GENERALLY

• Rule-1: Pleading.—"Pleading" shall mean 	 or written
statement.

Rule-2: Pleading to state material facts and not evidence.—Every

pleading shall contain, and contain only, a statement in a concise form of

the material facts on which the party pleading relies for his claim or

defence, as the case may be, but not the evidence by which they are to be

proved, and shall, when necessaie divided into paragraphs, numbered

consecutively. Dates, sums and numbers shall be expressed in figures.

See also rules, 17, 2, 21 and 23, C.R& 0 and pages-38-41, Civil Suit
Instructions Manual..

Names of parties, should bear consecutive numbers and a separate line
should be allotted to the name and description of each person. See rule 21,
C.R&.

Pleading or petition shall be written legibly and Bengali dates should be
followed by corresponding English dates. See rule 20, C. R. & 0.

Pleadings and petitions shall be signed by the person writing or typing
stating the capacity in which he writes or types and if he is the registered
clerk of an advocate, his registered number. See rule 17, C. R. & 0.

F model plaints, see Forms Nos. (1),(2),(3), plaints Nos. 1-49, App. A, Sch. I.

'-Iule-3: Forms of pleading.—The forms in Appendix A when

applicable, and where they are not applicable forms of the like character,
as neapl-y as may be, shall be used for all pleadings.

ule-4: Particulars to be given where necessary.—In all cases in

which the pariy pleading relies on any misrepresentation, fraud, breach of

trust; wilful default, or undue influence, and in all other cases in which

particulars may be necessary beyond such as are exemplified in the forms

aforesaid, particulars (with dates and items if necessary) shall be stated in
the pleading.

If there is disobedience to the order of the court directing giving particulars,
in the case of the plaintiff his action should be stayed and in the case of the
defendant his defence should be struck out.

Gouri -vs- Mt Manki, 45 A 624
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Particulars of statements, in a petition or affidavit can also be directed to be

furnished.

Sitarain -vs- Harirain, 40 CWN 913

Rule-5: Further and better statement or particulars.—A further

or better statement of the nature of the claim or defence, or further and
better particulars of any matter stated in any pleading, may in all cases be
ordered, upon such terms, as to costs and otherwise, as may be just.

See also paras 9, 10 and II, Civil Suit Instructions Manual.

For Form of particulars, see Form No. 16, App. A, Sch. I.

Rule-6: Condition precedent.—Any condition precedent, the

performance or occurrence of which is intended to be contested, shall be
distinctly specified in his pleading by the plaintiff or defendant, as the
case may be; and, subject thereto, an averment of the performance or
occurrence of all conditions precedent necessary for the case of the

plaintiff or defendant shall be implied in his pleading.

For examples, see froms No. 13, para 2; No. 20, para 2; No. 37, para 2; No.

47, para 3; No. 48, para 5; App. A, Sch. I.

Rule-7: Departure.—No pleading shall, except by way of

amendment, raise any new ground of claim or .contain any allegation of
fact inconsistent with the previous pleadings of the party pleading the

same.

Rule-8: Denial of contract.—Where a contract is alleged in any

pleading, a bare denial of the same by the opposite party shall be
construed only as a denial in fact of the express contract alleged or of the
matters of fact from which the same may be implied, and not as a denial

of the legality on sufficiency in law of such contract.

Rule-9: Effect of document to be stated.—Wherever the contents

of any document are material, it shall be sufficient in any pleading to state
the effect thereof as briefly as possible, without setting out the whole or
any part thereof, unless the precise words of the document or any part

thereof are material.

Rule-10: Malice, knowledge, etc.—Wherever it is material to allege

malice, fraudulent intention, knowledge or other condition of the mind of
any person, it shall be sufficient to allege the same as a fact without
setting out the circumstances from which the same is to be inferred.
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Rule-11: Notice.—Wherever it is material to allege notice to any

person of any fact, matter or thing, it shall be sufficient to allege such

notice as a fact, unless the form or the precise terms of such notice, or the

circumstances from which such notice is to be inferred, are material..
See also Or. 19, r.23.

In a suit under section 80 the precise terms of the notice are to be stated.

Rule-12: Implied contract, or relation.—Whenever any contract or

any relation between any persons is to be implied from a series of letters

or conversations or otherwise from a number of circumstances, it shall be

sufficient to allege such contract or relation as a fact, and -to refer

generally to such letters, conversations or circumstances without setting

them out in detail. And if in such case the person so pleading desires to

rely in the alternative upon more contracts or relations than one as to be

implied from such circumstances, he may state the same in the alternative.

Rule-13: Presumptions of law.—Neither party need in any pleading

allege any matter of fact which the law presumes in his favour or as to

which the burden of proof lies upon the other side unless the same has

first been specifically denied (e.g., consideration for a bill of exchange

where the plaintiff sues only on the bill and not for the consideration as a
substantive ground of claim)..

Cf. Se ti ons 79-90 and section 11.4, Evidence Act..

le-14: Pleading to be signed.—Every pleading shall be signed by

the party and his pleader (if any): Provided that where a party pleading is,

by reason of absence or for other good cause, unable to sign the pleading,

it may be signed by any person duly authorised by him to sign the same or
to sue or defend on his behalf.

Omission ti sign or defect in signature may be cured at any stage by
amendment.

Syed Moh.iuddin -vs- Pirthi, 19 CWN 1159
Sasi -Ps- Rashik, 17 CWN989

Rum gopal -vs- Dhirendra, 54C 380

Unintentional failure to sign the pleadings can be rectified by permitting the
person concerned to sign subsequently and this rule is equally applicable to
the stage of an appeal.

Messes Nahi Baksh -vs- Secretary, Ministry of Industries, Govt. of Pakistan,
Karachi, 22 DLR (WP) 99.
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 Every pleading when filed shall be accompanied by a

statement in a prescribed form, signed as provided in rule 14 of this

Order, of the party's address for service. Such address may from time to

time be changed by lodging in Court a form duly filled up and stating the

new address of the party and accompanied by a verified petition. The

address so given shall be called the registered address of the party and

Shall, until duly changed as aforesaid, be deemed to be the address of the

party for the purpose of service of all processes in the suit or in any appeal

from any decree or order thereifi made and for the purposes of execution,

and shall hold good subject as aforesaid for a period of two years, after

the final determination of the cause or matter. Service of any process may

be effected upon a party at his registered address in like manner in all

respects as though such party resided thereat.

This rule was inserted by rule made by the Calcutta High Court under

section 122 vide Notification No. 10428-G dated the 25 July, 1928
published in the Calcutta Gazette dated 2-8-1928 Part-I, Pagel643.

See a10 rule 18, C.R & 0.

For 7orm of registered address, see H. C. Form No. (J) 17.

le-15: Verification of pleadings.—(l) Save as otherwise

provided by any law for the time being in force, every pleading shall be

verified at the foot by the party or by one of the parties pleading or by

some other person proved to the .satisfaction of the Court to be acquained

with the facts of the case.

(2) The person verifying shall specify, by reference to the numbered

paragraphs of the pleading, what he verifies of his own knowledge and

what he vyIifies upon information received and believed to be true.

(3)/The verification shall be signed by the person making it and shall

state ifie date on which and the place at which it was signed.

Omission to verify or defective verification can be remedied at a later stage

of'the suit and is a mere irregularity within section 99

Ranigopal -vs- Dhirendra, 54 C 380

All petitions requiring judicial investigation or determination should be

verified.
See also rule 19, C.R. & 0.
Failure to affix the official seal on the pleading is a mere irregularity.

Md. Moslernul Haque -vs- The Commossioner of income Tax and Sales Tax,

Pakistan, 14 DLR 66
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Rule-11(Y ' Striking out pleadings.—The Court may at any stage of

the prodbe'dings order to be struck out or amended any matter in any

pleading which may be unnecessary or scandalous or which may tend to

prejudice, embarrass or delay the fair trial of the suit.

The rule deals with amendments which a party desires to be made in his
opponent's, pleadings.

See also paras ,J4' and 15, Civil Suit Instructions Manual and rule 17 (3),

C.R&^

0/

Rule—: An
	 of pleadings.—The Court may at. any stage

of the proceedings allow either party to alter or amend his pleadings in

such manner and on such terms as may be just, and all such amendments

shall be made as may be necessary for the purpose of determining the real

questions in controversy between the parties.

This rule deals with amendments which a party desires to be made in his
own pleadings. This rule allows amendment at any stage and has enlarged
the court's power to amend considerably. But, amendment should be
refused where (I) it is not necessary to decide the real questions in
controversy;

Nagendrahala -vs- Secretary of State, 14 CLI 83

(2) It would take away the defendant's legal right which has accrued to
him by tapse of time;

Charan -vs- A,nir, 48 C 110 P.0
Niranka -vs- A nd, 28 CWN 1009

(3) It would introduce a totally different, new and inconsistent case or its
effect would be to substitute one distinct cause of action for another or
change the character of the suit;

Upendra -vs- Janaki, 45 C 305

Pad,na -vs- Gins, 46 C 168;

Ma Shwe Mya -vs- Mg. Po. 48 C 832 PC

Ardesh.ir -vs- Flora Sassoon, 32 CWN 953 PC

Nurul Islam -vs- Abdur Rashid, 32 DLR 259

(4) The application is not made in good faith.

Krishna -vs- Pachiappa, /924 M 883
Bhukhi -vs-Ram Khelawan, /7 CWN 311

Man.jla.f -vs- Harendra, 12 CL] 556

The ultimate test is: Can the amendment be allowed without injustice to the
other side or can it not?
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Injury to the opposite party caused by an amendment can be generally
compensated for by costs but there are amendments which cannot be
compensated in cost, such as, amendment which deprives a party of the

defence of limitation.

Kisan -vs- Racha.ppa, 33 B 644

Amendment of plaint should be attended with opportunity to defendant to

amend his written statement and vice versa.

Amendment may be granted in appeal but the power should be used in

exceptional cases.

La.liteshwar -i's- Ra,nesh.war, 36 C 481
Pad,nalochan -vs- Girish, 46 C 168
Ga/adhar -vs- Arn,bika., 47A 459 PC

Chartered Bank -vs- Imperial Bank, 57 C 398
Md. Fakirullah. Mia -vs- Bimalendra N. Ma.itra, 12 DLR 704

Where amendment of plaint is allowed it relates back to the date of

institution of the suit.

Nripendra -vs- He,nanta., 63 IC 70/

Effect of addition of party by amendment, see. section 22, Limitation Act,

1908.

Amendment can be allowed if it does not change the nature or character of

the case.

Za.miruddin Ahmed -i's- Government of Bangladesh, 34 DLR 34

Amendment of the plaint can be allowed when it does not alter the

averment of the plaint.

Sultan Ahmed -vs- Puma Chandra, 28 DLR 130

Rule-18: Failure to amend after order.—If a party who has

obtained an order for leave to amend does not amend accordingly within

the time limited for that purpose by the order, or if no time is thereby

limited then within fourteen days from the date of the order he shall not

be permitted to amend after the expiration of such limited time as

aforesaid or of such fourteen days, as the case may be, unless the time is

extended by the Court.

Time may be extended under section 148.
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Order VII
PLAINT

Rule-1: Particulars to be contained in plaint.—The plaint shall

contain the following particulars:-

i) the name of the Court in which the suit is brought;

,(b) the name, description and place of residence of the plaintiff;

) the name, description and place of residence of the defendant, so

far as they can be ascertained;

(d) where the plaintiff or the defendant is a minor or a person of

unsound mind, a statement to that effect;

e) the facts constituting the cause of action and when it arose;

kfl the facts showing that the Court has jurisdiction;

g) the relief which the plaintiff claims;

(h) where the plaintiff has allowed a set-off or relinquished a portion

of his claim, the amount so allowed or relinquished; and

(i) a statement of the value of the subject-matter of the suit for the

purposes of jurisdiction and of court-fees, so far as the case

admits.

The word, "shall", in this rule shows that to give the particulars as per this
rule is imperative.

SheoPrasad -vs- Lalit, 18 A 403

See also rule 25, C.R & 0 and para-4, Civil Suit Instructions Manual.
Forms of plaints, App. A, (I), (2), (3) Nos. Ito 49, Sch. I.

Every plaint should show clearly how the valuation has been calculated. Sec
rule 25, C.R. & 0. Valuation and under valuation, see rule 25, C.R. & 0 and
para 4, Civil Suit Instructions Manual. See also section 8A, Court Fees Act.

Rule-2: In money suits.-Where the plaintiff seeks the recovery of

money, the plaint shall state the precise amount claimed:

But where the plaintiff sues for mesne profits, or for an amount

which will be found due to him on taking unsettled accounts between him

and the defendant, the plaint shall state approximately the amount sued

for.

Decree for rnesne profits, Or. 20, r. 12.
Decree in suit for account, Or. 20, r. 16.
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Rule-3: Where the subject-matter of the suit is immoveable

property.—Where the subject-matter of the suit is immoveable property,

the plaint shall contain a description of the property sufficient to identify

it, and, in case such property can be identified by boundaries or numbers

in a record of settlement of survey, the plaint shall specify such

boundaries or numbers, and where the area is mentioned, such description

shall further state the area according to the notation used in the record of

settlement or survey, with or without, at the option of the party, the same

area in terms of the local measures.

The words, "and where the area is mentioned, such description shall further
state the area according to the notation used in the record of settlement or
sLirvey, with or without, at the option of the party, the same area in terms of
the local measures," were inserted by rule made by the Calcutta High Court
under section 122 vide Rule No-11 of 1918 published in the Calcutta

Gazette dated 17-4-1918 Part-I, Page-653.

Rule-4: When plaintiff sues as representative.—Wherë the

plaintiff sues in a representative character the plaint shall show not only

that he has an actual existing interest in the subject-matter, but that he has

taken the steps (if any) necessary to enable him to institute a suit

concerning it.

A suit by an executor or administrator as such is a suit in his representative

capacity.

See also sections 212-214, Succession Act

The executor or legatee may sue without the probate but no decree can be

passed until probate is obtained.

Chandra -vs- Prasanna, 38 C 327 PC

Rule-5: Defendant's interest and liability to be shown.—The

plaint shall show that the defendant is or claims to be interested in the

subject-matter, and that he is liable to be called upon to answer the

plaintiff's demand.

Rule-6: Ground of exemption from limitation law.—Where the

suit is instituted after the expiration of the period prescribed by the law of

limitation, the plaint shall show the ground upon which exemption from

such law is claimed.

See sections 12-20, Limitation Act, 1908 for grounds of exemption.
Where the court is closed when the period of limitation expires, the suit

may be filed on the day the court reopens.

See section 4, Limitation Act, 1908.
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If the suit appears to be barred by limitation from the statement in the
plaint, it shall be rejected under Or. 7, r. 11(d).

Rule-7: Relief to be specifically stated.—Every plaint shall state

specifically the relief which the plaintiff claims either simply or in the

alternative, and it shall not be necessary to ask for general or other relief

which may always be given as the Court may think just to the same extent

as if it had been asked for. And the same rule shall apply to any relief

claimed by the defendant in his written statement.

It is not necessary to ask for general relief but if a plaintiff omits, except
with the leave of the court, to sue for all the reliefs arising out of the same
cause of action he will not afterwards be allowed to sue for any relief so
omitted. See Or. 2, i. 2(3).

Rule-8: Relief founded on separate grounds.—Where the plaintiff

seeks relief in respect of several distinct claims or causes of action

founded upon separate and distinct grpunds, they shall be stated as far as

may be separately and distinctly.

Rule-9: Procedure on admitting claim.—(l) The plaintiff shall

endorse on the plaint, or annex thereto, a list of the documents (if any)

which he has produced along with it.

(IA) The plaintiff shall present with his plaint: -

(i) as many copies on plain paper of the plaint as there are

defendants, unless the Court by reason of the length of the plaint

or the number of the defendants, or for any other sufficient

reason, permits him to present a like number of concise

statements of the nature of the claim made, or of the relief

claimed in the suit, in which case he shall present such statements;

(ii) draft forms of summons and fees for the service thereof.

(2) Where the plaintiff sues, or the defendant or any of the

defendants is sued, in a representative capacity, such statements

shall show in what capacity the plaintiff or defendant sues or is

sued.

(3) The plaintiff may, by leave of the Court, amend such statements

so as to make them correspond with the plaint.
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(4) The chief ministerial officer of the Court shall sign such list and

copies or statement if, on examination, he finds them to be

correct.

Sub-rule (I-A) was substituted for the old sub-rule (I) by dividing it into
two and omitting the words, "and if the plaint is admitted", which occurred
before the words, "The plaintiff shall present with his plaint", by the
Calcutta High Court by rule made under section 122 vide Notification No.
10428-G dated the 25' July, 1928 published in the Calcutta Gazette dated 2-
8-1928 Part-I, Page-1643. By this amendment clause (ii) to sub-rule (IA)
was inserted and this clause (ii) was again substituted by Notification No,
3516-G dated the 3' February, 1933 published in the Calcutta Gazette dated
9-2-1933 Part-I, Page-245.

Production of documentary evidence and marking of exhibits, see rules 393-
405, C. R. & 0. See also para 26, Civil Suit Instructions Manual. Examination
of plaint by the chief ministerial officer. See rules 54-55, C. R. & 0.

The requirements of the rule as it stands now are:- (1) Copies of plaint for
service on each of the defendants, (2) draft forms of summons duly filled in,
and (3) process fee for service of summons must be presented with the
plaint by the plaintiff.

Form of list of document, H. C. Form No. (J) 22. Form as to description of
parties in particular cases, Form (2), App. A, Sch. I.

,Rule-7Return of plaint.—(l) The plaint shall at any stage of the

suit be returned to be presented to the Court in which the suit should have

been instituted.

Procedure on returning plant.—(2) On returning a plaint the Judge

shall endorse thereon, the date of its presentation and return, the name of

the party presenting it, and a brief statement of the reasons for returning it.

This rule provides for return of plaint for want of jurisdiction, territorial,
pecuniary or other causes.

When a plaint is returned before any action is taken on it, for filing in the
proper court, all the papers filed with it should also be returned to the
person who filed it. See rule 406, C. R. & 0.

Rule-11: Rejection of plaint.—The plaint shall be rejected in the

following cases:-

) where it does not disclose a cause of action;

(b) where the relief claimed is undervalued, and the plaintiff, on

being required by the Court to correct the valuation within a time

to be fixed by the Court, fails to do so;
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where the relief claimed is properly valued, but the plaint is

written upon paper insufficiently stamped, and the plaintiff, on

being required by the Court to supply the requisite stamp-paper

within a time to be fixed by the Court, fails to do so;

)d) where the suit appears from the statement in the plaint to be

barred by any law.

(e) Where any of the provisions of rule 9 (1 A) is not complied with

and the plaintiff on being required by the Court to comply

therewith within a time to be fixed by the Court, fails to do so.

Clause (e) was added by rule made by the Calcutta High Court under
section 122 vide Notification No. 10428-G dated the 25' July, 1928,
published in the Calcutta Gazette dated 2-8-1928 Part-I, Page- 1643.

It is the duty of the court under this rule to examine a plaint before issuing
summons and to ascertain whether any cause of action has been pleaded and
whether any relief has been claimed against the defendants and to determine
whether the plaint should be rejected or returned for amendment.

Sadhu -vs- Dhirendra, 55C 590

, The provisions of the rule are mandatory.

Midnapore Zeinindary Co. -vs- Secretary of State 44C 352

Court is bound to give time at least once to make up defects in suits falling
under clauses (b), (c) and (e).

Radhakant -vs- Debendra, 49C 880

See also para 4, Civil Suit Instructions Manual and rule 25, C. R & 0.

Rule-12: Procedure on rejecting plaint.—Where a plaint is

rejected the Judge shall record an order to that effect with the reasons for

such order.

Rule 13. Where rejection of plaint does not preclude presentation
of fresh plaint.—The rejection of the plaint on any of the grounds herein-

before mentioned shall not of its own force preclude the plaintiff from

presenting a fresh plaint in respect of the same cause of action.

DOCUMENTS RELIED ON IN PLAINT

Rule-14: Production of document along with the plaint.—(I)
Where a plaintiff relies upon documents in his possession or power as

evidence in support of his claims, he shall produce them in Court when

the plaint is presented and shall at the same time deliver the documents to

be filed with the plaint.
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(2) The Court may return such documents on their being substituted
by photostat or true copies attested by the plaintiff's pleader on the
undertaking that they will be produced at the time of hearing or whenever
asked for by the Court.

(3) Where the plaintiff relies on any other documents not in his
possession or power in support of his claim, he shall enter such
documents in a list to be added or annexed to the plaint and state in whose
possession or power they are.

Rule 14 was substituted by Ordinance XLVIII of 1983

Rule-15: Statement in case of documents not in plaintiff's
possession or power.—Where any such document is not in the

possession or power of the plaintiff, he shall, if possible, state in whose
possession or power it is.

Rule-16: Suits on lost negotiable instruments.—Where the suit is
founded upon a negotiable instrument, and it is proved that the instrument is
lost, and an indemnity is given by the plaintiff, to the satisfaction of the
Court, against the claims of any other person upon such instrument, the Court
may pass such decree as it would have passed if the plaintiff had produced
the instrument in Court when the plaint was presented, and had at the same
time delivered a copy of the instrument to be filed with the plaint.

Rule-17: Production of shop-book.---(l) Save in so far as is

otherwise provided by the Bankers' Books Evidence Act, 1891, where the
document on which the plaintiff sues is an entry in a shop-book or other
account in his possession or power, the plaintiff shall produce the book or
account at the time of filing the plaint, together with a copy of the entry
on which he relies.

Original entry to be marked and returned:—(2) The Court, or

such officer as it appoints in this behalf, shall forthwith mark the
document for the purpose of identification; and, after examining and
comparing the copy with the original, shall, if it is found correct, certify it
to be so and return the book to the plaintiff and cause the copy to be filed.

See section 4, Bankers' Books Evidence Act, 1891

See also rule 394, C. R. & 0.
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Rule-18: Inadmissibility of document not produced when plaint
riled.--41) A document which ought to be produced in Court by the

plaintiff when the plaint is presented, or to be entered in the list to be

added or annexed to the plaint, and which is not produced or entered

accordingly, shall not, without the leave of the Court, be received in

evidence on his behalf at the hearing of the suit:

Provided that the Court shall not grant such leave save in exceptional

circumstances.

• (2) Nothing in this rule applies to documents produced for cross-

examination of the defendant's witnesses, or in answer to any case set up

by the defendants or handed to a witness merely to refresh his memory.

The proviso was added by Ordinance XLVIII of 1983.

See also section 159, Evidence Act.
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Order VIII
WRITTEN STATEMENT AND SET-OFF

Rule-1: Written statement.—The defendant shall, at or before the

first hein orvithiniUEh time no	 two months as the Court

may permit, save	 provided in the proviso to sub-section (2) of section

80, pent written statement of his _defencey

(2) Where the defendant relies upon documents in his. possession pr

power as evidence in suppQrt of his defence or claim of sethe shall

duce them J	 when the written siatementis 	 nted andCpurt

at the same time deliver the dOcinnts to be filed with the written

sttementZ

(3) The Court may return such documents on their being_substituted

by photostat_or true copies attested by thëdefendant's pleader on the

undertaking that they will be pro tthe time- i hearing or whener

askedjhourt.

(4) Where the defendant relies on any other documents not in his

poss'ioor_püwer in support of ' defence or claim of set-off, he shall

enter such documents in a list to be added or annexed to the written

statement and state in whose possession or power they are.

(5) A document which ought to be produced in Court by the

defendant when the written statement is or to be entered in the

list t_be addedor annexe o the written statement, and which is not

produced or entered accordingly, shall not, wit out the jave of the Court,

be received in evidence on his behalf at the hearing of the suit:

Provided that the Court shall not grant such leave save in exceptional

circumstances.

(6) Nothing in sub-rule (5) applies to documents produced for cross-

examination of the plaintiff's witnesses, or in answer to any case set up by

the plaintiff or handed to a witness merely to refresh his memory.

Rule I was substituted byOrdinance XLVIII of 1983

See Pages3841, Civil Suit Instructions Manual.

See also Paras 10-11, Civil Suit Instructions Manual.
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Copies of written statement must be served on the lawyer of each set of
parties whose interests are not joint before filing the written statement.

Se also rule 24, C.R. & 0.

Forms of written statements, Forms (4) Written statements No. 1-15, App.

A, Sch. I.

Rule-2: New facts must be specifically pleaded.—The defendant

must raise by his pleading all matters which show the suit not to be

mThtainable, or that the transactioniis either void or voiaAle ' in point of

land all such -founds of defence as, if not raised, would be likely to

take- the opposite party by surprise, or would raise issues of fact not

arising out of the plaint, as, for instance, fraud, limitation, release,

payment,-performance, or facts showing illegality.

,-,"'Rule-3: Denial to be specific.—It shall not be sufficient for a

defendant in his written statement to deny generally the grounds alleged

by the plaintiff, but the defendant must deal specifically with each

allegation of fact of which he does not admit the truth, except damages.

Facts not specifically denied will be taken to be admitted. See Or. 8, r. 5.

—,,-Rule-4: Evasive denial.—Where a defendant denies an allegation of

fact in the plaint, he must not do so evasively, but answer the point of

substance. Thus, if it is alleged that he received a sum of money, it shall not

be sufficient to deny that he received that particular amount, but he must

deny that he received that sum or any part thereof, or else set out how much

he received. And if an allegation is made with diverse circumstances, it shall

not be sufficient to deny it along with those circumstances.

)ule-5: Specific denial—Every allegation of fact in the plaint, if

not denied specifically or by necessary implication,-or stated to be not

admitted in the pleading of the defendant, shall be taken to be admitted

except as against a person under disability:

Provided that the Court may in its discretion require any fact so

admitted to be proved otherwise than by such admission.

The rule means that where the material averment is passed over and not
specifically denied, it is taken to be admitted.

The rule also says that an allegation of fact must be denied either
specifically or by necessary implication and if a plea is not taken in that
manner then the allegation of fact should be taken to be admitted.

Syed Ali Sardar -vs- Shahabuddin Ahmed Chowdhury 18 DLR 198
Cf. Section 58, proviso, Evidence Act.
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Rule-6: Particulars of set-off to be given in written statement.—

(1) Where in a suit for recovery of money the defendant claims to set-off

against the plaintiff's demand any ascertained sum of money le ally

recoverable rom the plaintiff, not excee ing t epecuniary limits

of the jurisdiction of the Court, and koth parties-fill the-same character as

they filflplaintiff's suit, may, at the first ring of the

suit, but not afterwards unless _permitted by the Coiif -present a written

statement containing partiEebt sought tb'et-off.

Effect of set-off.--(24The written statement shall have the same

effect as a plaint in a cross-suit so as -to enable the Court to pronounce a

final judgment in respect both of the original claim and of the set-off; but

this shall-not affect the lien, upon the amount decreed, of any pleader in

respect of the costs payable to him under the decree. 	 --

(3) The rules relating to a written statement by •a defendant apply to

a written statement in answer to a claim of set-off.

ILLUSTRATIONS

(a) A bequeaths Taka 2,000 to B and appoints C his executor and

residuary legatee. B dies and D takes out administration to B's effects. C
pays Taka 1,000 as surety for D; then D sues C for the legacy. C cannot
set-off the debt of Taka 1,000 against the legacy, for neither C nor D fills
the same character with respect to the legacy as they fill with respect to the

payment of the Taka 1,000.

(b) A dies intestate and in debt to B.0 takes out administration to A's
effects and B buys part of the effects from C. In a suit for the purchase-
money by C against B, the latter cannot set-off the debt against the price,
for C fills two different characters, one as the vendor to B, in which he sues

B, and the other as representative to A.	 -

(c) A sues B on a bill of exchange. B alleges that A has wrongfully
neglected to insure B's goods and is liable to him in compensation which he
claims to set -off . The amount not being ascertained cannot be set -off.

(d) A sues B on a bill of exchange for Tk. 500/- . B holds a judgment

against A for Tk. 1000/-. The two claims being both definite pecuniary

demands may be set-off.

(e) A . sues B for compensation on account of trespass. B holds a

promissory note for Tk. 1,000/- from A and claims to set-off that amount
against any sum that A may recover in the suit. B may do so, for, as soon as
A recovers, both sums are definite pecuniary demands.

(f) A and B sue C for Tk. 1,000/-.0 cannot set-off a debt due to him

by A alone.
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(g) A sues B and C for Tk. 1,000/-. B cannot set-off a debt due to him
alone by A.

(h) A owes the partnership firm of B and C Tk. 1,000/-. .B dies,
leaving C surviving. A sues C for a debt of Tk. 1,5001- due in his separate
character. C may set-off the debt of Tk. 1,000.

The sum to be set-off cannot be unascertained, see illustration (c).
The sum to be set-off must be ascertained, see illustrations (d) and (e).

But, the rule is not exhaustive of all cross-claims by way of set-off and the
defendant may be allowed to claim an equitable set-off for an ffliascertaitied
sum in exercise of his general right under the provisions of the Code.

Nandram -us- Rain Prasad, 27A 145;
Rwndhari -vs- Parmanand, 19 CWN 1183

Kishorechand --'s- Madh.owji, 4 B 407
Equitable set-off can be claimed also in respect of ascertained amount.

Han -i's- Mah.o,ned, 40 CWN 751

"Legal ly recoverable" means that the claim to set-off must not be barred by
limitation or otherwise legally barn	 -Ed-. 	 -

Narendra -vs- Tarubal, 25 CWN 800

See Or. 20 r. 19 (3) which recognises equitable set-off.
Court fee payable on the written statement pleading set--off is the same as in
a plaint.

Rule-7: Defence of set-off founded on separate grounds.—Where
the defendant relies upon several distinct grounds of defence or set-off
founded upon separate and distinct facts, they shall be stated, as far as
may be, separately and distinctly.

Rule-8: New ground of defence.—Any ground of defence which
has arisen after the institution of the suit or the presentation of a written
statement claiming a set-off may be raised by the defendant or plaintiff, as
the case may be. in his written statement.

Rule-9: Subsequent pleadings.—No pleading subsequent to the
written statement of a defendant other than by way of defence to a set-off
shall he presented except by the leave of the Court and upon such terms as
the Court thinks fit, but the Court may at any time require a written
statement or additional written statement from any of the parties and fix a
time for presenting the same.

Minor defendant attaining majority can only file additional written
statement under this rule if court permits.

Venkataswami -vs- Uppilipalayain, 1935 M / 17
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Rule-10: Procedure when party fails to present written statement

called for by Court.—Where any party from whom a written statement is

so required fails to present the same within the time permitted or fixed by

the Court, the Court may pronounce judgment against him, or make such

order in relation to the suit as it thinks fit.

See as para 10, Civil Suit Instructions Manual.

The penalty provided in, this rule applies only to a written statement and set-
off. Where defendant pleads set-off and the court directs the plaintiff to put in a
counter written statement and plaintiff fails to comply with the order, this rule

does not apply.
Chirnawq -vs- Gangawa, 1929 B 413
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^er
APPEARANCE OF PARTIES AND CONSEQUENCE OF NON-APPEARANCE

Rule-1: Parties to appear on day fixed in summons for defendant
to appear and answer.—On the day fixed in the summons for the

defendant to appear and answer, the parties shall be in attendance at the

Court-house in person or by their respective pleaders, and the suit shall

then be heard unless the hearing is adjourned to a future day fixed by the

Court.

Rule 7'Dismissa1 of suit where summons not served in
consequence of plaintiff's failure to pay costs.—Where on the day so

fixed it is found that the summons has not been served upon the defendant

in consequence of the failure of the plaintiff to pay the court-fee o r  2L
charg s(if any) chargeable for such service, the Court may- make an order

that the suit be dismissed:

Provided that no such order shall be made although the summons has

not been served upon the defendant, if on the day fixed for him to appear

and answer he attends in person or by agent when he is allowed to appear

byagent.

Where neither party appears, suit to be dismissed.—
Where neither party appears when the suit is called on for hearing s the

Court may make an order that the suit be dismissed.

The dismissal under this rule not being a decree is not appealable and the
remedy lies by an application under Or. 9, r. 4 or a fresh suit. There is also
no review.

Kailash -vs- Nawadwip, 2 CWN 3/8

Rij Plaintiff may bring fresh suit or Court may restore suit
to file.—Where a suit is. dismissed under rule 2 or rule 3 the plaintiff may

(subject to the law of limitation) bring a fresh suit; or he 'may apply for an

order to set the dismissal aside, and if he satisfies the Court that there was

sufficient cause for his not paying the court-fee and postal charges (if any)

required within the time fixed befoe the issue of the summons, or for his

non appearance as the case may be, the Court shall make an Order setting.

aside the dismissal and shall appoint a day for proceeding with the suit.
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No notice to defendant is necessary in an application under this rule but if
the order of dismissal is set aside and the suit is restored, the defendant is
entitled to notice of date of hearing of the suit

Moolchan.d - ps- Ganga, 55 A 684

If an application under Or. 9, rule 4 is dismissed, another application lies
under, the rule if it is within the period of limitation

J3ipin - s- Abdul, 21 CWN 30

Period of limitation is 30 days from the day of dcsrnissal (Article 163 of the
Limitation Act.).

Rule-5: Dismissal of suit where plaintiff, after summons returned

unserved, fails for three months to apply for fresh summons.--(I)

Where, after a summons has been issued to the defendant, or to one of

several defendants, and returned unserved, the plaintiff fails, for a period

of three months from the date of the return made to the Court by the

office ordinarily certifying to the Court returns, made by the serving

officers, to apply for the issue of a fresh summons the Court shall make an

order that the suit be dismissed as against such defendant, unless the

plaintiff has within the said period satisfied the Court that—

(a) he has failed after using his best endeavors to discover the

residence of the defendant who has not been served, or

(b) such defendant is avoiding service of process, Or

(c) there is any other sufficient cause for extending the time.

in which case the Court may extend the time for making such

application for such period as it thinks fit.

(2) In such case the plaintiff may (subject to the law of limitation)
bring a fresh suit.

The rule does not apply to appeal

Bahanna -vs- Parava, 50 B. 815

IJ V4i-e-6- Procedure whennly plaintiff ap ea —Where the

plaintiff appears. and the defenda oes not appear e e suit is called

on for hearing, then—

When summons ' duly served. (a) If it is proved that the summons

was duly served, the Court may make an order that the Court may proceed
-Pc1r7
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Whenmmons not duly served (b) If it is not proved that the
simmns was du y serve , t	 s all direct a second summons to be
issue	 served oil 	 defendant;

When summons served,but nE^^R
ot(in

c) If it is proved that
the summons was served on t 	 , 	 sufficient time to
enable him to appear and answer on the day fixed in the summons, the

Court shall postpone the hearing of the suit to a future day to be fixed by

the Court, and shall direct nolLe of such day to be given tot e e en ant.

	

(2) 'Where it is owing to t 	 default that the summons was
not duly served or was not s ' ed in	 icient time, the Court shall order
the pl aintiffto pay the costs occasioned by the postponement.

The court should not in ex-partc cases act upon anything short or personal
service until it is satisfied that personal service could not reasonably be'
effected.

Sec rule 69, C. R. & 0.
Form ol'noticc under r. 6(I) (c), Fonn No. 12, App.B, Sch. I=H.C. Form No. (P) 8.

Rule-7: Procedure where defendant appears on day of adjourned
hearing and assigns good cause for previous non-appearance.—Where
the Court has adjourned the hearing of the suit ex-parte, and the
defendant, at o r bfore such hearing, appears and assigns good cause for

his previous non-appearance, he may, upon such terms as the Court

directs as to costs or otherwise, be heard in answer to the suit as if he had

appeared on the day fixed for his appearance.

PIocedure where defendant only appears.—Where the
defendant appears and the plaintiff does not appear when the suit is called
oil 	 hearin g the Court shall make an order that the suit be disn'iisse
unless t.hefen ant admits the c am	 or part thereof, in which case the
Court shall ass a c	 ans	 e defendant upon such admission, and,

where part only of the claim has been admitted, shall dismiss the slut so
far as it relates to the remainder.

In this rule the court has no option hut to dismiss the suit if the defendant
appeal's and the plaintiff does not appeal' Unless the defendant ad Iits the claim
or part ol' it. The day fixed for settlement of issue is a date fixed for hearing
within this rule.

Fit-in of Harchan4 -i's- Rain 48 IC 192
Kesm'i -i's- National Jute Mills Co. 40 C / 19

Parbutj -i's- Tulsi, 18 CWN 604
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When once there has been a preliminary decree the suit can not be
dismissed for default or failure to appear to take step for making the decree
final. In such case, disciplinary action may be taken by adjourning the,

proceeding sine die.

Lakshminarain -vs- Balmukund, 29 CWN 391 PC

• 1 9: Decree against plaintiff by default bars fresh suit.--(I)

Where a suit is wholly or partly disniissed under rule 8,

be precluded from bringing a frehuit in respect of the same cause of

action. But he may apply for an order to set the dismissal aside, and if he

satisfies thet1 there wasicient cause or his non-aprce

when the suit was called on for hearing, the Court shall make an order

setting aside the dismissal upon such terms as to costs or otherwise as it

t ' s ,	 ppolnt a day for proceeding with the suit.

(2) The plaintiff shall, for service on the opposite parties, present

along with his application under this rule either-

(i) as many copies thereof on plain paper as there are opposite

parties, or

(ii) if the Court by reason of the length of , the application or the

number of opposite parties or for any other sufficient reason

grants permission in this behalf, a like number of concise

statements.

(3) No order shall be made under the rule unless notice of the

application with a copy thereof (or concise statement as the case may be)

has been served on the opposite party.

Sub-rule 2 and the words, "with a copy thereof" and, "(or concise statement
as the case may be)" in sub-rule (3) were inserted by ruk made by the
Calcutta High Court under section 122 Vide Notification No. 3516 dated
the 3" February, 1933, published in the Calcutta Gazette dated 9-2-1933

Part-I, P. 245.

The filing of copies of the application along with the application is a
mandatory rule. An order of dismissal under Order 9, rule-8 not being a
decree is not ap' jabJ The remedy is an ãpplicatio under 'this -rule,

Limitation for an application under this rule is 30 days from date of

dismissal (Article 163, Limitation Act)

"Appearance" may be by a party, or by a pleader, or by a party in person

along with his pleader.
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Satis -vs- Apara, 34 C 403 PB
Soonder -vs- Goorprasad, 23 B 414

Lalta -vs- Nand, 22 A. 66 FB
Manickam - vs- Mahudam, 47M 819 PB

"Appearance" has a well-recognized meaning and means appearance in
person or through pleader for conducting the case. When a pleader asks for
an adjournment, which is refused but has no further, instructions to represent
the client, there is no appearance within the Code though the party was

present in person in court.

Mahant -vs- Rajkumar, I P 188
Sikandar -vs- Kushal, 59 C 756

Sardarihal -vs- Jaharmal, 59 C 906

,Jfan application under this rule is itself dismissed, for default, another
application lies if.filed within the period of limitation.

Bepin -vs- Abdul, 21 CWN 30

In proper cases section 151 may be invoked for the restoration of such

application.
Sarat -vs- Biseswar, 54 C 405

'Sourendr -vs- Jatindra, 32 CWN 811

Rule-10: Procedure in case of non-attendance of one or more of
several plaintiffs.—Where there are more plaintiffs than one, and one or

more of them appear, and the others do not appear, the Court may, at the

instance of the plaintiff or plaintiffs appearing, permit the suit to proceed

in the same way as if all the plaintiffs had appeared, or make such order

as it thinks fit.

Rule–li: Procedure in case of non-attendance of one or more of
several defendants.—Where there are more defendants than one, and one

or more of them appear, and the other do not appear, the suit shall

proceed, and the C,burt shall, at the time of pronouncing judgment, make

such order as it thinks fit with respect to the defendants who do not

appear.

Rule-12: Consequence of non-attendance, without sufficient
cause shown, of party ordered to appear in person.—Where a plaintiff

or defendant, who has been ordered to appear in person, does not appear

in person, or show sufficient cause to the satisfaction of the Court for

failing so to appear, he shall be subject to all the provisions of the

foregoing rules applicable to plaintiffs and defendants, respectively, who

do not appear.
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SETTING ASIDE DECREES EX PARTE.

ualle— 3: Setting side: decree ex-parte gainstfdefendant.1) In

cas n which a decree is passe ex-parte against a.idan he may

tp 

fla a ply to the Court by which the decree was passed for an order to set it

as i de; and if he satisfies the Court that the summons was not duly served,

or that he was prevented by any sufficient cause from appearing when the

\(_^J

uit was called on for hearing, the Court, shall make an order setting aside

e decree as against him upon such terrn\s to co.ts, payment into Court

r otherwise as it thinks fit, and shall app' nt a day for proceeding with

e suit:

Provided that where the decree is of such a nature that it cannot be set

ide as against such defendant only it may be set aside as against all or

y of the other defendants also.

(2) The defendant shall, for service on the opposite party, present

along with his application under this rule either-

(i) as many copies thereof on plain paper as there are opposite

parties, or,

(ii) if the Court by reason of the length of the application or the

number of opposite parties or for any other sufficient reason

grants permission in this behalf, a like number of concise

statements.

(3) Provisions of section 5 of the Limitation Act, 1908, shall apply

to the application under rule 13 (1) of the Order.

Sub-rule (2) was added by rule made by the Calcutta High Court under
section 122 of the Code Vide Notification No. 3516-G dated the 3'
February 1933, published in the Calcutta Gazette dated the 9" February,
1933, Part-I, Page-245.

Sub-rule (3) numbered as sub-rule "(2)" was added by Orders and
Notification by the High Court of Judicature, Dhaka, being Notification No.
2351-0 dated the I0h May, 1967 published in the Dhaka Gazette dated
18-5-1967. Overlooking that there was already sub-rule (2) in rule 13, this
sub-rule was also numbered as sub-rule "(2)". This is a simple legislative
arithmetical error.

Knowledge about institution of the sLut does not dispense with the
requirement of service of summons. If summons is not served on the
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defendant the decree is liable to he set aside, even if the defendant knew
about the institution of the suit provided the application is within time.

Ka,,i,n. - p r- Johwn nil, 43 C 447

The remedies open in case of an ex parte decree arc:- (i) an application under
this rule; (ii) an application for review under Order 47, rule I.

Lila Chet -vs- Ram, Pal, 16 CWN 643,
Bihi Mutto -ox- lla!i.i, 6 A 65

and (iii) an appeal under section 96. The remedies are concurrent.

Rajn.a rain. - os-A ncina, 26 C 598

Where there is an appeal there is nothing in the Code to confine the
investigation only to the cause of non-appearance.

Baniac/iaran Os- Gac/adha,-, 56 C 21

No exparic decree call 	 set aside under this rule when the defendant fails to
establish either of the two grounds oil 	 such a decree can be set aside.

A1ftn Mw and others -vs- Government of the Peoples Republic of
Bangladesh. 45 DLR (AD) 112

The court has no power to set aside an ex-parre decree under section 151 if' no
case can he made out under Or. 9, r. 13.

Dart - vs- Shamsuddin, 34 C VVN 419
Harihar -vs- Belov, 34 CWN 222

Nec/a Pen.i -Os- Naravana, 43 M 94 PB

No decree to be set aside without notice to opposite
party.—No decree shall be set aside on any such application as aforesaid
unless notice together with a copy thereof (or concise statement as the
case may be) have been served on the opposite party.

The words, "together with a copy thereof "(or concise statement as the case
may be)" have been substitLited for the word, "there of" by rule made by the
Calcutta High Court under section 122 of the Code vide Notification No.
3516–G, dated the 3" February 1933 published in the Calcutta Gazette
datet9h February, 1933, Part-I, Page-245.

Ie-15: Where the dismissal of a suit is set aside under rule 4 or
rule 9, or a decree is set aside under rule 13, the suit shall, on restoration,
proceed from the stage where it was immediately before the making of the
order of dismissal or passing of the decree.

Rule IS was added by Ordinance No. XLVIII of 1983
'7
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Order X
EXAMINATION OF PARTIES BY THE COURT

Rule-1: Ascertainment whether allegations in pleadings are
admitted or denied.—At the first hearing of the suit the Court shall

ascertain from each party or his pleader whether he admits or denies such
allegations of fact as are made in the plaint or written statement (if any) of
the opposite party, and as are not expressly or by necessary implication
admitted or denied by the party against whom they are made. The Court

shall record such admissions and denials.

See para 16, Civil Suit Instructions Manual.

Rule-2: Oral examination of party or companion of party:—At

the first hearing of the suit, or at any subsequent hearing, any party
appearing in person or present in Court, or any person able to answer any
material questions relating to the suit by whom such party or his pleader is
accompanied, may be examined orally by the Court; and the Court may, if
it thinks fit, put in the course of such examination questions suggested by

either party.

See para –16, Civil Suit Instructions Manual.

Rule-3: Substance of examination to be written.—The substance

of the examination shall be reduced to writing by the Judge, and shall
form part of the record.

Rule-4: Consequence of refusal or inability of pleader to
answer.—(1)Where the pleader of any party who appears by a pleader or

any such person accompanying a pleader as is referred to in rule 2, refuses
or is unable to answer any material question relating to the suit which the
Court is of opinion that the party whom he represents ought to answer,
and is likely to be able to answer if interrogated in person, the Court may
postpone the hearing of the suit to a future day and direct that such party
shall appear in person on such day.

(2) If such party fails without lawful excuse to appear in person on
the day so appointed, the Court may pronounce judgment against him, or
make such order in relation to the suit as it thinks fit.

An order dismissing a suit under this rule operates as a decree and bars
another suit on the same cause of action.

Punnam -vs- Mollison, - 13 Bombay Law Report, 658


